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1 Other IL0 publications 

Employment, growth and basic needs: A one-world problem 

In the search for a solution to the problems nf a world where more than 700 million people 
live in acute poverty, whe:e at least460 million sufferfrom severe malnutrition and where, 
in the developing countries alone, nearly 300 million persons are unemployed or under- 
employed, the IL0 convened, in June 1976, a Tripartite World Employment Conference 
aimed at stimulating and guiding international action to overcome unemployment and 
poverty. In his Report, the Director-General of the IL0 invited the Conference to examine 

:,, a possible new approach to development aimed at raising world employment levels and 
;i ,, :,, ,i furthering social objectiveswherebyeach country should strivetoattaincertain minimum 
,,:, ,i standards of living-what are described as “basic needs”-by the year 2000. 

ISRN SC?-2.1”,5,“-6 

,‘, Technology and employment in industry, edited by A. S. Bhalla. with a foreword by 
pi :~’ Amawa Sen 
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managers and employees. Technology, in policy and in practice, should be 
related to the objective of satisfying basic human needs, the development 
objective endorsed by the Declaration of Principles of the World Employment 
Conference. It is this cause, and that Declaration, that the present volume is 

,,,, ~, 
Geneva, June 1977 

Francis Blanchard, 
Director-General, 

International Labour Office. 
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY ,,, 
AND BASK NEEDS 

a 

SOME CONCEPTUAL ISSUES 

The first and obvious determinant of a country’s appropriate technology 



,’ althqugh there may well be groups and subsectors where sufficient tech- 
nological adjustment to their lack of access to capital has been made, so that 
living standards may rise above the basic-needs minimum and in fact may be 

‘In str~~logic~ it isAthere&e true that the &hnology required would 
be an “intermediate” technology4ntermediate between the high capital 
and related requirements of the m?:&rn large-scale sectors and the tech- 
nology of the small-scale and informal sectors. But there is some question 
whether an efficient intermediate technology in this sense now exists and 
whether its creation is justified on cost-benefit or time-factor considerations. 
Moreover, it is not certain that the application of a uniform intermediate 
technology throughout the economy is preferable to the existence of areas of 
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY AND BASIC-NEEDS STRATEGY 

It is now becoming increasingly clear that conventional development 
strategies which emphasise the growth of gross national product per se, 

,:~ without eat the same time inquiring into the pattern of growth which ,,,,, 
determines its fruits, do not, in most developing countries, alleviate mass 

~’ poverty and unemployment. What has happened in many cases is that 
,, through conventional growth strategies the fruits of growth have been 

concenrrated in the hands of a small privileged minority and have not reached 
the bulk of the population. The reasons for this state of affairs are, however, 
complicated and beyond the scope of the present volume. One of the factors 
which seems to have contributed to the perpetuation of poverty is that rapid 
growth has occurred in the small modern sector of the economy using most 
advanced imported technology. This growth has not spilled over into the 
rural traditional and urban informal sectors. In fact, quite often growth in 
the modem sector has occurred at the expense of these sectors. Technological 
progress in the former often does not Iead to the raising of technological levels 

v:;<,+ 
& _ ;; ;, in the latter. 
&f:,:,, : 
&;;,:; ‘, If past’pattems of development have not yielded the d&red results, there 

is clearly a need for current development strategies to be reoriented towards 
&;,!,;,,, : the izlimmation of poverty and unemployment and the fulfilment of basic 
gf@;:::,~: needs. These three elements are all inter-related. Both unemployment and ~~~~,~:;~,, 
g&~f, ,, ~, un 

de 
remployment prevent the majority of the population in developing 

.$@& ::~ ,, c&&es from having access to minimum personal consumption needs such as 
f&&.:~;, 
l&g;:,,:,, P,pv* ,,,,,: 

adequate food and shelter, and to minimum social services such as water, 
&&:;: : ,education, sanitation, medical facilities and transport. Thus the technology ri@&+ ,,: &$;g?; ,;; ,~~S~z,~~,,:;,,Y~ ,,;required for a basic-needs strategy in a developing country must concentrate 
~~~~~~~,~~~~:: .:: more than in the past on meeting the requirements of the small farmer, smail- 
~~~,~:~:,;~i’;: ,xale rural industry and the informal sector producer. Such a strategy calls 

!;,, ,’ :,for, and is in turn supported by, a special kind of appropriate technology: 
$?;:I’,:‘~:!,, a technoloev which differs from that develooed in the industralised countries 

‘,, 
,, 

z:?;Y- ‘:‘~::~:un+r: a ‘b&+i+nee$ strategy tech@@@ must be+ “ihe double ~burden of 
!~~<1j:, :,:;I ‘:~~ ;‘ad&pttig &sttig~or ,imp&ed n&v t&b~ol~gy’ i& ‘the general si&tion of the 
:‘:,::::~,,,,~,‘: _ ‘, d6ti&lL~rng’&$ntj and Of ~underpL~m&ig ,tl& redistribution of inctimes w&b 
$$ :‘; ,,: :g&gith,a b&c$eed~ str&gy. For tbis<e&n,it might ,be,c$ed a “doubly 

. 
approp~ate”~~tech&logy. It cati safe@ be assumed that a ~“dotibly appro- 

: ‘$i&te” technol&y rims1 contain a greaterelement df+Amological innovation 
:: (althOugh p&ibly ,based dn pre--,xi$ing, knotiiedge not ‘currently selected 

~,: ~” for use or ‘development, ,by the ,ir@stri@ed $mitries) ,than a “simple 
“: : ,‘apprtipritite”, ~tti~hnolpgy,’ which ‘,cap, more often use the instruments of 

@Ftive choice and adaptat&?, ,appli&d ,to’ existing technologies, usually 
developed in the indu@ri#sed countries. 

;,:,, ., : Jf,,the rural and the,,,Frban poor are the target ,groups in a basic-needs 

:t,:;j,,;,,: ,,‘,~ 
1,,: ‘,‘; ~,,, a 
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strategy, for whose especial benefit scientific and technological knowledge 
is to be put to use. clearly the technologies which are imported from abroad 
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planners who set the concrete technological tasks and allocate priorities: 
emphasis on rural or urban development, on a high rate of investment or 
promotion of consumption, high-level consumption or basic needs, priority 
for the development of specific regions of the country, export promotion or 
import substitution, and so forth. Each planning decision of this sort, whether 
explicit or httplicit in the projects proposed, will have a consequential,impact 
on technologtcal potiey. The same is true of major macro-economic policies: 
fiscal, monetary and foreign exchange policies, wage policies, land reform 
policies, policies respecting foreign investment-all these influence the 
adjustment of technological policy. 

ELEMENTS OF AN APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGICAL POLICY’ 

The fit decision to be made is the choice of technology for a given 
project or range of activities. Choice involves a range of alternatives. How 
wide is the range of alternatives,, or the “menu”, from which technology 
can be chosen? The hypothetical range, or number of items on the “menu”, 
is clearly very huge. In so far as technology is embodied in equipment 
packages, it would be scientifically and technically possible to produce an 
immense range of such equipment packages involving different degrees of 
capital intensity. In the past the industrialised countries have done so in the 
course of their industrial history, moving steadily to equipment and tech- 
nologies whih became steadit: both more efficient and more capital- . 
‘intensive (ii lme witb tbeirchangmg factor proportions). It is this combination 

~~~~~:~iiofin~~~ eflieie~e)r,on the one hand, and increased cap&d &en&y, on 
@@&;; ,, 
~~~~~~, ,:,,the other, whiib has led to the popular association of these two attributes-a “P?##;m ,,~ ,, ,,, 
pp cab ,, ~~~~~~,;;,belief that increased efkiency and increased capital intensity are identical. 

~~~~~-,~, +hough there &a cle~J&oficg[ or secular ~~ciation of the two attributes, 
~~~~~~~:~~;~, 
%:,.: ), ,, ;,_ ,:,:‘I there,is no strict @$cd association. In terms of science and technology, there 
&;. ,, @,y ,, ,, ‘, is no reason to assume that greater efficiency must be labour-saving rather ii,, 
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strong national technological capacity obviously has a much wider range of 
possibilities actually available to it than one without these two assets. 

Smce the world is fairly clearly divided into technology-initiating and 
technology-borrowing countries, the technology available to the latter 
depends to a greater or lesser extent on the technologies which are available 
and activated ht the technology-initiating countries. Those activated in ‘,‘,!; 
‘earlier periods will be embodied in older equipment (in so far as they can still 
be produced or are available from stock) or in second-handy equipment. 
Both are important means of extending the range of technology that is likely 
to be useful to developing countries, but both also have their specific 
problems.’ The range of technology that is actually available at any given 
moment forms the “technology shelf’-that is, the items on the “menu” 
which the kitchen will actually suppiy on order. 

Analysts have differed in their estimates of the breadth of the range of 
available technologies, although in general they have been in agreement over 
the variation of capitablabour ratios in different industries and sectors. 
A more neo-classical model is based on the assumption of a wide range of 
available technologies, and failures of choice are then traced back to internal 
factors in the technology-borrowing developing country: for instance, 
failure to adjust factor prices or to use shadow factor prices, unequal income 
distribution, overvalued, exchange rates, biases in training, lack :of ,skill in 
negotiations, and so on. A more institutional or “deterministic” model will 

‘empbasise the lack of choice, the narrowness of the range, with which ,, 
developiogcountrics are confronted, and this is then traced back to conditions 
in the technology-initiating countries, or in the world economy as a whole, 
creating one-sided technological dependence. Obviously there are elements 
of realityin both these views. In any case, the term “available” is itself ‘,: 
ambiguous and open to differing interpretations: indeed, the two schools of : : 
thought noted above tend to interpret this term in different ways. 

As has been argued above, the use of capital-intensive technology in 
capital-short economies is bound to lead to a dualistic pattern of development 
that is not easily reconciled with, a basic-needs ,strategy. ,Even, withi,” : 

@oduction sectors (e.‘g. industry), what has ,been described as a,“diseonttnu-; ‘,: 
. 

,ous b&dal distribution, of factor ,,intensities”r, ‘may resnlt:,, aj,cluster ‘of : ‘:: 
,‘: large-scale capital-intensive plants (perhaps dominated by foreign’investom) : : 

~:,and,‘~other~cluster bf small-scale labour+rtensive producers,, verging into,, ‘~ 
‘what ,tbe IL0 comprehensive ‘employment: strategy mission, to~:,Kenya~ 

~;‘,’ : I ‘, described as the “informal sector”? Thus,‘by putting more embhasis on the :: 
‘,, more labour-intensive small-scale sector; yet another element is introduced 

“’ into teelmological choice: that of scale, of production. 

,I See Chapter 4 be!ow for a more Qmikd diission of second-hand machinery. 
,* Jolhnr*oo ml Kilby, op. ,*t., p, 91. 
* ILO: Employmew, incomesandcquolity : A strafegy forincnasingproducriveomploymrnr ,;,, :, 

ir:Ken.w @extm, 1972). Ch. 13 and technical paper 22. 
,~, 

;;;:,, e,,, ,, 

,,, ‘:, 

:;,y ::~ ,,,, ,:,,, ,, ,, 
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One way in which the range of available technologies can be extended is 
by “unpackaging” the production process. Even where the primary or core 
process may be constrained by the need to choose a capital-intensive 
technology from a narrow range of available technologies, this need not 
apply to the ancillary or peripheral parts of the production process. The 

: moving of materials to and from the core process would be a typical 

::,: illustration of such an ancillary activity within the production process which 
lends itself to variations from the standard technology of industrial countries 
that are both more flexible and more labour-intensive. This and other 
methods of adaptation are discussed in Chapter 4 below. 

Another method of adaptation is through product variation. This covers 
a broad spectrum from minor qualitative differences (e.g. the colour of the 
crust of bread baked in a simpler oven) to essentially different products 

‘,~, (e.g. fashion feather shoes versus rubber sandals made from discarded tyres). 
,,,, This method of achieving a broader range of technological choice has been :: 
-,~ emphasised and described as one of complementing “appropriate tech- 

,:~ nology” by “appropriate products”, and it is particttiarly closely associated 
I;>;, ;,, with a basic-needsstrategy. Generally speaking, the simplification of products 

: will make possible the use of more labour-intensive technology while at the ,, 
if<;,;“--:, ~,,: same time broadening markets and benefiting larger numbers of people. @y::, 
;a,*;+, ~,~~;~~,;;, ,~,, ,where income inequalities are great, the commercial incentive for research 
#&;; : ,,,,,, on appropriate technologies is reduced. A reduction in income inequality 
~a!~:;i- 
p&<~: ,:,: 

and the development of appropriate products can therefore be made mutually 
ggg+, ; ,, 
#@g ;, 

reinforcing. 
V#!,!$,,~‘,,’ ,’ Another method, that of process simplification, is often closely linked 
&&,“~‘; . h th Q&:;~ ~wtt @+::, : _ e d * eve opment of new technologies, discussed in Chapter 5 below, 
#@;~~‘:::::~: smce the new machine is simultaneously both simplified and different. That 
!&f&,-,’ ; is me ofboth the examples given by Johnston and Kdby: the Nigerian dough- 
@@:;. ,::; 
$j?z:;S;: ,,,, ‘brake used in breadmaking, and the diesel engine used in India and Pakistan 
&jT,:‘::{, for lifting water out of wells and canals. The former is constructed from 
@,: !~, re&tditioned scrap and used material in place of expensive inputs. The diesel 
&;, _: engine uses cheaper, fuel and has a longer fife and fewer breakdowns ; it goes 
f:j$?;;-: :~:&k to M E&er ‘&hnology;~and also subst@es scrap ,fpr, ,pig iron. f ,~~,,,~ 

“‘L A fioafmethod of broaden&the itige of technologies avriifable~is by 
i :‘x,, ‘,, ,, ,” “ 

labotr:additio,n”. ,This incfudes tbe~combmation~ of a:given,core of ,equip:, 
1,‘: {,,f 

,;:!; i,, ‘, : : ,, :,, 
>,:, 

,” i merit with, more labour to reduce breakdowns, ,uSe cheaper ,materials more’- 
?“’ ’ “’ ,: pr&to:breakdowns, rin’equipment,~fastei,’ etc., and to make possible the ;;c,,: ,; :’ :,‘,, 
$f:, j:,::, :’ greater, use of equipment through multiple-shift “‘king. 
,:,: If the various methods briefly stirveyed in thissection-local capital goods ,,i ::‘, 1’ ,,; iudustry~ tmpackagingt,he production process, varying t,he scale of production, 

,, 

:,,:~ ,:’ : the ,nature of the product and rate of,capacity utilisation, process simplifi- 
,,, ,, 
3 ;, “, cation, ,use of ‘older and secon+band equipment-are all, considered ‘. 

‘, “avadable” for the variation of, technology, one would be bound to move 
;;:‘, 
,,, ‘1 JoJmstm and Kilbv. OP. cit., DO. 111-112. 
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,,,, 

,,,, 

closer to the neo-classical model in assuming a wide choice of technology. 
However, these extensions of the narrower concept of “available range” 
require a certain degree of managerial, administrative and technological 
maturity, and also a framework for an effective over-all development policy, 

I:::::# 
such as-a basic-needs strategy. 

::, APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY, TECHNOLOGICAL 
DEPENDENCE AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL GAP 

The idea of “appropriate technology” sometimes meets with the criticism 
that it carries a thinly veiled “neo-colonial” implication-an implication 
that the existing, modem, efficient technology is not right for the developing 
countries, which should be satisfied with something inferior, second-best, less 

;: : efficient. This is a serious reaction which merits careful study. 
To begin with, one must recognise that there is an element of truth in 

& this objection. If the situation is such that all technological power is 
&;*;;;, ; concentrated in the rich countries, and that therefore the only efficient 

e&&,~:,, : : 
technology developed and existing is the capital-intensive and sophisticated 

,,~~~~~~~~~ ‘1:; s& ,,, ~, technology, then it is quite true that the use of this technology is inevitable, 
&jj, ,T, ; even thottgh it may not be ideally suited to the needs and requirements of 

~~~~:~ m 
developing countries. Its superior efficiency would outweigh its inappropri- 
ateness. In that case, it is very proper that all efforts be concentrated on 

#&:, ,,, 
~~~~-: ,, 

achieving a transfer of this modern technology under the best possible 
P&f& ,: O&,,..~, conditions, free of undue restrictions and involving the least possible drain of 

~~.:::;~,,~, . 
other resources. That certainly is the situation in certain sectors (for example, 

@&:i.~:;:; 
011 refineries or atomic energy installations) where safety and precision and 

@& ,:, ,{ 
!:~~,~:~~~~~,~~,;;., :, _~, other related product requirements are supreme. But those who advocate 
&$;; :,’ appropriate technology, while quite ready to admit that such areas exist, 
~g~:,~;~:~;~;,: ,_ would argue: (a) that this is not the situation in all or most sectors of the 

economy; and (6) that even where it does exist it is only a second-best solution 
for the developing, countries. The best solution would be to develop a 

f;;;~>#.$j>;~;; i,,, ,: ,: technology which ,is ,at ‘once effi@tt,:and modern, and yet ‘better:,geared to ,,, 
$:;‘::::>,,f,,, ,j,~,‘; i ::; ,,,, ‘: ,: ‘~the-resources,and ieqttirements’of developittg~cbtmtries.~~ ‘: 
~~~~~~i-:~,:,:,‘,,:-,: ‘, Those who,are suspiciomof the idea of an appropriate te@mology some- 

times also argue as fohotis: ,“,‘The indtrstrialised countries are rich J’ they 
” t&a modern, sophisticated, ca&&mtensive technology;~ergo, they ,must 

;:::~ ,:,, ,,, ‘1 ,,~ ‘, be rich,,becanse they,use this ~&&thtr technology:” If the ‘idea is put m’this 
‘formthe error in the ~reasonmg~v$l spring to the, eye. ,The,,industrialised 

: ,,,,, ,, ,, ‘: : countries are, not rich because they use a ,Capital-intensive technology: ,On the 
!:::‘:“” ‘, ,‘,’ ,: contrary, ‘one tit@ ,argue that if :in the’ :early stages’ of ,theii industrial 
,,f,‘:,; ‘,;, : revolutions the mdt&ialised tiountries had tried to use the technology which ,, 
;,:, they rightly use today they,:would, never,have beconmas rich as they are now 
~:‘,, ,’ ” (although this isan hypothetical argument that cannot be proved one ,“y 

‘, or the other). The industrialised cdtintries are not rich because they use the 
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at it in effect 



,,,, 
$;;;;;f;, exchange reserves is such that the acquisition of modern technology and the 

;:i’ 

introductton of capital-intensive methods of production would certainly be 
considered a reasonable strategy. Where small populations are combined with 
very large liquidcapital assets the factor proportions are in fact highly similar 

developing countries ,decide ,tp adopt modem technology. Where, this is the 
case we do not, want to see resources drained from ,poor countries to,rieh 
countries because of excessive transfer costs or unreasonable restrictions. This 
statement is subject ,to two provisos: (a) the use by developing countries of 
capital-intensive technologies should be limited to those cases where it is 
necessary and’preferable; and (b) the lower cost of such basically inappro- 
priate technologies should not lead to their use at the expense of efforts to 



‘:, ,,DETi@llNANTS OF A COUNTRY’S 
,“: ‘, ,TECHNOLOGY ,MIX 2 

Havhtg discussed some of the conceptual problems concerning the choice 
of technology and its relation to a basic-needs strategy, we now turn to some 
of the determinants of a country’s technology mix. This will serve as a basis 

,’ for a more systematic discussion of problems and policy conclusions. The 
~:(’ major determinants may be listed as follows: * 
$($ e,&thtg t$motogies: the ‘ytechnology shelf’, from which technologies 

are selected, transferred and disseminated; 
~~:,:~:‘(b)~;,a’countj’s abity ‘to a&$ existing te&nology to its own special or 
,$;$,~;,::,T:, ” 

‘~ :, &ii&irtg conditions , 
a conntry3 rzapacityto create national 01~ indigenous technology suitable 

geared to a country’s objectives and circumstances. 
three factorsrepresent what one might call the “supply” side 

:~~~.~;j,,~ftechnOlogy. There are alsocertain factors on the “demand” side, including: 
~~~.~~~~ the state ,of factor prices and other incentives facing decision makers ; 

-““’ ’ ‘~‘e !&;(;)“~’ m&me, distribution, which determines the effective market demand 
F:i;: I’,‘, for various products and sectors; 
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duct, scale of production, motivations of decision makers, and so on. While 
the results so far obtained are embodied as far as possible in the subsequent 
text, they indicate the dangers and difficulties of generalisation in this field 
at the present stage. 

EXISTING TECHNOLOGY: THE “TECHNOLOGY SHELF” 

A developing country that is weak in indigenous capacity to create 
technology, as a result of previous colonial dependence, poverty, small size 
or a lack of the necessary skills and experience, will in the short run have to 
rely mainly on existing technology. The immediate problem here is that most 
existing technology was created by the group of richer, industriahsed countries 
with a long history of and capacity for creating new technologies. 

Many problems arise for the low-income countries as a result of this 
imbalance in technological capacity under the present world economic 
system-the “old international economic order”. It is difficult to quantify 
the imbalance with any degree of precision since no satisfactory measure- 
ments of technological knowledge (nor of technological innovation) yet exist ; 
but. using the amounts spent in the recent past on creating technological 
knowledge (so-called R and D expenditures) or the availability of trained 
scientists, technologists and other high-level skilled personnel as a guide, 
we may conclude that perhaps as much as 98 per cent of the world’s modem 
technological capacity is concentrated in the industrialised countries (which 
include iess than one-third of the world’s population), leaving only a minute 
proportion in the developing countries (with over double the population). 
On a per head basis, this amounts to a disproportion of about 1: 100. While 
this figure may overestimate the true disproportion since it excludes the 
technical know-how that is not created through R and D expenditures, there 
is no doubt but that a huge disproportion does exist. The reduction of this dis- 
proportion is one of the chief objectives of the Declaration on the Establish- 
ment of a New International Economic Order adopted at the Sixth Special 
Session of the United Nations General Asse,mbly, in 1974 and the, related 
resolution on development and, ,internatfonal economic co-operation adopted 

:, 
j: 

at the Seventh Special Session in 1975.’ 
,‘It could be objected that this disproportion does not matter.;Why, should ‘:’ 

the developing co,untries not use, the technology, available even, though it was 
developed in richer ,and ‘more industrialLed ~ountries,?~ Is it not ,an advantage 

‘,‘:, :, 

foi,them to be able to use existing technohrgy developed at the expense of 
other countries rather than to have to develop their own?, Is this not the 
,historifal advantage enjoyed by latecomers in economic development-that 
they, are able to catch up’and often overtake the pioneers? These are 
legitimate questions and, they contain an important element of truth, both 

’ Resolutions 3201 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974 and 3362 (S-YII) of 16 Sep. 1975. 
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analytical and historical. It is true that the technological advances made in 
Great Britain at the start of the industrial revolution rapidly spread to France, 
Germany, Russia, the United States and other countries: the existence of a 
technology shelf created by Great Britain was a key factor in their rapid 
economic development. This was made possible because the resource endow- 

~’ ,~ :,,me,nt of these “second wave” countries was sufficiently similar to that of the :,:u ,,, 
‘,:,, pioneers and because their techni+l capacity was sufficient (or, as in the 

;:, ‘,, ,, &se ,of Japan, purposefully created) to enable them to absorb and adapt the ,, 
,new technologies and become autonomous centres of technological capacity. 

:::‘, Even today it is true that selection from the e.xisting technology shelf is 
a prime source of progress and development. Many modern technological 
processes give products that are essential to low-income countries, such as 
fertilisers, by methods which may be ca,pital-intensive but which, if used to 
raise the productivity of small farmers, will in faet help to create widespread 
indirect employment through fertiliser use. In other cases technical progress 
is capital-saving, skill-saving or resource-saving instead of, or as well as, 
labour-saving; in such cases the modem technology is clearly superior for 

” developing countries as regards creating employment and reducing poverty 
,,;; i ,, as well as increasing the gross national product. The same is true where the 
;$:;;;, modern technology gives a superior product without corresponding increases 
%i’ in cost. It should by no means be assumed that all modern technology is 
$‘:: ! ,mappropriate. Indeed, some of the obstacles to the transfer and proper flow 
]jj;;;,::‘, of existing technology are rightly considered as problems to be resolved for 
#&.the sake ,of accelerated development. 
~~~~:~~;-~,, Why, then, are there problems in advising developing countries simply to 
~@$;,:,:;rely on the industrialised countries to provide effective technologies from 
~~~~~~~~__,which they can benefit? It is important to set out the reasons as a basis for 
~~~~~~::,p”l~c~ formulation. 

,’ ,,l. The technology developed in the high-income countries is, naturally 
$ :: enough, a technology developed not only by the richer countries and in the 
i :‘,~:_‘,,&her countries but also for the richer countries. In other words, it tries to 
;;&i;:,: solve ,the problems of the, richer countries by methods which are appropriate ,, 
$@jT;?:to ,i&ii situationj, relative : abundance of capital, relative abundance of 
-::~~‘:,,,high-level’skills,~relative shortage ~of,a number of natural resources, relative ,:‘.Y :,, ,, 
::yIj! :,,; ,shortage ofunskiied labour and absence of an agi&ltural su$us polntlation. 
,::~“!::,‘y ,It~ is ,therefore understanrlable that the teChriology,‘developed ,in the richer 

:, ,, :, ,’ coti&ieS~should tend to be’caRit&intensive, skill-inte,risi~ve, dieded towards 
,,~:: 

‘, ,‘, ~the’development and use of synthetic substitutes’ for ,natural resources and, :, 

,:“’ abovenll, labour-saving. Equally natmally,,it is directed towards the develop- 
rnent and :Rroduction ,of:h&income products. 

‘, ” ‘,: :The’ ‘developing countries, ,however; have ‘different probletm and a 
-:,, :I:,, ~diierent ‘, resource, ,,sitiration. Their immediate Rroblem is to increase ,,, 

‘~ ;, productive employment and, the’ production of bar+reeds goods within the, 
: ‘m’,“‘:, ~,, &zu$rairits of severe, shortages of,capital, certain types of skill and, usually, 

,,,‘, 

,,,,, 
,:, 

:‘, ; 
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foreign exchange also. Under the present world system thereis an appropriate 
technology, and a dynamic capacity to develop improved technologies, for the 

2. Countries whi4t have a low national or indigenous capacity to create 

making appropriate choices from the existing technology shelf. The selec- 
tion, transfer and dissemination of technologies “off the shelf’ is, in itself, 
an act which requires a national or indigenous technological capacity if it is 



3. The unequal global distribution of technological capacity also creates 
an obvious advantage for those possessing it. Hence, the technological 

sed in the transfer 
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imports and/or low values for exports-may constitute a very high multiple 
of open or visible payments for technology and may represent a heavy burden 

vailable and advice on what is suitable are equally biased. It has been pointed 
out that. for example, equipment salesmen sometimes tend IO offer to 
,developil lg countries the, most expensive machinery, which in some cases may 
be even more labour-saving than equipment currently in use in typical plants 
in the industrialisedcountries themselves.1 Nor is the advice which,developing 
countries can obtain from consulting engineers or other advisers at their 
disposal likely to be free of such biases. This establishes a clear case for 
technology-importing countries to endeavour to develop their own consulting 
and designing-but this again is one aspect of national technological capacity. 



Determinants of technology mix 

‘,: information regarding existing possibilities, and improved methods of 
decision making. 

In this connection, the existence of older types of equipment and 
t, te&nology, ,which may be obsolete in the:industrialised comrtries but which 

may in fact be of great benefit to low-in$ome countries in the light of their 
‘~ ‘: different present problems and circumsiances, should certainly be investi- 

gated. It may also be possible to find such beneficial technologies in the 
history and among the older blueprints of the industrialised countries.’ 

This must not be confused with the proposition that the technology which 
would and should emerge as a resuhof the strengthening by the developing 
countries of their own national technological capacity is necessarily similar to 
the now obsolete technologies formerly used in industrialised countries. 
On the contrary, one would con&de both from economic anaiysis and horn 
empirical evidence that normally:appropriate technology would be different 
not only from the current tecb,nology of industrialised countries but also 
from any technology used in t&u previous technological history. 

~Pevelopment decisions haye to be made every day. Thus, technologies 
!I$ :_ -oftenha& to be taken from the existing shelf, even when it is realised that they 
$!!’ ::may be,second-best choices, since the technology that is really the most 
,,:,,,, ,; 
!;j,;,;:: ,: suitable does not exist and would have to be indigenously created. &en if 
,,f;;:;;,! the,demands of training are disregarded, this would mean a delay of years 
i<:z!C:% owing to the need to develop prototype machines, test them and introduce g;;::;:,: 
!&;!;;j them into the production process, tool up, and so forth. Thus the only possible 
&;: means of seeing resuits within a reasonable time would be to adopt existing 
~~~;“,,iic~~oiogies. Of course, this makes it doubly important ‘that the choice of ~;~x -- 
T;;;-‘; ,~ex$ing technology is carefully and purposefully made, and based upon the jr,,,< ,,/ 
;:+;,:::: ,best possible information and advice. 

,’ However, if the creation of national technological capacity is indefinitely 
‘:$i;,:, postponed, the existing technology shelf will tend to become increasingly 
:I:,;,!‘, remote from and inappropriate for the needs of developing countries, given 
-~~~~~~~~,~he,,,trend, of, te&r@l progress ,jn the mdustriahsed countr$st: Moreover, ~~ :‘:,: 
~%?“the ‘resources’ required for the:proper selection and~‘adaptatkmof, existing 
‘~~~~.~:‘~~~echnol?gy, at: ariy lgiven ,t@e ‘will :also increase’ and “Wtfl oampete with’ the 
,~:: ~:,,~,,~;res,~urcesneeded for creating nep technology. Here there are obvious reasons ” ,’ : 
$zY for,a,technblogi&l policy, on the part of developing countries,m which the use 
i: ‘,“‘of~,ex$ting’ technology and the creation of, national technological capacity ,, 

,j must~,,go ha&in ha&Ah the same, the time factor highlights:the need for 
‘1,: :, ~‘~ measures to make ,existing~ technology more accessible land, cheaper to 
‘,,, “,;“,developing cqun,tries.,~These measures yould,include, for ‘instance, improve- s, 

ments m’the~intertiational,~atent system and the establishment oftechnology 
,,, 

data banks and referenCe servities. 

1 Clear evidence of such a ,situation is given io h. iviI Bell et al. : Indu.@d technology and 
qnployment opponunity : A study of,jtechnical ,nlternatit+v for can manufacrt+re, in, developing 

,‘~ “’ :, $tiri@~ (unpublished). 
,,:, ,,,,. 
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,,,’ 
:’ 
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i,, 2 ,, ~,‘, CAPACITY TO ADAPT EXISTING TECHNOLOGY 

The boundary between the “adaptation”, on the one hand, and the 
‘%election’~ or ,::use” of existing technology, on the other hand, is not very 

;:;,::, i)_~, ‘clear. Nor is the boundary between the “adaptation” of existing technology 
;:,y 

and the “creation” of new technology. Nevertheless, in spite ,qf boundary 
d,isputes and even despite the lack of a precise definition, it is useful to 

3j, ‘: realise that there is a middle ground between the use of existing technology 
and the creation of indigenous new technology. The properly adapted use 
of existing technology can be a satisfactory compromise, combining the 

g ; ready availability of existing technology with its adjustment to local needs and 
conditions. In the case of imported capital-intensive technology, adaptation 

{f& 
may consist of adjustment to a smaller scale of production, adjustment of the 

& ; quality or nature of the product, adjustment of ancillary processes (such as t*;,++:,;, ,:, bgc;p::;~ 
@f<,< ,: packing, transport within the plant) to the lower cost of labour, use of 

& ,,’ local materials, and so on. Generally speaking, adaptation will make the 
$&,; existing technology more appropriate to the factor endowment of the 



gical capacity of the parent fiim is enlisted in upgrading the efficiency of the 
less efficient, usually small-scale, subcontractors. 

sed as a world objective, 

it is no? true that all 
necessarily and auto- 
ating in industrialised 



$tho@ the objective is to create a national 9~ itidi~enous’technologic~ 
. . 

tz;;, ‘;,,~~’ ,, ,:,: : capacHy, $ drjes not follow that this is best’~&ii&ed by separ$e eff& oh’s 
: pa@y~ttational basis The expkhdittires ink$ved’&re, often bejon,d the me&s ;(‘: 

>;;, ,, ,f,:, ,,, of iridiv@al how-itiin~ :Gt@tries. Ag industrialised gouniry’,may: spend ‘, ,-:t 
,,3 pereentofitsgrossnationalproduct,onRand~D andrelated e&ktdititr~s; a’,’ ‘T,\ j;;!‘: 

,, rna~~~ge~~ by a low-hi&me countiywtigd be out of the question. Mbre- ::;;,:~~ 
qver,,the resultsof such expendii@ ttre risky t$nce a&&en ti& tkchnology ,’ :-:j 

,, 

,,,‘, 20 ‘,,:. 
_,, ,~, ,:~, : 
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,, ,,~ 
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may be affected by subsequent technological developments; they are 
uncertain since the objective prevents any simple input-output relation; and 
they are intangible since the value of the new technology depends on its 
adoption in the production process, which in turn depends on a number of 

‘:, factors beyond the expenditure of resources to create new technologies. 
j;,;, : : This obviously is a fruitful field for co-operation among developing countries ,,, 
!::!‘,A ‘, (&d :if possible also the industrialiied countries), specifically including an 

exchange of information and results as well as national specialisation within an 
agreed wider framework. 

In spite of the distinctions between these three different approaches to 
technology, in some ways the successful assimilation, adaptation and creation 
of new technology all have certain requirements in common (such as 

:,,, 
x: management skills and needs for skilled labour, training, and so on, as well 
,,,, :s>,: as institutional and organisational requirements). These are discussed in 

Chapters 6 and 7 below. 
$;;’ ~ ~‘, ,,,~/, The three “supply factors” (that is, transfers of existing technology, 
!!?,:?,!~:,, adaptation and new techno!ogy) will be considered in more detail in later parts 
&,i:,:-, of, this study. Now the “demand factors” identified above may be briefly 
~~~.,~~~ ,, coniidered. 

@&<<,, 
l~&@I:~~ ,: ,’ 
~~~~&;~~,, ,: THE STATE OF FACTOR PRICES AND OTHER 
g&z;,,, ,‘, 
&,: ,: :i: :’ y& :,~ :NCENTWES FACING DECISION MAKERS 
:y@g ,’ 
~~~~~,:~;:;~, : ,Th ere 
p*b>5;!<T: ,, 

is one school of thought which would maintain that there is little 
he%;,;: ~8;~i_:,,,:,;;z:~r, ?othiig wrong with technology. If only, it is thought, the developing 
&&& : 
&p:;:;,, countries would remove factor price distortions, especially the overvaluation 
k*‘&$;, ,, ~, W& ~;of unskilled labour in the modern sector and the undervaluation of capital 
~~~~~::~~,~,.:,;aod foreign exchange, appropriate production techniques would automati- 
#z::!:i:-; ‘tally be selected. This is an extreme formulation, and not all those supporting 
B>J,~:,;,:,~:, the emphasis on factor price distortions would go as far as to present it as a 
;i ,, 
;~ ,,,,’ ,;,,,, i: ~,,~:sufficient answer to the problem of inappropriate technology. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,‘,T& Giew, +&ich’ hay be’,cha&,$ed & ‘,a ,market;ofieq@ ,(lib&l) ‘, 
~~“:“:-‘.approach, li; based 66 severd assb&ibns: 

~‘, >‘:i;ji 

;p,;y; ,, ~‘, ,, ‘~ “: 
p%& ,:;;Jp -+ . 

ere i&a wide spectium ‘of techrioldgies available fro@ ,which; with ” ,, :: 
. 

ptipGti?ns with ‘little “spectrum’,‘. ‘Recent ,res,earch ,hAs tended to 
coniirm ‘that a~ spectrum does iti’ fact ,exist, although this does : not 

. 
~, ,’ ,: ‘_,:‘( : ~~rte+essarily mean that it is broad enough, at Its l$Jour-inten,sive end to 

:I: ,,: ,’ 
“’ rii& the existing technology appropriate,for the employment needs of . 

developing +ntries, even with factor prtces offering full incentives for 
‘, ” the exploitation of capiial-+ing opportunities. 

,,,, 

,, (2) Additional technological flexibility ,in ,response io factor pricks and 
demand factors is provided by the ‘possibilities of quality differentials ,; 



within sectors. Furthermore, technological flexibility does not only 
imply the use of different technologies within a given sector or to produce 
a given product, but may also be achieved by shifting production from 
relativelv caoital-intensive oroducts or sectors to more labour-intensive 

. , 
It, would be:,clearly: ‘&effective to create ,$+ssures for appropriate 
techriotogy through appropriate or Shadow pricing if at the,same time the ; ” !, 
pressi+s’were,negated~by tariff protection, fiscal policy, profit guaran- ,::, 
tees,; and ,the like. 

(5)’ There’& no doubt that factor price distortions (for instance, ‘high wage ” 
” rates”& the ‘modern sector) do co-exist with inappropriate technology, “, 

but this does not necessarily prove that distortions actually cause inappro- 
Rriate ,technology. The line ‘of causation may,run otherwise. Thus the ,, ,, 
inapmopriate technology in the modem sectorr’with its privileged access 
to capital and high Iabour productivity, may be the cause of~the relatively 

‘low cost of cap&l and the refatively,high level, of w,ages in that ,sectoi. 
;:, 

In thkcase,,it is not the correction of factor r$ices which is the indicated : 

the’te&nology created at their headoffices and central R and D establish- 
ments is little intluenced by factor prices in developing countries. The 
assumption is, however, much more likely to be true for adaptations made 
within a developing country or for new technologies specifically created 
in and for developing countries. 

(4) Factor prices are supported rather than negated by other incentives. 

~~~~~~~~~i,,, 
&!&7,;;,:,;.. ,~~:‘,, policy, ,but direct action in the field of development policy and income 



nology are in fact influenced by price and profit cAculations. The same 
researchers who showed that there is a labour-intensive spectrum in 
existing technologies have also been puzzled as to why this end of the 
spectrum is neglected in spite of the absence of any apparent obstacles 

:to profitability., one plausibly explanation 1 is that decisions on the tech- 
‘,,, nologies which are included in feasibility studies or preferred in the final 

choice, may be influenced by engineers or others who, by their training, 
,, background and orientation, are inclined to consider the latest or most 

modem technology, or the one maximising labour productivity, as 
inherently and automatically superior. The case studies have clearly 

,,, 

brought out the importance of such maximising considerations as against 
margin&St economic influences. Similarly, multinational enterprises 
decidiog on ,technology for investments in developing countries may 
prefer capital-intensive technologies which reduce the need for what are, 

;;;,, :: 
for them, unfamiliar supervisory skills. The choice of technology for 

:i;:,: j;;z,;, ,, public projects such as road construction may be influenced by the higher 
speed of capital-intensive methods. The more rapidly a job can be ir:;:; ,, xg:.-: finished, the less need there is for supervisory skills, the housing and 

~~~~~~;~~~ ‘, feedhi,of a large lr+bbur force, or to carry budgetary funds over into new 

&;;jj:;::; budgetary periods. Allsuch considerations reduce the influence of prices. 
qq>;:, ,~; ~, ,,, g25:,;,~; The studies undertaken under the IL0 World Employment Programme 

&$[:;?;;,:~‘: 
**p>; ,:, do not give,ciear support to those who would put forward the reiative prices 
‘P&@:~,T, ,’ of labour and capital as the main determinants of technological choice. For @~!g#,;:,~; 
&&;, ,‘:India it has been concluded that : “Reasons ‘beyond factor prices’ seem to 
~~~~~;~:~,~ ,” 
&& _‘,, ,,. P be Im ortant even in market-oriented economies. The Indian experience 
~~~~~~ !;,y$h, the river valley projects suggests that considerations of scale, time, 
&$?::G ,location and productivity considerably reduced technical flexibility.” 2 Case @a&~~;:: 
~~~~~~~:~::,studieb relating td can manufacture in Kenya, the Indian sugar industry, the 
~~~~~~‘, vex&an metalworking industry and copper mining in Zaire, Zambia and 
!& ;:*:,~I: Chile 3 90 in general indicate that other more technical factors are at least as 
l;$::: Important as the relative prices of labour and capital. ;‘. ,, 

,,, 
‘, : 1, 1’ ‘, : ,-i:” 

‘, :, _ :; 
,,,, 

;$ ::;; ,~, ~:~‘in&$t+mt thq, waies or,other price fact&s. Moreover; ,it ivas shown that in 
a~ processing industry such as sugar, because of different recovery rates, the :,: 

,~ ,, :” 

~, ’ See Pic@l et al., op. cit. ;,,,, 
2 ,’ A. S. Bhalta: “Technological choice’in construction in two Asian countries: China and \:,:, ,,,, India”; ,ti World Developme&Mar. 1974, p. 13. 

,,; ’ ’ See ILO: Technology and employment in industry: A case study approach, edited by 
” A. S. BhaUa (Geneva, 1975). 

,, 
~,~,,, 22, 

>‘,.,,,, :: ,,, 

~~,,’ ‘,’ ‘, ,” ‘;,,, ,,, ,,:,2,:,’ ,,,,, : ~,,~, ,, ,, ,,, 
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essential price factor is that of the raw material (sugar cane) rather than capital 
and labour. In extracting industries too. the characteristics of the raw material 
often determine the appropriate technology. In the Mexican metalworking 
industry, on the other hand, capital cost factors such as the cost of factory 
space in urbart centres (but also the size of the production batch or lot) 
were shown to be the governing factors. Elasticities of substitution between 
labour and capital in copper mining in developing countries were shown 
to be low (in fact, they were lower than in the United States). 

,;!j;,: 
,,,,:, 

The general conclusion is that, while factor prices may be useful in guiding ::: 
producers to a choice of certain technologies, their importance is often out- : 
weighed by other factors. Thus, the correction of any distortions in factor 
prices does not seem in practice to have quite the importance often attributed 
to it by economists. But it must be reiterated that the research results are by no 
means unanimous on this.’ Sometimes, of course, the price ~factors may be 
present but inextricably mixed with other effects: for instance, production 
on a smaller scale in developing countries often leads to more labour-intensive 
methods and at the same time the wage rates in the smaller-scale sector are 
usually lower. But it is not easy to disentangle these two effects. Those who 
have made practical studies of the situation seem to assume that it is the 
technical requirements of the scale factor rather than the lower wages which 
induce the’more iabour-intensive technology. 

To sum up: it is not open to question that the establishment of a system of 
prices designed to reflect factor? scarcities, or the use of “shadow prices” in L,, 
project ,preparation and evaluation,* can be a useful and perhaps 

,’ indispensable part of any effective technology policy. Equally clearly, how- 
ever,, there are a number of,inherent limitations in this approach which 
prevent it from being acceptable as sufficient in itself-that is, as a substitute 
for more direct technology policies. In fact, the practical case studies would 

,’ suggest that it is far from being the major part of total technology policy. ,!, 
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needs strategy it is clear that products have to be selected for their suitability ,: : 
for los+ncome consumers and ‘low-income producers. Hence the emphasis 
on “appropriate products” as a precondition for “appropriate technology”. 
The empirical case studies have clearly brought out the importance of the 

,,, ,, : ,, nature of the product and of product specification and product quality for both 
1:;~“: : ,) optimum and actually preferred, technology. The close connection between ,,, 

,, income distribution and nature~of products has already been indicated earlier. 
Y?,‘,:!‘,: Where ,the income distribution is unequal and where those at the upper 
:‘i’, : 

,‘mcome Ieve@ are given privileged access to scarce resources, the products in 
.A, ,‘, demand will be similar to those produced in industrialiied countries and will 

therefore tend to have an established, basically capital-intensive technology. 
” Once the unequal income distribution is firmly established, it is difficult to 

s ‘1 shift to more appropriate products since these would lack a sufficiently large “,: ‘, 
market. In this sense, policies regarding income distribution should logically 

& : precede policies affecting products and technology. 
A change in the nature of products towards more appropriate products, 

,~ ,2s 
,,,,: ,,,, ,, 

$:;, ,, ,” : ;, “,, 
@: ;, 1:: ,,,, ‘<,,! ,, ,“,, ‘:, ~, ,, ~, ,, 

,,~ 
,, 

,,, 
,,~ ~,L,:, ,~,,, ,‘,, ~,Z 



cific cases rather than 
n up new possibilities 

Once a desired target towards more equal income distribution has been 
attained and the production mix reflects the necessary transition to more 

;,& ,I:;;: ‘,‘m, ~: ,: 
‘,,, ~;,’ : 

?,:,;:;:,~ 
& f,; ,;:: ,’ ‘~~,, ,‘~’ 

,,, 

,; ,,,,,.,, ,,,,, ~,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,, :,,~, ,, ,,, ,, ,, ,,,,,,,, ~, ,,,I, ,,,,, ,,,, ,,~,,, ~, 



;::;r,,:,:,,, ,:,& s such as smaller farms or small production units in the informal sector 
‘? “?,~whose, ,obj&ive is to maximise family consumption or output per unit of 

‘: land. Withineach of these groups there is a further diversity of interests. 
nstance, engineers in modern sector firms may base their technological 

government departments controlling different sectors of the 
” ,~ ecogomv.l, 

‘, ,,Rc :a& is more complicated than any simple and pure!y economic model 
” kt which the choice of technology results, in a clear and straightforward 

8;;‘;: ,,,: 
+.:,, ,, manner, from the confrontation of factor prices and the principle of profit 
t:,,:::: 
j;i& :,, maximisation. The real situation is deeply influenced by the distribution of 

&;;;,,,~I~, economic, social and political power between the different types of decision 
&% _,, maker. This creates the need for some kind of political economy of tech- 

nolo&al choice-a field verv much in need of further exoloration on the basis 





larger producer.’ This has been a theme of a number of the IL0 employment 
strategy missions. The work carried out as part of the World Employment 
Programme and elsewhere has shown that the lack of information or aware- 
ness of alternative technologies is a key problem.2 In particular, it makes 

an will wish to 
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absence of anything approaching a free and rational choice from this theor- 
etical range. 

So, far, the reasons for the widespread failure to select appropriate 
:: ::, ,technologies have been listed. It must however be emphasised that the criteria 
‘,‘,, of what constitutes “appropriate” technology can be discussed only in the 
~‘:‘, :’ ‘light of a country’s development objectives. The present discussion is 

conducted on the assumption that the objective is to increase productive 
employment within the framework of a basic-needs s?:ategy. In the past, 
other objectives such as an increase in gross national product or the rapid 
“modemisation” of the economy have been predominant. Indeed, changes 

;,:,’ 
;,, in development objectives are constantly occurring. Although employment is 

~,,,~,, now recognised to be rl major element in a basic-needs strategy, new concerns 
;!;,I,; 
;:;p such as environmental factors and the need for oil-saving technologies will 

[S@$ : :, bring about modifications in technological choice. The effect of such changing 

‘;;z;,:‘, objectives and conditions, as well as the difficulties in the way of selecting 
i,;:?-:~ appropriate technologies, is that the actual technology in use will not be 
“!a;~l~;:? W~,Y : ,optimal. ,There is thus a need for a constant critical examination and diagnosis 
&p~; y 
kg:+CY:,, bq&<,, of the technology used both in continuing and in new projects. Such studies 
66~ : ,’ ,could be extremely useful for the determination of future policy, for the 
~~~:~:,’ ““les sons of the past can serve to suggest ways in which existing technologies 

&p;,,,:,” 

@&-;:~:,may be adapted. The IL0 comprehensive employment strategy missions did 
p>: ‘, $@ .“~ ‘; f~!~,~;~~~~~%; ,,,, not concentrate exclusively on technology, and in any case the length of time 

re ~~~~,1; q uired for intensive studies of the kind envisaged would be much greater 
F+:j4~-~ ~, than the duration of any external mission. These studies should be conducted 
~~~~~~:~’ by national governments, but it would be natural for the United Nations to 
ggjy;;:~j, 
~~Q~,:, ,, offer assistance in their preparation, execution, interpretation, dissemination 
$;:q; : $~!g,~~~;;::~‘i ~,’ and follow-up. Such studies would appear to be the most natural link between 
@:j:;;$:, past experience and the formulation of better policies in the future. 

The assessment of the technology used in a country calls for much more 
,.,,~~ ;,‘: ‘, than a simple assessment of capital intensity. Many other factors have to be 

~~~~~-:~i:'~,,~taken ~'~to"+&un~,, An' apparently ,hi&y capital-intensive 'or, mechani&, 

~;;:::::I::;y : tec&~ol&gy~ Mayo & fact be: Iss capitd&&&e than an apparently labouf- 

%, ,‘,mtensive one,,if themachinery is used intensivelp. Moreover,,the amount of 
“>“’ : “‘:‘i fixed capital or machinery,,ou which those discussing the nature and choice 
,.;,:;, 
.,,,, “, “of~:tec,lmology often concentrate; is ,‘only, ‘one, aspect ,of ‘capital:, in most 

situations, working capttal for raw materials or other inputs is very important, 
and it is frequently found that the apparently less capital-intensive or more 

,,,, labour-intensive technologies do, in fact, often have a higher ratio of working 
capital to, fixed capital, as well as posstble lower rat&of utihsation., Thus a 

,:: 
detailed assessment may reverse the,clas$iication of technologies oy degree 
of capital intensity. * 

A comparison of two technologies by capital intensity must also take into 

‘~See’Amrtya ,Sen: Employmb,t,~ technology and development (Oxford, Clarendon press, 
1975);‘pp. 47-48. 

:,-; ‘I ,, 
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,: ,,, account the roles of other factors of production, such as land and other 
resources, training and education, entrepreneurship and scarce management 
resources, as well as the resources currently used in the production process i: 
under different technologies. Furthermore, when measuring the volume of ,,?j 

/:,’ employment created by different technologies, one must also take account ” ,,,~. 
of the importance of indirect employment, which economic analysis has shown 

~, ” 
:,y:, ,, ‘, :;:I$ 

to be~often a high multiple of direct employment. Such indirect employment - 
,,, 

,iEi ;<:,, may’arise from backward linkages with sources of supply, forward linkages 
;,r:, :, 

,;;:, 
,,, ,“~, towards processing and distribution, multiplier links through the expenditure ‘: i 
.i, of incomes created in the production process, and possibly foreign exchange ‘i: 

multipliers arising from the differential contribution of different technologies : ‘: 
to the balance of payments. It is perfectly possible that, when two technologies ,: 

& : 
are compared, the one which is more labour-intensive in the sense of pro- 

f2$;!{fc.~ : viding more direct employment will in fact turn out to be less labour-intensive 
& ; when the indirect effects are taken into account. The indirect and wider effects 
&,<;,: &$I(:,,< of different technologies may be quite different. They need to be taken into 

account in the policy studies proposed above. 
The actual criteria which should govern the selection of technology must 

differ for countries with different endowments,, different objectives and 
different levels of development. Hence, desirable criteria can be listed only 

: in a very general way and with the reservation that governments may well 

#~~~@ ,,j ,, attribute different weights to the various elements in this list. For the purposes 
i^S?,& 1:, #&&y;;;;,,: of formulating an effective technology policy it might be found useful for each 
s&g ,, 
&g& !! :~, p;: country tomake its own list explicit, and even attach some broad quantitative 
@j~:~?:,!;,:,; 
~@;y ,, : 

weight to the various criteria. Based on both economic analysis and the 

&#Q,;, ~, :, : ~: p*za,, ,: 
evtdence of the IL0 comprehensive employment strategy missions, case 

I~~:,;;,,; ,.,, ,,,. 
“-&c;~ _:,; c,~&;,~,,,;~, ,, ; Tstudies and monographs, such a list of criteria would normally include: 
,w+. :_;,,, ,, (a) high,employment potential, including indirect employment through,back- 

ward linkares with national suppliers and forward linkages with national oro- 
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incomes for the poorer sections of the population, or of incomes which can 
be channelled towards the poorer sections; and (k) technologies which are 
suitable for production in poorer areas or regions. The application of such 

; ,; :’ criteria is greatly facilitated when an industrial process is subdivided into its 
~,~,, ,:,,~~ ,vtiious operations and when the criteria are applied separately to each 

:~ ,stage-another aspect of “unpackaging”. 
~:,’ These criteria relate to the objective of maximising productive employ- 

ment within the context of a basic-needs strategy. Governments will wish to 
,, add other criteria derived from other specific policy objectives. 

Governments can affect the selection of technology through a wide 

::,,‘i variety of instruments (for example, their own selection of technology for 
2:: 
,;:::, projects in the public sector; their influence on the decisions of private 

investorsthrough fiscal, credit, price, wage ar.d other policies and incentives 
so as to encourage or discourage the adoptron of certain technologies; the 

sg:,<; ,: ,, nature of public infrastructure (which can have considerable influence on 
the technology adopted in the private sector); their policies regarding import 

p{@??;;: :, 
Q&k 

substitution and export promotion; and the operation of foreign exchange 

@g;c i, ,, controls, licensing and permit systems). Governments can also provide 
@j;; ,:‘~, direct advisory services which would draw the attention of private managers 
&&;~:;,,~ 
f&&;:, ‘; ; 

an producers to technologies that are considered more appropriate to d 

$p**;!:; : ,, @@?>,,, ~developmput needs than those introduced by machinery salesmen, foreign 
Ld8**]G:*~:,! “investors or other current sources. Such services may be particularly valuable ~~~:~~,,;~:~’ ‘& 

to sm &jg; ,:;: ;, er and informal sector producers. 
~~~~~~~-: ;‘, ‘, 0 ne factor which has tended to be neglected in the past is what may be 
&@*: :,,,~: %&&; ;,‘:c&ed ,the *‘po&&-s~&ur~’ factor. As ha &en seen, the criteria used 
~~~;~~~~~;~;~~~;,~,,: : a~~.;:. :,~ for,seiecting technology, and hence the resulting technologies, vary widely 

~~~~~:::- &cordiig to whether the decision maker is a government, a multinational 
~~~~~~;,~~;.;: enterprise, a large-scale national enterprise, a small-scale national enterprise, 
~~~~,‘.:: ,: a producer in the informal sector, a large farmer, a small farmer, and so on. 
$i;~:;‘:,:j,: ‘The motivation of each of these decision makers is quite different from that 
,~~~~~~~~~~~:::,~:::;af::tbe, others. It foflows tltat:, a,,government can, exert a very considerable 
~~~~:w:,~~-:;~~~:inau’nc.~~~~, ,the; shape ,of, technology: through the, relative ~hnpartrince and 
,@~~j~,~j,<;; ;, ;,fscope’ gyn; @ they ecottomy to the activities of thesevarious ‘categories of ~: ,, 
$jgj;;;,‘:,: ~,; : ,jzk+ig ” tonmaker. Policies reg@iig the :scope, of ,the’:‘public: sector, the “’ ” 

,,;,~.:c ,“:i enco&geinent of huger ,or smaller units of ‘production,landdistribution, the 
;?l: 

$>, ‘<v,~; ,,‘, ,‘, 
: ~‘,i alf&&mof &ential inputs bet&een larger and sttialfer ~f&mer~all those 

f;i?:‘:,::,,:: ~~,‘~&ate&decisions~, although they ‘may be governed, by ,much wider forces ,,, 

:, :than te&nology considerations, have a,profound’in,fhrence on the selection 
,~~ofte$lItology~‘~ ::,,’ ” ‘, 

,,,, ‘, ‘, ,:Phe spread of “mode,m:’ consumption patterns; coming mainly from the 
!, : 1 mdustrmhsed~~&eswith the,helpofadvertising medja’and vat’fous~ultural 

,I :,, ~&luence& inch~diig the l ‘demdnsiration’effea’~ of exposure (usualiy initially 
‘,‘: ,, ,, : ::, ““through imports by richer~sectionsof the population or expatriate residents), 

6 eqt$ly gmportqtt for technological choice. Governments may reasonably 
” “f ‘i:‘,: : &pt ~vi+ry&~g~ @lijes regardi& thosechanges ‘in taste which, have both, :;,y;: ~,’ ~,~,: ,;, ::, ,, ,, ,,,, : 

‘,, ,~ 
; :‘~: 

” ,;,, :;~,i,,, ,‘~ 1~:~ ,, :,’ ‘a 





pethaps more important to inquire what govern. icnts can do to strengthen 
the flue evocable to the development .*. appropriate technology in 

with the expansion of expof.%. For example, anything that can 
~~~~ to enable small-scale prodl:<ers to participate in exports, perhaps 

ative basis, would be helpful in this direction. In any case, the 
reign exchange receipts resulting from a successful expansion 

d make it easier for developing countries to acquire technology 
than having to accept it as part of a package with investment, 
achmery on a loan basis, or management services. If export 

available to developing countries replace tied aid, this should 
the freedom of developing countries to obtain appropriate 
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foreign exchange to import raw materials, spare parts or maintenance equip- 
ment, it is highly likely that aid with recurrent costs would be more useful 
than aid for new projects. Those concerned with selection of appropriate 
technplogy in developing countries would certainly wish the ,OECD Develop- ,’ :,, 

:mcnt’&sistance Committee to inove towards multilate$ liberalisation of aid ~, i$ 
‘. 

‘pratitrces in such hiaiters as tied, aid, ,the financing of local and recu&ent <(3 
‘, expenses ,and greater emphasis upon programme and, budgetary aid. 

If tied aid is giveh,it would be ,f!r better if it were tied to the development :‘I?:! 
of national scientific and technological capacity inside developing countries ,:i, 

,,: 

through supplies of equipment for laboratories, technical assistance experts, 
the provisi& of libraries and technical reference services, essential R and 
D work in the donor countries’ own laboratories, arranging visits of scientists 
and technologists, training facilities, services to developing country institu- 
tions through “twinning” arrangements (i.e. establishing a close link with 
intensive exchange of know-how and personnel between two specific I: 
institutions in an industrialised and a developing country respectively), and 
so forth. This form of tied aid--tied to the building up of the capacity 
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TRANSFER PROBLEMS 

Both the definition and the statistical measurements of the transfer of 
technology (and hence also the measurement of the cost and benefit of 
tr@&rs) are made difficult by the fact that the transfer of technology takes 
many different forms. The transfer of technology per se (of designs, use of 
patents, blueprints, technical literature, technical advice) is but a relatively 
,small part compared with other forms of transfer in which technology is 
combined (in a package) with other things in which it is embodied. The 
purchase of any machine, fertiliser, truck, indeed any commodity, not only 
embodies the technology by which it has been produced, but also requires a 
technology of application, use, maintenance, and so on. Although usually 
one does not stretch the term “transfer of technology” to cover the sale of, 
say, a motor car, there is good reason for the emphasis given by some analysts 
to the fact that the import even of consumption goods which embody the result 
of.a certain technology requires a whole set of other complementary facilities, 
which in turn will determine the local technology. This is clear in the case of 

,:“, motor cars which require a network of roads of a certain standard, petrol ,,, 
~:‘: ,’ fiiling stations, garages for repair and maintenance, and the like. In other 
~,E, ,cases, the impsact of the embodied transfer may be less visible and more subtle 
“~, ,but present all the same. ,~, i 

:It is, however, true that the technology embodied in the motor car does not 
,!, : ,affeCt the developing country importing it in the same way as if the motor car 

!;I;;, ‘,: ,’ had bee,? domestically produced. Whether the motor car has been produced in 
-j:,:’ a rel&yely more capital-intensive or labour-intensive way does not affect 
:;!::i:, ‘~ ‘the impact which the motor car has on the economy of the importing country. 
$i{::;, The income and other economic and social effects of the technology used in 
‘,~:: ,the production of the car are felt in the country where the motor car i.s made, 
~~, hot in the importing country. This also applies to the learning and traiding 

effects. There is therefore some good reason to exclude the transfer of motor 
cars from a definition of transfer of technology. On the other hand, with 

,:‘:? j’&&in& the impact 09 the technolggy of the,impoQing,country is so direct 
,!‘fA”?: ,&d,‘,+vio& ,‘,thai ‘the ie&n&Jogy e~mbddiedm ,in the machine’ is by’ general 
“,,’ ‘, ,a&ement included ,in the &ctipt and ,analys,is of transfer, qf te+nology. 

:, ‘, Even so, it is worth emphasising that the difference between a’machine and: 
~,‘:?:a~inotor car’is ,a differeride’more of ,degree’than pf kind.,‘In particular, it is 

‘, ‘questionable to exclude the motor car ori the gr&nds,th~t it is “consumptiqn” 
‘,’ whereas the ,machmes are “production”. There is a technology of consutip- ‘~,’ 

tioti was tiell,as ‘a technolbgy of production. Con@01 of the technology of 
consumption can be bn indispensable part oft technology policy. This, is ~,, 

indeed recognised ‘in the Report of the D,irector-Geneial to the IL0 World 
EmpIoymeni’~Conference.‘,A basic-needs, strategy’is a, form of control of 
the technology of consumption, among, other things. 

j’ ? IL0 : Employment, growrh and basic needs. ., op: cit. 
,, 

,:, 
,,, =, ,, 

:, 
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reached, payments by developing countries in various forms, both open and 
concealed. for technology transfer will continue to be a heavy, and probably 
increasing, burden. 

,:,, Some of the fees received from developing countries through patent and 
:;.; : : ‘~, licensing arrangements, 1 as well as some of the profits of multinational enter- 
” pris& derived from developing countries, serve to strengthen and expand 

,‘, : R and D activities in the industrialised countries, and so help to perpetuate 
the global technological imbalance. In order to achieve a more even spread 
of national tecba~logical capacity, any resources released by changes in the 

,, terms of tra&er negotiated by developing countries could be channelled 
into indigenous R and D. 

:: 

One problem is that the international transfer of technology is almost 
,,“, entirely domioated by large companies with considerable R and D establish- 
!,z;~~: ,, e,;, a;‘: 

ments. However, the technology which would often be particularly useful 
to the developing countries is that developed by medium- and small-scale 
enterprises in industrialised countries. This potential remains largely 

$jj$,;,, 
f@:; untapped. Such enterprises might be ready to share their technology with 
~~~~;;,;~I, developing countries and to impose fewer restrictions, since they are less 
@& foncemed with world-wide operations and international feedback effects. 
““j:“’ && : 
~g@&>, ,; :‘, 

Here is another promising area for future international action. 
*,Wj.,7: ,,,,, There is also an internal transfer problem within developing countries, 
f&@/j:,:, :in that there e&ts a wide range of technologies of varying productivity, !&; 
&,,:,: @&‘: even among mdler enterprises which me not inhibited from sharing their 
&% &;i!:C:z: ,, technology by any restrictive conditions under the terms on which it was 
“*&::,,; ,~ 
~~~~~~~::,: ‘: i _ acquued The task of making such technologies available could be taken on 
~~~~~,~~-,: by ‘the natlonai research and technological institutions of developing 
foci ~,~~zountties, especiaEy those which are technologically more advanced and 
~~~~~,;~-, have a large number and variety of industrial enterprises. 
i&L: :, 
:g :iT$ sccia, aspeds 
g;j,,; ,~,:,” 
I;! ,:;,;, 
:~~~.‘i,~: ::_,,‘,, :,,, There is altar aspect of the “negative transfer” of advanced tech- 
~~~~: 1: ~4tiok$ji& ~~~~y the ‘&*si~al& ~,&iiqu+e~ ,gf, tranrrf+s from in+- 
i’~;i ::,; ;; : ; :~~~ eo~tries on working, condiiiqs and the worl$ng ,en,tironmettt in 
&:;; ,,::: develpping countries. The bicr&s~g awareness,of, tl$dmptive Cffects,of ‘, 
; ;,;:;,,,, ,, :’ ‘:~‘::t&baology ,w led ‘to a, gcoWin.@ ‘d&atisfaqion with narrow a&essmeats 
“,: ‘, ‘?!:thr@ti sot take sufficient a&c+ of,the social, and human co$e+nees of 
;, ” : :,,:,::, tqc@o@y efq, yd t6 a,growingrecognitionthat’thesefactbrs mayprove :,~ 
ji_::’ ,,~’ as iin+ant as economic and employment factors. There are however,some 
,‘~: ‘:, “,:” ‘,j,diiG&s of a new approach:t& this problem,,with economic, einployment 
I:~, ,: and other -@al goals being examined together. 
[j,::,,,‘:, :~ ,Qiite often the social Costs: of transfer ‘tire either subsumed or made 
:,,’ ‘, :, +&servient to economic costs. For example, the ,&al repercussions of 

,, ~: I 
cissl 

r 2. Ihe cast of thcw ‘i&me was estimimirted to 8mown (0 at least 
al lllc ‘lybua, and ‘IO be ilwmaing by 20 per cent per annum. ,,,,,, ,~, 

;;!, ~,,~~ :’ 

a@ 



modem technology may take the form of longer hours of work. increased 
fatigue, job alienation, mental stress, environmental pollution and an 
increased risk of occupational hazards and accidents. Not enough is yet 
known ahut the constraints that recent technological advances, including 
a~t~rn~t~o~?, placceeon job design,, woik orgamsatron and work experience. 1 / ‘ii; 
T~bn~lo~ transfer,,does not inCAve meiely the ,transfer of ,equipm&t: :,,;<;t 
it, al-9 brings with it such organisational techniques as the routine assembly- 
Line metho&associated with the moving contieyor belt in use in most manu- ‘I’;$ 
facturing industries in the industrialised countries. Such methods may not :“: !::! 
be very conducive to worker flexibility in controlling work pace. Experiments ,: 

have been carried out in breaking up long conveyor belts into shorter :1 
sub-assemblies and product-oriented work groups, each responsible for a 
series of tasks. This vorganisation of work and production tends to reduce ,:~’ 

the monotony of mass production. Such methods can be adapted to the 
particu?ar cultural patterns and skills of the developing countries. 

New methods and new patterns of organisation of work can create psycho- 
~ogic~l,p~blemsof adjustment for workers who may not have been exposed to 
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sector producers, consultants, and so on. The nature, scope and level of 
information needed by these various recipients differs greatly, as does their 

information. Equally varied are the sources of 
artly abroad and partly domestic, again including government 
rprises, financia: and development institutions, R and D, ,; 

blishers of technical literature, sellers of equip- ~: 
comprehensive mechanism that can cover such 

urces and users, and provide information which can be made 
~ ,:I” 
” ‘:: 

I at such different levels, is obviously a very difficult task. 
It seems clear that the setting up of a comprehensive system must be 

approached in stages. The various sources and users must be individually 
studied and approached as to their willingness and ability to supply and use 
information. There is even a second-degree problem in communicating with 
potential sources and users of information about the existence of an informa- 
tion system and of its potential value. The use of information may also require 
special training; perhaps even suppliers of information would also need 
training. But in spite of the formidable nature of the task, the potential value 
of such a system requires much greater activity in this field, including 

. It ‘is particularly important to,remedy the neglect of 
rmal and small-scale sectors in existing information 
en recognised in United Nations General Assembly 

resolution 3507 (XXX) concerning institutional arrangements in the field 
of the transfer of technology, and the subsequent report of the Inter-Agency 
Task yorce on Information Exchange and the Transfer of Technology, ,,: 
discussed in the final section of this chapter. 

The type of information needed extends beyond technical specifications 
and blueprints to essential economic data regarding cost of investment, 
maintenance cost, running cost, availability of needed raw materials and spare 
parts, cost effects of variation in scale of production and quality of production, ,:’ 

ts and requirements for supporting services. ,: 
how much of all this should be covered by a ,J,‘, 

system, and how much should be Ieft to the 
; himself,“if neeess@with ,specific, assistance; ,‘,‘: ‘:’ :j! 
information; it can never ,ft$y: cover all the ,‘, ~,,I$ 

ic, case, and :additional assistance: will ,often ‘be ! ,::;,;Q 
,~:: 

prehensive’and ,up&r-date services is’obviously ,I: :‘,;~::! 
be quite costly; This is obviously,an area where ~“:,, ::;:!; 

ion,and assistance would be particularly valuable, and >I: 
scope, for ,‘regional atid inter-regional ~collaboration 
tries. Itwould seems that, in spite, of the high,,cost, 

,‘~, : ,, ,,: :,~:I 
,:,,:f? 

uch,a scheme ,jvould be quite high, considering the 
riate technologywhich now occur’both for lack 

:‘?,‘:,,$ 

ult of sales pressures ‘from commercially oriented, 
,XZ~ 
:+; ,, ;) 
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:, The cost could be at least partly recouped by charges to the beneficiaries, 
but on this question there is room for dispute. In view of the tremendous 
economic and social cost of inappropriate technology to the community as a 
whole, it could well be argued that such a service should be free so as not to 

t, ‘: discourage any potential users. On the other hand, one wants to discourage 
the frivOIous use of a service the resources of which are likely to be strained. 
Perhaps the solution is to make a charge where information provided by the 
service has been used with demonstrable private benefits to the user. 
However, this introduces a somewhat arbitrary element into the assessment 
of fees. The best solution might be to cover the cost by a general charge on 
industry as a whoie. 

At present, some of the needed services are rendered on a private basis by 
,,, 
;, ;: consultants specialising in the technical problems of a specific industry. 
; Where the consultant is unbiased and competent he obviously performs a 
i;::;:, valuable service. There is no reason why a more general information service 

‘~ J?;;, should not use or even incorporate such valuable sources of information. 
An experienced consultant would also be a valuable source of information 

$<p;,> ~, about the needs of local industry. Similarly, where an industrial extension 
~~~~~,;‘::’ service exists the extension officers could well act as the agents of the infor- 
@;J;;,,;:, ,,mation service, and form a valuable link with local industry. This could be 
&!;,: :particularly useful for the small-scale and informal sector. 

gg:: ; 
j&:,,:,,, 
&&$;?:Y ,;” The 
~~~~-~~.,,,~ 

patent syste,,, 

*~*s,~;,;:, *:;~;~$?;2,;;z, : A potential component of a technical information service is the data which 
~~~~:~~~,, :h,?ve to be supplied by those seeking patent protection, and which have to 
~~~~~~~,: ;be deposited in a patent office, andby other owners of proprietary technology. 
@:;;,G~,,:~- This information on available patented technologies should certainly be 
~~~~~~~;;;‘,,:,,used to the full, and cm be a valuable source of j&rmation for any ;“;;,::~~ ,: 
.#$$$ ~communications system. However, there are serious problems and limita- 

~, ,, tions. The patent system as a whole, with its uncertain impact on developing 
,,,,_ ‘I-.‘i,~~~;~--countries,, is now under ~scrt@y, by UNCTAD * and th” need for reform is 
~~~~~~‘;:generally acc+zptFd., Mor&+r, the &Overage,, of patents is ,r?thei, $nited (i” 
,;13!$;c ,,;:.pi@tice’it is’concentrated on chemicals, ,electronics, mech+nical engineering :, 
:1;;$,:: ‘:I +u,cartificial fib&) Even more, import@, the knowledge disclosed,‘iti ” ,:’ 
eRz;,‘::‘:; p$&s :is ogy a small part of the total l+owl,edge:involyed, and, is uSua!ly 
/, ,, ;,;,l;:,,,;; -;&liber&eIy liiited in t? way. However,,this latter limitation is not really an 
:::,,~;~i;~;;, ,‘,,ob!ta$ to’t&use of p+ent,,information as a~guide to available ‘sources of 
:,y::::,,,::,,~ techrjolo&y, ‘as distinct i%o,m its use for local E, and D or actual production 

if m ,deVeloping c@unt&s. ‘Even if much more information weie disciosed fin 
~: ~;,,, :,~,:p+epts, the necessary ski&and experience needed for actual production ,~~ 

~~,~,,, ,, ,, 
y:;:: :I~ : 

‘~ ;;;:,,,, ‘,’ :‘%See UNCl-AD: ,The de of the pafen, sysmi in the transfer of&znoLogy to devefoping 

i,:, coti& (N&v York,United Nations, 1975, Sales No.: E.75.11.D.6). See also S. I. Patel:“The 
: patent system and the Third World”, in World Development, Sep. 1974. 

‘,~ ,,‘~ “,’ ,, 

g”: ~,,:,, _ ,,, ;, ~, ” ,, ‘,,, i, ” 43 
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I,, Channels of transfer 

,, 
i:’ 

: ,The multiplicity of sources and users of transferred technology has already 

::,, been noted. There is an equal multiplicity of channels of transfer.* In fact, 
! : :~ a good deal of technological transfer takes place in an informal way outside 

any institutional arrangements. This is especially true of the exchange of 
,: information between a parent company and its branches and subsidiaries, 

between larger firms and smaller firms acting as their subcontractors, between 
firms tied by linkages of supply and processing, and so on. This is paralleled 

:: ~:; in the development of new technology, much of which takes place outside 
,,,,, the R and D system, or any other institutional system, as a result of spon- 

: 
,,:y : 

taneous innovation at the workshop level in the form of learning, experience 

(;;:~: ,, ‘~ and the development of new skills. Machine suppliers also provide technology 
:,:-’ 
;,.: 

and information to their customers, often at no cost: but this is clearly a case 
of aid tied to the use of a particular machine or set of machines which may not 

9:: 
a,f:;;t;,;zl,, represent the most appropriate available technology. “:f(;,::,, 

It must also, be remembered that technology is embodied not only in 
~~~~~~~~,:~~~~,machines ,but’ also in people. Skilled persons leaving one enterprise and 
&;;:::,~,~moving to another carry with them the technical knowledge and information 
~~~~~::~~-lj\:;they ,have’ gamed ins their old jobs. The “interaction of people attending 
~$&~: E’ ‘meetings, seminars and training courses” has been emphasised.’ Such 
~j&:~,~:ri; _ ” embodied” transfer is often perverse-that is, it moves in a direction 
~~~~~~~;_,:,‘~pposite,to the one in which technological transfer is conventionally assumed 
@;::- to ,,operate With the “brain drain”, there is a flow of technology from 
$;:: ,,, developing to developed countries (and the same is true when the subsidiary 
$,,‘:: or branch of a multinational enterprise passes back its technical experience :,, ~ 
:j!;:;t’, :, to the head office). Similarly, when craftsmen or skilled informal sector pro- 
$iii:,‘,“: ,ducers,obtain posts in larger modern sector firms, there is an embodied flow 
:~ ‘,, :,,, .,_ ,of technology from the informal to the modern sector. The opposite flow 
,~~~;~~~~~,,~~‘-,~;~urs’when~ $&fled worker ~&om a’mo@&rn ‘sector ~plwt, leaves, qr, retires 

!:~~:;,,;::;.~;~:;tb s&Up,, as ‘an independent ‘producer’ in his home area or in the informal 

::, 

~~~~~~~,,~~~~~s,~~~~~. <~,{ ,:’ : ~, : ” 

li:’ Radio~:and ,teIevision~,programmes, newspapers, technical Reriodicals; 
~,~~~ii::~,-:,~~~~,~tings ,df professional and technical assocr ‘ations and travel by’constiltants 

,,, 
,’ ,,, 

“;- ?~have all, ,been ,,mentioned ‘as informal channels of transfer.‘~It has been, 
,,‘,Y 

,F:,“, “, ~recommended that governments could do more toencourage su&tiansfers, ,~ ,:: 
: ,,‘~~, ,, and~that~this might ,be more profitable than ,many of the ,direct factions now ,~, 

t&in,2 ‘, ” ‘,, 

,,,,~‘,, ,, ,~, 
,,, 

’ A full list of such chain&ls in printed and non-printed,f?rms is given in the Report of the 
“. ” ,&pert Gr&ip~q~ Information Exchange and Transfer~of Technolbgy (Vienna~ 12-16 Apr.,l976) 

: ‘(New York, United Nations Office for Science and Technology; doc.,IAFTISK~.l/l), para. 17. 

.’ ~: 1 IL.ONNqp : P~li@es andprogrammes of &on to encoumge the use of t&hn&gies appro- 
‘c:;:;: :,:~’ :pii@~toA&zn conditiqnsarzdprioriry needs,~,Rqport of the &O TecI@aI Mee@ng bn Adaptation ‘, 
~“‘, I “::G ?f,~&IiimlogY to Stiit Special Market Cotiditibns6f De&oping Countries(Baogkok,‘3-14,Nov- ‘, ,, 
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ADAPTATION AND UPGRADING 

Adaptation is an intermediate technology in the special sense that it is 





Adaptation 

and adapt their technology. In some developing countries governments have 
been trying to encourage similar collaboration. but with little success. What 
factors dete~rnj~e success or failure? These are some of the matters which 

tention under the World Employment Programme 
Some ofrhe problems of creating incentives for adaptarion through factor 

me distribution and market structures were discussed earlier. 
s are nor sufficient; the capacity to adapt must also be there. 

This resdts in a vicious circle: in the least developed countries, where the 
,, “suitability gap-” and hence the need for adaptation is greatest, the national 

producers’ capacity to adapt is most constricted. Hence where the need is 
,~ greatest. capacitg is least, and vice versa. This vicious circle suggests the need 

errrational action regarding adaptation in favour of the least 

g countries R and D institutions have the dual task of 
helping to adapt and upgrade known technologies and of helping to create new 
ones. The former task, even more than the latter, calls for close links with 

these have been found to be missing in many cases. 
ve linkages will be discussed in more detail in the next 
vant to note that any linkage defects on the part of 
stitutions will affect their effectiveness in the area of 
ing even more severely than in the creation of new 

~~~~::,: ,‘, : 
‘pi*;:;;;;< &$$Jg;z:j ,: In adaptation, research has confirmed the importance of distinguishing : 
I-;&2h3;: ( ,; i@@#:: between the core process and peripheral processes. 1” general, adaptation 

alar: ,,~is easier, and more widespread for the peripheral activities which relate to the 
/#jf$;: ‘flow of inputs and outputs 0” either side of the basic machine process, to 

~;~~~~~:~:~~~~~~,~;and, from the machine. While research under, the World Employment Pro- 
~~~~~~,,,~~~me and e~~sewhere,h~,:confirmed the broad, truth of this peneralfsation,, : ,,:, ,:,$, 
~~x<,,!;,,~; ,_,,: I,. 
&;;!i,z:z:,;;: it, has aiso brought to, lrght ‘a ~num,ber ‘of complications and: exceptions. 

,‘il ,,;; 

,~~~~~~~~,,~~~:~~,%~~~~;lr~y,~~ ,rbe, @iphery ac$vitii$ are ,mo& akitr to’ the, situation in can- 
,,,> 

% ‘,~~::::struerion~~ rransport and, Services where ,the labour4ntensive potential is !;;:sy,,:>‘;:,, ; 
(gj,‘>,<:,,,:, :;,’ greater tb@ in industry, as :represented’by the eore’pro&. fn ,tbe’fight ,of, 
!if~~~~~“;~~~ ~, “rg&t: ihh, however, it: wo&j ,&, ,,y&g’~fo ‘,& “cor&pqimi&$‘, in 

jc:i:,!:: ,,‘; regr&t&# the ~adaptarion pc$e,ntml ‘of the b&c machfne, process. The &eater 

‘I:‘; 

‘,, ~‘, ease :of ~~ap~atio~ in the peripheral activities ,may be p@y a matter, of ~,~ 

5:’ :: ,, ,: ‘, lirnitedcr$&rcity to adapt: peripheral aetivities’dffer easier and,more obvious 
T;;,:, ,, ,’ ,‘~’ opportun& for ‘~labour+rtensive: adaptation. ‘If, this vi@ is correct, an 
:“:,’ ,“,,,C :‘~~h~~~ t~~oiogi~i, capacity m the’ future cm the developing countries ,, 
i_, ‘: : ,%: would result in a more even spreud,of adaptation between core and peripheral 
1;p 
:i ,, act&ii& e difference may be partly due to the:fact,that the core ,process ~:,: 
$,;fT;, ,,A dete~ifle~, rather by engineers wbn ‘may, be prejudiced against any 

,.,, 
:,:,~, 



deviations from the latest technology, whereas the peripheral activities are 
commercial managers who pay more attention to factor 
Ms. To the extent that this explanation applies, a revised 

~~~n~ engineers and increased collaboration between, engineers ,:,:: 
:,Gnti&~ may graduaily~ re&ze, t,he, gap in adaptation ,, ““~! :;‘;!; 

en pointedout that adaptation of the machine 
“indigenisatibn” of machintiiy. 1 By this is 

met the +ying and local reproduct,ion of an ,imported machine, subject 
‘!,i 
: “j 

to the d bse~~ce of ,patent regulations. Apparently, considerable cost ,‘:! 
ad been achieved where capital equipment has been indigenised ,;l 

apted in the process, rather than continuing to be imported. 
~, i 

aa )~;i 
lilippines are quoted as evidence 

that ing, thnougl’a better ,tinderstanding of the machinery, leads to ,:T 
ad~~~~t~m. * As was pointed out in Chapter 3, copying also avoids repeated 
ad ~rnM~ative payments for technical know-how. The great historical .- . ..- 

Indg the Republic of Korea and the PI 

~~arn~~e lor thl~ IS Japan. 
Rmarcb has~in&ia:@ that;there is a two-way relationship between the ,’ ‘,i 

n ,qf,machinery ‘atid the adaptation of,technolog$. Local 
Lead to adaptation, but ,adaptation, can’alsa, lead,to, local 

” ‘I:! 
: ~;‘,,j 

thus help in b#lmg upa natiotial,capital goods industry- ,: 
use the adapted machinery may’be easier to produce domestic&ly, ,, ~,_ 

ause it may not be available from abroad on sitisfactory terms. 

tati$n has already been mentiqned as an important ‘asp&t 
‘. 

II: It ‘Is ,&Mt sp&cial ,si@icance, by, any ,motiement towards a 





and resources is much clearer than in the case of industry, and was recog- 
nised and acted upon much earlier. The new technologies under the Green 
Revolution, based on high-yielding varieties of seed. have provided another, 
more recent. example of intense efforts to adapt to specific local traditions. 

with direct production problems. 1 ,~, 
Rural non-agricultural technology also deserves special government 

action. Like agriculture, the units of production in rural and cottage industries 
are small, so that the role that intra-company arrangements could play with 
regard to the adaptation of machinery would be somewhat limited. Rural 
development has emerged as a high priority, both because the majority of 
those below the basic-needs standards in most developing countries live in 
the rural areas and because rural development will reduce the problem of 
urban unemployment and poverty by reducing rural-urban migration. More- 
over, with rural and cottage industries one would be faced with a normally 

l&i& one pf upgrading and impro&ent. The rural and info&al sectors 
have also been shown to be important potential sources of indigenous 
innovation and efficiency. 

One should not, however, neglect the possibility that important linkages 
be created between the urban formal sector and the rural informal 

sector. It is fairly well known that, in the earlier stage of the industrialisation 
and postwar recovery of the Japanese economy, such linkages p1ayed.a 
crucial role, particularly in export-oriented garment and other light industries. 
A more recent example of no less significance is provided by shibori (silk 

ric) processing in the Republic of Korea, where trading firms act as 
~n~~~~~es for marketing and the transfer of technology and skills to the 
ruqtl sector and where the rural co-operatives act as agems for the diffusion 

,appropriate labour-intensive technology, so that the task of adaotation is 
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,’ inputs (fertiiisers, pesticides, irrigation, and so on). to the neglect of farmers’ 
tooIs and implements. As part of the new policies for rural development in 

:: : ,, Tanzania, the Tanzanian Second Five-Year Plan therefore proposed that 
the Tanzania Agricultural Machinery Testing Unit (TAMTU) would design 

I:,‘~:; ~, ‘, ~ Wmpie ,atid ,inexpensive farm implements which could easily be made from 
:,: ‘1: ,: available ,raw materials”. Thus the objectives of an appropriate technology 
:1,,‘;, :: policy should be to utiiise, local resources and skiiis for the design and 

: development of technology which is more productive than the traditional 
i ‘, ‘;~ ,::, technology yet which is within the reach of the farmers and other poor groups. 

: Self-reliance at the local level implies that technology be adapted to the : ,’ 
::,, needs of the local community and to their resource position, and that their 
I$,,? : ,i ‘, active participation and involvement be invited. ,,,, :y: Rural development also clearly calls for technological and organisationai 
::;,’ ” 
i-j;::, 

changes which will make the task of the adaptation and upgrading of 
,,~ technology easier: these include the formation of village co-operatives or 

j$:: groups of co-operatives, the development of efficient techniques of low-cost 
“, t;;!;> ,> ,road construction based on local materials combined with the use of volunteer 
;;,:, and temporary local iabour, aud similar forms of iabour mobiiisation for 

&& ,‘,, ;’ 
i& ;:‘:: _ smaII-scale irrigation, terracing, drainage and other land improvement 
.rt*:;::, : prqq& 

~g@&~~, ‘:’ ,Improvements in th,e “domestic water supply would be especially 
~~~~,;: it&&tar$ not only for improving health but also for reducing the heavy 
~~~~~;;::wor~o,~d of rural women in fetching and carrying water over long distances. 
‘~~~~~~~:~~:;Thei,same applies to any improvement in energy and power supplies which 
‘~~~~-~uld ,reduce the burden of collecting atid carrying firewood, whilst at the 
~&$fm!,~ '-e tbe,yiel&mg other great environmental benefits in preventing defores- 
;*q ,,,, ;, ~,, 
&dy~j:!,,,,,; g;,t,J;,jF ;,tation, and soil ‘erosion, or in settin,g free manure for fertiiising the land. 
&$,;:j:::,:; This would aiso help with food preservation, once again reducing the work- 
~~~:~~-- load of rural women. The emphasis on rural women is justified by much recent 
‘:i;;:? ,rea&ch, which reveals the great benefits for the welfare of rural families that 
N:~::C ,, could result from an easing of the extraordinary pressures under which rural 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~men ustmiiy haveto, live and work Itrthis area considerably,mere.researc,~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~d~~;~~ needed and)sho,uid:be:given prioiity,;:m that’it is ,a, tupic:bearing ‘, 
~~~~~~~~~~~,,~~~tly-on,the, es$ntiaI needs of~:the ,masses,,of, then poorer rurai popuiations 
~~~~~~~:,~~~ork”in $$s tje!! :Jyts aireadybegtut ,withm the ,frarnevvork ef the WerId 

,‘:‘: ,,;: ,f 
,: 

~~~~~~~~~;,::,~~~p~~~~~ot:;~~~“m”.’ ” :, : : ‘, ,,’ !:,~, ‘,:,: ‘, 
,’ ,,~i Apart from the adaptation’ ,and ,upgradmg of ,existi&faciilties through ” 

{;;&g.y~:;?.;~b~ :ti ‘of * 
:,“I- 

f:ZjFii ,: ,,, ,, own te&iroiogie,s,, the’dev,elopment of ,new ‘technologies (dis- 
,~’ Cussed in the next chapter) is urgent,, partlculariy so perhaps as regards the 

;~‘~ :~::~-‘:‘provi&of ‘a deeentraiised&ef Esupply based on ,solar energy, and,the 
,,,~ 

,,, ,,;:~: 

i;;i):Z ‘3evelopment ,of~small:gen,erators,(already attempted m, several, countries) 
;::, “, “~ ,“qyl bigas processesT,, ,: 
c:j,$-, ‘,,:;‘;‘,,,,; ‘, 
::::, ,,,, 

Z, : I.%, in parti&&: I. &ncr: “Rural w&en &d the basic-needs,approach to develop- 
‘~;::::I “. :;,ni&W:. i~~~~~~~;Lobour Reyiqv. r+.:Psb. 1977. ~,,~, 

~, ,‘:, ,,,;:,; ” : ~, ,, 
,<,,:,: ‘i:, ,, ;: 

,,, : ‘, 67 ,:,, : 
:p?,‘~;, :;ly, .,, ,’ 

‘, ,~,,,;,,, ~,, ,, ,j”, ,,:, ,, ,,, 



ADAPTATION AND SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT 
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” place. ‘If it is being sold because of real obsolescence, new machines of 
the same type will not be produced and thus it will be more difficult to obtain 
spare parts. The problem of repair and maintenance has been found to be less 

:,’ seriqus in cases where the, required skills are locally available, because of the 
?y:? ,: ‘loti~wages in:$evelo,ping countries and the typically labour-intensive nature 

df repair and maintenance activities. The disconnection of the machine, and its 
,,, transport ,and ie-installation, have also been shown to affect different types 

;, ,, of machinery differently. 
The possibility has emerged from the studies that the use of old machinery 

in developing countries might actually contribute to the capacity to create 
<,’ indigenous machine shops and learning processes through repair, main- 

: ,’ ‘z,,; tenance and the copying of oldei designs. But this will call for special action, 
,:,: usually governmental action. For instance, the IL0 comprehensive employ- 
;;, ~, ment strategy mission to Kenya recommended that consideration be given 
@ : to the use of the large East African Railway workshops as well as small 
!& ,; machine shops to give technical support to industries in the informal sector, 
g;:” ,: which often use second-hand machinery. The studies show that the best policy 
~~~~~~~~,‘,, is, one: oft a discrix@@ng use,,,of ,second-hand machinery with a certain 

t neithei indis&ninate baris nor an indiscriminately open 
~~~~~~::,door foi ‘secoiid-hi+nd machinery are likely to be optimal policies. The 

R of trade m second-hand machinery, with an international classi- 
~~:,“~ fica& of machine ,quality, has ,also emerged & a potential area for useful 

machines may be especially useful where new machines of 
are,not available-in other words, where the old machine has 

by process innovations .in ‘the industrialised countries (that 
the process innovation’ is not appropriate for developing 
because of its technology or because it contradicts a basic- 

l,~:$< ,:, ~‘~~~;‘I,‘~-;~“needs s@&igy). The obvious risk r&t& to the cost of installation, the higher ,,, ,i 
$+::;, ;, running cost of production, the greater uncertainty, the problems of after- 
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3). Tbe informal urban and rural sectors are specially singled 
rated appropriate technological advancement (para.54). 



New technologies 

history, the bulk of technological innovation arose directly from within the 
production plant on the basis of shop-floor needs and shop-floor experience. 

,‘, 
Te&tical innovation precedes the existence of formal R and D institutions 
by a considerable margin, whether in the public or in the private sector. The 

i;‘,;::, imfrortattt study on can manufacture quoted above shows that the technology 
uf can mauufacture, which is now considered appropriate for the developing 

: ccutntrfes’studied, was created by simple workers and small managers, “nn- 
_“’ ‘,, finished mechanical engineers”. Even at a much later stage, the R and D 

~establislunents of private companies still consisted of the odd scientist and/or 
engiueer working in a corner of the plant; public R and D was unknown, 
except perhaps in the field of agriculture. The assumption that the creation 

:,,~ of,new technology must come through R and D Institutions is taken from the 
example given by the present industrialised countries and disregards past 

;{\ 1 g ; experience. For this reason, in the creation o! new technology it is at least as 
vital to create the conditions, incentives and skills for innovations at the 
shop-floor level arising from direct production experience and to see that 

@&, such innovations are disseminated and applied. This also is a question of the 
training and skill of those engaged in actual production, as distinct from the 

capacity, to be also appropriate in the context of a basic-needs 
wilt have togive high priority to the needs of small farmers, rural and 

industries and the informal sector.’ This high priority applies 

these priority sectors to raise their productivity and incomes on a 



more comparable to a flow than to simple accumulation. New science and 

ROLE OF LOCAL CAPITAL-GOODS INDUSTRIES 



The development of new technology based upon existing knowledge 
no longer used in the industrialised countries has been described as “do-it- 
yourself technology”.’ in this case the major part of the skills required is 
not so much in sophisticated research ability as in strong design and drawing 

,,‘: @ices and accumulated engineering expertise among production and design 
engine& The role,of ihe Scientist and the research engineer will be cor- 

~” ,, respondingly reduced. 
The capacity for a do-it-yourself technology will also, perhaps paradoxi- 

tally, strengthen the bargaining position of developing countries with machine 
suppliers, multinational enterprises and the like which wish to transfer an 
inappropriate or excessively costly technology. The existence of such national 

I( capacity may result in better terms for technology transfer, possibly so much 
so tbat the transfer of what was previously inappropriate technology now, 

;:~ ,on the better terms available, becomes appropriate. The paradox in this 
case is that, even though the do-it-yourself technology is not in fact used, the 

&~:~--.~~ capacity to use it if necessary will itself prove valuable to the developing g:,,~ ” 
g;,, ~,; ‘, countries. 
g;:;f~I, r~, ,, Rand D for the development of new technologies can often be combined 
B%s:c,. ,‘with development of local capital-goods production. A well known example #r,;i 
@l,:;;:,, ‘1s’ aff+led by the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in the 
~~~~~~~~:i,‘:;,; Phjlippiqes, &ich has developed not only new varieties of rice but also the 
*&>$::; ,,,~ : complementary, low-cost farming implements appropriate for the cultivation 
@?~~,:: ‘of~the ,new varieties by small farmers in Asia. It has recently embarked on &##j$f~::::,:,;’ 
&g;;,:~;,~;,, ,an: international subcontracting programme involving agencies, institutions 
#g$~:~::;,; &:: ~,,, :: and engineering firms in nine Asian countries. Under this programme, models 
&& i’:,,from .the &RI design programmes are sent to the subcontractor’s country ib: (/ ;, ,,.,,, ,, 
r*?*;& ~‘,, f&*c>,>,r: ,,,,,, J~,~~~,,~,~,, ,xid tested’under local environmental and economic conditions. An effort is 
~~;~~.;,,,.~~ made to interest local manufacturers in the designs. In addition to the 
,:$[;;;@;,~~~ subcontracting programme, information on particuIar designs has been 
~~:~~~~~:~i::,“,,,furnished at the request of many independent manufacturers throughout 
& ~the Asian re@on.z 







practice little was done in 

or deter them. 
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initiative”.r The boldness needed to challenge thu received technology is 
absent. Such a lack of boldness or asymmetry of initiative hasclearly emerged 

,~ ,, ,from, ,the previously mentioned, study of can manufacture in developing 
:, countries.‘r It is not difficult to see that this situation sets up a vicious circle 

“, ,in that the domestic R and D establishments are bypassed, and in response 
‘they withdraw into theoretical and academic work. The study of can manu- 
faqtore provided a good illustration of the frequently occurring situation 
in which such a tack of boldness is unjustified and is due to a considerable 
extent to a faihrre to realise that what is needed is not an entirely new 
techuology~ but rather the reproduction of a technology which is part of the 
existing stock of knowledge, although it is not or no longer available through 
imports on anything like acceptable terms. 

The problem of contact with smaller firms and informal sector producers 
which have no Rand D facilities at the plant level and where the difficulty of 
estub~~shi~g~~t~t between national Rand D institutions and the production 

::(I :~, level may be greatest ,can, to some extent, be solved by forming research 
:$ :,,: ‘, a&o&ations ofsmall- or medium-scale enterprises. Such research associations 
&‘y can at the same time stimulate innovation close to the production level and 
g;:‘:; serve’as a link between the production level and R and D institutions at the 
::.i_-.~,,:,~tional level. However, the instrument of a research association is hardly 
gg,;;: :,; adeouate to reach the informal sector. 
& ;, ‘~ 

,, ,r: ~, :, R,has often been pointed out that the risk of aloofness by scientists and 
:,&y, : ~~~~~,~,~~;~t+tologists as regards actual production problems is due to the special 
g;;; l;:~~~haracteristics of their education and training. This education and training 
R?,, ~~,~,,:,,, ,u often based on a model directly imported from industrialised countries, 
:j;i:, ” ,urd the te&uology implicitly or explicitly assumed in their training is different 
~~~&‘~from that in developing countries. Moreover, at the higher levels, many 
‘:,:: “,,“: scientists and technologists receive their advanced training in industrialised 
::;:: ,: countries so that if, in the course of their training, they have contact with the 
~~~,~~~,~::,,::,artual: users of technology, it ,,wilt,,,again,, be, with ,producers ,with differem 
“;i;::;;:: ‘$$I ,,, blems’,from~~tbose :tky ~firid~onretuming~to their ,home,,countries. One ,, 
:,: $ sug&tiou~ thatthas been m,ade, to improve this situation is that, secondary- 
:i,:? :rbool ,leav& and/or recent’, graduates ‘be ‘obliged; to spend, some time in 
‘:~ ~‘?a&$production tin&m order tofamiliarise themselveswiththeirproblems.’ ,,~, : 
: ~~,,::~ :Sr$~~a, ,recorumendat~on was,, for, instan~ei ‘made ,,by the comprehensive : 
,‘:: :,‘:employment,strategy mission to Kenya.3 

~‘, EXTENSlGN~SERVlCES: LINKAGES WITH PRODUCERS 

:, : The case of agriculture was quotedhi the previous chapter as representing 

” ‘a partictdarly ckar case of the’ need ,for adaptation. Siiil,arly,~ in the case of, ,, ,, 
? tpWTAD: ,Tnmsf& of technology. op. cit., p. 8. 



familiarise them with new technology. 
services exist only in relatively few 
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national planning, increasing recognition is being accorded to the importance 
of a two-way feedback relationship between the planners and the “planned”, 

:~ ~, ana~~~“att~iniitsto”devise’ participating~ institutions and other links. This 
,similarity underlines once more the integral relationship between national 
planning and technology planning. Governments should promote and 
subsidise appropriate in-plant R and D of a formal or informal nature as 
much as they should estabIish a national R and D structure. But the social 
value of in-plant Rand D and innovation generally depends on a coincidence 
of private and social profit, and this in turn depends on the price and other 
incentives providedbyy the govcznment. Similarly, the public interest may also 
require that the innovation be disseminated from the company where it was 
made to other fiis or other sectors of the economy (or even to other 
countries, if an agreement to share technology exists). This again requires 
confidence and a sense of participation by the firms involved, and may involve 
special incentives. 

&&; ,,, ,i ,, Among the participating institutions designed to provide the desired two- 
#i&:, ,, Way feedback is the research association, financed by the industry itself but 
B$i:?C ( 

&;: :, 

'tie m&,-&g fuo& prcv&d by the government. Another variation is the 

,, 
@8:j:,:‘-; ,, ,, : p tid D institution financed by a levy on the firms in the branch served. ~&&& 
Q!::/: ;, Apart from stretching government funds, the hope is al50 that the fact 
‘;a~:;,: ;’ f@@ ; : 
&” 

of having to pay at least a share of the cost of the institution will make 
@$<:f>:, ‘,J’ : industry readier to bring their problems to the institution which they consider 
~a~~;;~:~, ;,, as “thejrs”. #fga;<;<,, ,, 
@%,;+ : 
%!&:::: ,,, 
@?~~I’ : : 

Another essential intermediary, the engineering design sector, has been 
i:,~:: mentioned already. Specialised consulting firms in this field can provide 

~~~~~~,,:: design and related services with especial concentration and economy. As 
~,v:x.-,Y! mentioned before, over a certain area where the appropriate technology is p;” :~, 
$?,;, : :;’ ,,,,Within the range of existing knowledge, engineering design skills are 

needed, rather than R and D. In the context of a basic-needs strategy, 
~~~~~~~i::,:~;::~~-~:,,pro,duct ,$e+gn ,m?y, become p,~@$arly urgent, because the existing product 
!:;::i;: :‘“;,,:, 3 ma$,,:be: inapprbpriate’~ ‘&though,,, the need 3coi&red is essential. Another 
~&$:~:I’~~: $&$ity &&a is !‘de~al~g’~ d&i@ f&r p&s@e, rural and informal &or 
$~:i~:;-‘~:::‘: ;:~~&d++rS.’ The use of,lqc$ materials &II often also require both ‘product 

~, ‘, ,:,,,tid,, process design ski$. The apex pf ,the engineering design machinery f’;.::,,,:,~ ;,, 
;;~;~;“,, :‘,,,“wiu be @jonal design centres. 
,,, ,,, ~,,:; ,, The Report of the Director-Geueialofthe ILLI to’the World Employment 
:,,~ ,,, Conference adds four further formulae arising from past experience as 

: elements ‘favourable to the success of R and D institutions: 1 
,,, ,, 1 . 

(a) a’ fairly high degree of specmlisation by product group or sector (for 
example, the Intematlonal Rice Research Institute) ; technological know- 
,how is rarely interchangeable between products except at a very general 
level of engineering or scientific principles; 
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(b) 

(4 

close links with similar institutions in other countries which over the 
years have acquired a profound knowledge of the materials and pro- 
cesses involved if not of the particular socio-economic setting in which 
they need to be combined by the developing country institution; the 
UNDP has proposed sponsorship of such “twinning” arrangements to 
encourage an exchange of know-how and personnel; 

close relationships with the users of the technology developed; this 
may best be stimulated by including representatives of user industries 
on the governing boards and by charging a levy on member firms of 
employer associations to ensure their financial interest in the institution’s 
work, and 

an appropriate salary and incentive structure for the staff which rewards 
the development of practical applications rather than theoretical 
investigations. 

B.ASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH 

The presence of a communications gap between the R and D sector and 
production is accompanied by a tendency for R and D activities in the public 
sector to concentrate too much on pure research and to carry out insufficient 
applied research. In fact, it is stated that the share of pure research in the 
R and D sector is greater in the developing than in the industrialised 
countries.’ This is certainly an undesirable inversion of what one should 
expect. However, it would be defeatist to draw from this fact the conclusion 
that developing countries should be advised not to try to build up their own 
R and D capacity. There are enough examples of successful R and D work 
in developing countries properly linked with and applied to actual production. 
Moreover, such advice would be in disregard of the claims of a basic-needs 
strategy, which requires products and processes that are often essentially 
different ,from those ,a+ailable,:,tiofrom the technological shelf and often also ,~ 
beyond the scope of adaptation. 

: ~,‘Fqweve$ the, advice given to developing countries to be cautious in ,: ;:, 
competing in research with the in+strialised countries2 is basically sound. 
Even then it is subject to the provisos that : (a) basic research may be necessary ;,, 
and helpful as a part of the system of higher~~education and training for 
~s&.ntific personnel; (b) there are gaps in world basic research, especially in 
relation to the natural resources of developing countries, which it would be, 

’ G. Ranis: “Some observations on the economic framework for optimum LDC utilization 
of tecbnol~gy”, in L. J. White (ed.): Technology, empk~ymenr and development, Selected papers 
presented at two conferences sponsored, by the Council for Asian Manpower Studies (1974), 
p. 89. 
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strongly in the interests of developing countries to fill, in order to strengthen 
them in their competition with synthetic substitutes; and (c) there is 
some evidence that applied research may be less effective (for example, in 
agriculture) in the absence of some local basic research capacity.’ 

IMPACT OF HIGHER OIL PRICES 

The impact of higher oil prices illustrates the acute need for technological 
,_ capacity. Naturally, it raises also the question of new criteria for the selection 

of technologies from the shelf as well as questions of adaptation, but the 8, :~ ,~, ::,: ,’ I’< ; problem transcends such relatively easier adjustments. The development of 
c;i;,; energy-saving products and processes emerges as vitally important, and on the 
s;;,:~ whole it fortunately coincides with, and strengthens, the requirements of a 
;;;mr: basic-needs strategy. The search for alternative sources of energy, especially 
g;f;T:: those useful for small-scale units of production and rural and scattered 

,, markets (such as solar power or bio-gas units), will be greatly encouraged, 
~~~~~~~~~',:',~diiisimpoaantfordevelopingcountriestoplaytheirpartin the application 
z@g>~; 

&g;!;,:{;~~,‘~ and development part of this research. Inevitably, this also involves some 
&& ,!: shure in the basic research, at the very least in the sense of familiarity with such 
,~~~~~~~~‘::.; ,basic research. If it is argued that one can rely on the industrialised countries 
4 ,& ~, @$q#;,,~ _, ‘which are also affected by the rise in oil prices to produce the energy-saving 
~~~~~,;i neti technologies, the danger is that the industrialised countries will find their 
~~~~~~':~~~:own 'ap&priate ,&l~&,&Thi~ may well mean that the incorporation of 
%'):Q .~ : ,, 

~~~~:i:,,; ,energy-saving features will make future equipment and manufactured goods 
~~~~,~~-;-_‘(a, WelI as syntheticsubstitutes) even more expensive, and hence technologies 
$@;;< ‘1: on the shelf will be even more capital-intensive. (The same is also true as 
~~:~~~~;::,:, regards pollution control and other environmental requirements.) 
:‘j!jf;<. :,:I;; ,,,, ~: ;, 

,, The ,rise in oil prices may also give some of the natural products of 
$?f’~’ developing countries a new advantage over synthetic substitutes. It will 
~~~~,;~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~,,~amply pay to ,utilise~ and develop these natural products with the help of new 
:*p ,._ :,:,:: ,,,,,,, “~ ;.-.l~~~~~~~:i,,~and,‘mp’“ved tech@logies.~ On the other hand, the new balance:,of-payments 
:I:;‘;; ~i,,~, ‘ww,’ ‘, ~pressures to,, which the,, non-oil-producing ,developing countries” are now I,;,?;>,;!,,‘:,:, :,,,, ,: ~, 
;z~,?;:::,:,;: ex&sed;whl~make it necessary for’them to~redu&payments,for the transfer,, 
?~~;,:‘,?~,,of te&ndlogy,‘to substitute national production’ for ,a number,of previously 
::::!:::‘1’::;, :,:impdrt&items and to promote exports, thus making,new claims ,on indi- 
,., ,’ genous’,,technblogicic;ll capacity. The substitution of home, production by 
i, :‘~ ,, ,,foreign investors for imports will serve to solves the’ balance-of-payments 
~,,,, ,, ,problems created, ‘by higher oi! prices only if~conditions are reasonable and, 
,,,,, :if then pro~fits transferred out of the country are not excessive. 
,~,,, ,,, ” Some ‘World Employment Programme rese;srch has already~ been 

/,,A ” ‘, 1 See R. Ewmm: “Techologli generation in agriculture”, in Lloyd G. Reynolds (ed.): ,,,, 
Agriculture in development theory (New Haven, Cam., and liondon, Yale University Press, 

,; ,‘, 19~75). :’ ,~, 
,,, 
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reoriented towards some of these important new problems.1 The desire to 
reduce oil costs could be an element in favour of substituting labour for 
machinery. This was in fact shown to be the case in another World 
Employment Programme study of road construction in Thailand.* Yet 
,another study, relating to the manufacture of cement blocks in Kenya,’ also 
shows that fuel costs per block of cement are much higher in the case of 
large stationary vibrating machines than in that of small machines. 

PRIORITIES IN TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

There is legitimate cause for differing opinions as to whether, in the 
years to come, the main thrust in building up the technological capacities of 
developing countries should be within the production units, with an emphasis 
on training, management and motivation involved, or on the building up 
of R and D institutions with proper links with the production units. Perhaps 
the question does not arise. Obviously both elements of technological capacity 
are vital and must be strengthened, both individually and, particularly, in their 
interaction with each other. This calls for an over-all view and a planned 
distribution of resources devoted to strengthening technological capacity. 
What is certain is that the strengthening of national institutions is a matter 
of high priority for the governments of developing countries and for such 
proposed new instruments of international collabora?ion as a Consultative 
Group on Appropriate Technology or an International Appropriate Tech- 
nology Unit (both of which were discussed at the World Employment icon- 
ference4), or the regional and subregional centres supported by UNCTAD 
and the World Employment Conference. Clearly, one way of strengthening 
national units is by keeping them in touch with each other’s progress and 
by disseminating the results of research not only on a national but also on an 
international basis. But there can be no doubt that the linkages between the 
R and D level and the production level are perhaps the most vital links in 

chain~including the developmemof ,design capacity,’ a ,capacity ,tq use ‘: ,,, : :~:~: 
nsion cservices effectively, the development’ of’ efficient ‘consultarmy” ‘,, ;:j;, 
ces ‘and, perhaps tnost of,all,‘the development’of national capital-goods ,: 

1 see lL.G: World Employment Programme: Research in rerrospecr and prospect,’ op. cit., “,: : 
pp. 22 and 96-97, with ;efetince to the study dn the teci.oological and &oploym<nt implicatiotis ,’ : :: 

prices io Sri Lanka. 

zibid., p. 117, and McCleary et al.: Equipment versus employment.. ., op. cit. The ” 
effect of fuel ptivws combined with utilisation rates of equipment is shown to be decisive when :; 1, 
comp~riog the social value of ca@d~intensive and labour-intensive mathods. 

3 See ‘F. Stewart: ‘“Mamifact.ure of cement blocks in Kenya”, in ILO: Technology and ‘, 
employment in indwstry op. cit., pp. 225 and 312. 

‘ILO: Employment, growth and basic needr.. ., op. cit., pp. 150-154, for details of the 
proposed Consultative Group arid Unit. At the World Emplqyment Conference this proposal 
was supported by the Group of 77 (the diveloping countries) and the Workers’ group but failed 
to win the support of most ofthe ~ndustrialised market economy countries. 

,, ,, 
,‘, “. 

,, 
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,,‘,’ The development of design capacity can be combined with the develop- 
‘:,, ment of efficient consulting services by fostering consulting organisations. 

These may be in the public or in the private sector. Special attention should 
also be given here to the problems of small-scal- rural and informal sector 

$:;:I,, ,,‘p$@tcers who: will often require more general, less specialised services. 
>,:: ” ‘:‘, :-~ ‘,’ Foreign consultants will not usually ,have the ,skills or motivation (which 

,,national consultants could acquire) for designing descaled and more labour- 
:, 1: ,” intensive processes. FoMhis purpose national capacity will be needed. The 
,;~,:, same applies to adaptation. The different management problems of new 

labour-intensive technologies create a need for effective management 
consultancy, where once again national consultants could acquire a greater 

;: :‘,, understanding than foreign consulting firms of the problems associated with 
,(!Z’, ~,i, (,,, appropriate technologies specific to the developing country. Experienced 
i&:, consultants would also form a part of the communications network linking 
& the R and D institutions with the production units. Consultants should be 
g?r,” ‘1 ii:, ,,, informed of R and D progress and possibilities to bring to the attention of their 
;& :, ‘df<,Y~ customers, and they in turn would be in a good position to bring to the 
~~~~~,,,,::,:“ftention,,of,the R and D institutions those production problems which seem 
g~#j,;$~ %::-~i, ,; ,, to require ncw,R and D work, and also the opportunities they see ,in their 
~~~~~i !,‘,work i0’ increase ,producers’ knowledge of the results or potentialities of 
y;, ,,ii ,, @;,, ,;; ;:, ,,’ 
&$;j,;& 

Rand D. ,Consultancy services have been described as “a vital part of any 
development strategy which seeks to improve the technological base of 

~~~~~~~~;, ,‘the production process”, 1 

~&~,;:~,: 
)&y,,y,:,; 

&&: 
@@q;:;:>:; ‘~ 

#~~~~;;;:;, ~N~RNATIONAL ACTION IF THE CREATION 
~~~~~~~~~~: ?F NEW TECHNOLOGY .> &‘*N;$,:+ ,~ ,,,, I * 

g&g;;;::- ~, The emphasis in this chapter has been on the development and streng- 
,::~.,,~, ,ihening of national capacity for technological innovation. Nevertheless, 

‘, there is obvious scope here for intemationai support and co-operation. g”: “:; 
~~~~~~:I~~,,~,,~-~~:~~~,~: n ~,,, p P umber of ro osals have been made, from the general proposals in the ~.,, .,, 

,:,ci The resolutiori on strengthening the technological capacity of developing ,;,/ 
couritri&;*‘adppteh withgeneral approval at theFourth Session of UNCTAD ~:,‘, 

‘, “V. V. Bhatt: ‘*bn’&hnology policy~and its &&tutional’fraine”, in Woild Development, ,,:;,j,; 
i,: Sep. 1975, p. 657. 

2Re~olution 87(IV) of 30 May 1976. 
;::f~l;i ,,,, ‘; ;,:,~~,,,~,, ~,:: 

~’ 77, 
:i:,j, :,‘, ,‘:‘,, 

,‘,’ 
,,,, 
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(Nairobi, May 1976), recommended inter alia specific measures of co-opera- 
tion among developing countries at the subregional, regional and interna- 
tiottal level, including preferential agreements for the development and 
transfer of technology among themselves; the establishment of subregional 
and regional centres for the development and transfer ,of ,tec,hn,ology;, the ,‘,:; 
exchaitge of infortnation~; common technological research and ,training :,“$! 
programmes; t,he provision of assistance to national centres or authorities ,, :? 
onsuch’matters as information on sources of technology and the preparation 

,/z;; 

of model contracts for licensing agreements, and so on. The co-qperation ‘, ~,‘:,i 
of the developed countries is requested on a number of specific matters, :‘I 

a;:, including the control of restrictive practices limiting the transfer of ‘3 
technology; encouragement of their enterprises and institutions to develop tc;, >zj:, and to disseminate, on equitable terms, technology appropriate to the needs 

gj-; ,’ 
~jg;( ,T,, of developing countries; assistance in training by special programmes in 

both developed and developing countries; strengthening of global research 

@&:: : : capacities for dealing with specific and critical qectors of particular interest ,: 
t&:i~::, ~, & : to developing countries; and expansion of their ‘.;wn R and D activities to 
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mentioned as a method of international co-operation which UNDP has 
,~ proposed to sponsor. It has obvious potential, notwithstanding some obvious 

‘, problems. 
The United Nations World Plan of Action proposed two specific inter- 

/,,,’ ~,natfonal targets for the creation of new technologies: (a) the industrialised 
‘~~~?~?~%nnttries should reorient their own R and D,activities to the extent of 5 per ,,,: i ,,( : ; ,‘:‘,:!~ cent, of non-military ,R and D towards the problems of developing countries 
C!!lz, ,‘, :: :,(at,l970 prices this would have required resources valued at US$2,250 million 

per annum; at present prices, the figure would be of the order of US$4,000 
” million per annum); (b) another sum of about half this amount (the target 

‘! :: ~;, being 0.05 per cent of their gross national product) should be devoted by 
,’ 

. 
the mdustriatiied countries to supporting increased R and D capxity in 

.,, developing countries by way of equipment, financial aid, technical assistance 
,~ and expertsvm each case either bilaterally or through international organi- 

i sations. It will be seen that the total resources required at current prices would 
g I;, ~~~~.~L be of the order of US$6,000 million per annum. Such figures (which include 

private as well as public resources) must be seen in relation to the minimum 
‘~ (diect) cost of transferred technology at present paid out by developing 



nol0gies.l 
The United Nations World Plan of Action also suggested a number of 

priority areas for new research and for the application of existing knowledge, 
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,:: ” Conference to create a Consultative Group on Appropriate Technology. 
i” The feeling that international action of some kind is needed is now 

widespread, and the Group of 77 developing countries and the Workers’ 
:!;,!,;::: : group of the Conference endorsed the creation of such a body. The, Workers’ ; :> ,,_ I group,:emphasised that it should be tripartite in character, encompassing ;~f;y ,, 
,,,:, ‘, representatives not only of governments but also of employers and workers. 

: ,, 
,However, most Western mdustrialised countries did not support this proposal 
to’create a Consultative Group on Appropriate Technology. 

Other proposals have come from various sources, and the resolution 
on development and international economic co-operation adopted at the 

<I>,‘,, j Seventh Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly’ suggested 
I,‘;, : :, the’creation of three international institutions, namely: (a) an industrial tech- 
t;!t~p, ,: *,,:y, ::,’ > nological information bank, with possible regional and sectoraf banks; 
!~g<!:,,’ 1, 
w+ : (b) an international centre for the exchange of technological information for 
g!:t!:‘,“’ the sharing of research findings relevant ‘to developing countries; and 
& : () c an international energy institute to assist ‘ail developing countries in 

R$&:;;.:R, and D for ener.gy resources. Of these three proposals the first relates 
ie to theflow of information on available technologies discussed in 

“_~:Chapter 3, and was mentioned there in its context. Moreover, the proposal is v*;,;:,,:‘: ~, ;,; ,:, 
$%::!:2::::‘;: not ,specifically geared to the technology required by the small-scale or 

;: ‘informal sector or under a basic-needs strategy; on the contrary, it is geared 
a&rlar [to] advanced technologies”. The third proposal relates to the 
: (a.lthough,vital) priority area of energy (discussed above). 
t addition to discussing the creation of a Consultative Group on Appro- 

,Y?;Xpriate, Technology, the World Employment, Conference considered the 
:~~~~~~~~,- ,::: :::c ;$+stlon bf the eitablishment of an International Awropriate Technology 
~~~~~~~:;::;-i~unit., Such a unit, if created, would correspond at least in part to the second 
::q; ,,,, ;, “‘z-_,” :~,item:mentioned jn the resolution on development and international economic ,~ 
~~~~.~~~~~:~‘coioperation, which is cited above. The resolution speaks of “relevant” 

;: research findines. and the idea underlvine the orooosal to establish an 
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~,~ countries, perhaps in the suppliers’ and distributors’ own plants. The risk is 
i;, ,, that R and D carried out by multinational enterprises may not be readily 

I?:,,,;’ _ ,,., available to national producers, although this point could also be covered, in 
agreements with host governments and in the proposed code of conduct or ,, 

:, guidelines for multinational enterprises. 
Another risk is that the R and D located and disseminated by multi- 

,: ,,~ ,, national enterprises in the developing countries might take the form of 
research on inappropriate products or inappropriate (for example, capital- 
intensive) processes, leading to an internal brain drain (that is, one diverting 
scientific resources away from national needs) and possibly serving as a step 
towards an external brain drain (that is, transferring to the head office any 

:,?: promising and well trained scientists from the local R and D establishments 

,,,,, who may have caught the eye of the head management). In other words, the 
k-I?., transfer of R and D work to the subsidiaries of multinational enterprises in 
&,, developing countries is perhaps most useful if it takes place within the context 
,I;~:>:;: :~ of vigorous national R and D development in the host country, geared to ,ep:c,~~,:,, :, 
@@:i:’ thecountry’sown problemsandprovidingasatisfactory workingenvironment @fi& ,,, : 1: 
~:::: :, for trained local staff. 
a*+, ,::~,,; “8@ ,,,: ‘: It has also been pointed out that the changes in demand patterns and 
&@!@~E::z :relative prices resulting from a basic-needs strategy, especially when 
r&;::~ ,, : @r;;,C,z, ,, combined with social cost pricing and ihe removal of factor price distortions, 
,~~~~~~~,::,:“~,‘would go some way to ensuring that the R and D work of multinational 
~g&“:;:f:,,; : 
gigg$ enterprises would be redirected to more appropriate products and processes. 
1-@&;,:. In the proposed cede of conduct for direct foreign investment, and in the ~~~~;;;~~~::;: 
~~~~~i~~:;~recommendations, guidelines and training efforts designed to secure more ip$~p*~;,i;, ,, 
gg$:-~ :, effective bargaining and negotiations between developing countries and 
$“;i$zq 1, ,~, : 
:?iCqSFz:.T,Y,;S,, multinational enterprises, provisions for a greater contribution by multi- 
$f,z;Y,;,~’ national enterprises to the technological capacity of developing countries, 

~:~ :, including R and D capacity, play a considerable part. The best method of 
~~;~~~~~~~~~~ji~~~~~,~ur,i,~g ych~ ~a, q+ributiop and the form, it should take, will, differ from 
.~~~~~,~:~~,~:-:,~,:countryto’country, from industry’tq:industry and even from one multinational ,, ,: 
~~~~~;~~~~~:~:~‘~~enterprise tom another., But certainly there should be room to, ,increase the 
'!@ I:, ~~t$&&~: $hf& (&i& &ady'$eJl ;under, 1 per cent) of the R and D' expq- 

j$~:-;;:;!‘:‘:‘, ‘ditures of ,the multinational enterprises in the developing countries in which 
‘y:, 

!:;,i ,~~,;,:: ~tbey ‘operate.’ An ,extension of ‘local, subcontracting and the use of local ,~ 
f,,:: ~,c : ,reso,urces would help’to give additional incentives itrthis ‘direction. But the 

,,,, ,, ,,:, ,:,~, 
~,: ‘,~ extensron ‘of local subcontracting and ,the ,development ,of networks of local 

,, :, suppliers, in their turn, dePend,to an important degree~updn the technological :,;> 
capacity of ‘such, local units. Thus, once again, the relationship between 

‘~ ,the,, development ‘of national capacity and then ability of securing from 
:,,, ~mternational contacts good terms leading to a further transplantation of 
,,~ ,, technological capacity are seen to be complementary and cyclically 

connected. In the light of the previous discussion on the importance of a 
:,$‘,, ~,,,,,” ,’ national capitaKgoods ,industry for national ,technological capac:ity, the ,,: ,, i:,, v;: buildings up and’ use ,by, ‘multinational ‘enterprises of, national engineering ,,,,, 

‘,,: 
‘,’ ;,;;,y,’ ‘; ,’ ,: a3 

“:,:~ ,,,, ;,’ “~ 
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(machine building, repair and maintenance) services would be especially 
important. The same applies to the role of multinational engineering 

in which they operate.’ 



The question of whether capital-intensive methods displace skills, or 
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t their existence once again 

agement has emerged as an 
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of the informal sector and rural workers; and the means by which teacher 
training can be upgraded to provide an effective implementation of the 
curriculum. A study in Bangladesh is designed to explore, among other 
factors, the influence of formal and non-formal education in the performance 
of ~farmers in the adoption and diffusion of technological innovations. 

The unequal access to capital involved in inappropriate technology is 
mirrored by unequal access to education.’ All too often, as the IL0 compre- 
hensive employment strategy missions and other studies have shown, the 
educational system alienates students from the real-life problems of the 
ec,onomy, it: &at it is based on imported curricula and methods and is geared 
to examinations that admit a student to the following stage of education, 
rather than catering for the needs of the great majority of students, for whom 

:>, each level will be terminal. There is a high level of drop-outs, and the 
: education of women and of those living in rural and remote areas is still ,:_ 

& inferior. The importance for the development of the rural sector of improved 
facilities for educational and vocational training is stressed in the Programme 
of Action.* And at the highest (university) level valuable national resources, 

‘;g ,:,~ both human and financial, are being spent on producing graduates more 
n;& ;:- art’:“; ‘/,’ attuned to the needs and traditions of far-away industrialised countries than 
&@> ,:- ;~I~; ,, 
jg:Fc: :~ to those at home. 
g;y,&,i> I~, :’ The IL0 comprehensive employment strategy missions have spelt out the 
‘*“‘,~~:,’ ,~ changes required by the demands of a basic-needs strategy. Science education, &;;, : 
~~~~:1:‘,teacher training and the design of new methods and curricula are the priorities 
$@z;~Y,;:stressed in the redesigned framework of primary, and especially secondary, 
(p& ‘~ 

‘J& ,education as comprehensive and terminal units. Technicians rather than 
~~~~~:iechnologists are required in large numbers. Some of these efforts are 
#&:::--~~ beginning’to bear fruit, and many countries are now trying to feature basic g&,>:~;; 
*g%:,~: ,science and vocational training more prominently in primary- and secondary- ~‘*p;:, ~_~<:~ 
~.~~~~~~;~,~chool curricula, and to develop basic-needs-oriented systems of vocational 
@X- “;; training and informal education. 
s>;; j,i,’ : The,role of education has been further enhanced by,the growing evidence 
~~~:~~~:~~~,~-:i~~~d yalis+o*;tlyt ,foFal phni@ p@g plays a smaller part than was 

!&<c; ,,p’ev~~usly~assumed, and that experienceand on-the-job training are t,he main 
‘$~~~,;$,~~j’; ~e@l& f&implanting new &&.3’ ” 

!j;:i,:, :,:: ‘At present, the IL0 is making efforts,,in collaboration witlr ,UiVESCO and 
:‘,,: UNICEF, to introduce technological elements into basic education~‘in west 

,,, 

:%: : :j’:, Africa. These are linked with other efforts to introduce new technology into 
the villages and to provide, at the same time, appropriate trainbig for the 

,,,,,I ~: maintenance of,newpumps, outboard motors and other mechanical means for ::, 

“Particul~ly in rurzl areas, as emphasised in the Programme of Action (paw. 20). 
::, ~, 2 Pam. 10. 

I 

T See Peter Kilby : “Farm and factory: A comparison of the skill requirements for the 
,~ ‘transfer of technology”, in The Journal Of D&lopmenf Studies (London, Frank Cass), Oct. 1972, 

p. 67,; aid J. Maton: “Experience on the job and formal training as alternative means of skill 
,, 

,: : 

acquisition: An empirical strzdy”, in International Labour Reviewi Sep., 1969. 

z;z-: ‘,,‘, :‘, ,, ~1” 
,89 ,, ::,i:: ,, 

,, ,:,, 

:\_:;,~,,, i ,, I’ 
,:, 

,’ ~: ,,:,,y:, ~,, ~,Iri ,’ :, ,:: ,,,,,,, ‘,’ : ,,,, ‘:‘:,‘, ,; ‘,~~, ‘, ::, ‘,,::il/‘, ,,,’ ,,; :~,,,,,, ,, ,,,A:;“;, 
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improving productivity in rural areas. This is being done in response to the 
general observation that the simple introduction of new techniques and 
materials into a rural area without provision being made for the necessary 
skills for maintaining the new equipment have proved wasteful in many 
instances in the past. 

TRAINING OF TECHNICIANS AND INSTRUCTORS 

The need for engineering and design skills, emphasised in earlier chapters, 
offers ample scope for training programmes. No technology plan, no network 
of institutions, no policy will work without qualified personnel. 

The Programme of Action adopted by the World Employment Con- 
ference singles out the training of technicians for appropriate technology 
selection (para. SO). Here also, the industrialised country, with its extremely 
high degree of specialisation and long periods of training, does not necessarily 
offer the appropriate model or blueprint. For instance, in the capital-goods 
industries of developing coontries the need will often be for multipurpose 
machinery and hence for non-specialised casting workshops. This will require 
different qualities and a different training. Moreover, the proportion of 
medium-level technicians and other personnel of similar level to highly 
trained personnel should be greater within a basic-needs strategy (for 
instance, there should be many more trained health workers and nurses 
than doctors, among doctors more general practitioners than specialists, 
and so on). 1 

Efforts need to be made to develop training programmes which provide 
rapidity of training, and especially retraining. The old style of apprenticeship, 
which is so prolonged that in effect it “locks” the worker into one trade (and, 
usually, one technology) for his active life, must be avoided. The “modules of 
employable skills” concept now being developed by the IL0 is particularly 
interesting from this point of view. In co-operation w-ith a wide range of 
national projects of vocational training, modularised training programmes are 

‘, being developed for basic professions, taking’into account the needs not only 
~;~~~::;;:~-::,:,;i~ _i :’ df 1arge:scale industry but alsb of the infornial and rural sectois. 
$f;,‘,;;:,“:~,y ,,,‘: In’its technical assistance programme the IL0 is also heavily involved with 

ji,;,, institutions training machinists, fitters, welders, electricians, :mechanics, 
,,~ :,‘:~’ ~,, woodworkers, bricklayers, pattern makers and ‘foundry operatives. It is 

important that the training needs of the small-scale and informal sectors’ 
,:,,,~ i, ‘should not be neglected, and valuable programmes in~this very field have 

already been devised in small-industry institutes, crafts training centres, 
,, ,’ : :~,, ‘~,,,: ,co-operative workshops, and so on.2 Among the metho,ds’recommended are 

~;.‘,: ’ It may be added that in the industrialised countries too second thoughts are at present being 
expressed about the present model ,of science education, and many reforms currently being 

:_:, ,~ _,,, suggested would move the system in a direction which would make it more siailw to that now 
advocated for developing countries. 

2 See ILO: Employment, growth~and basic needs.. ., op. cit., p. 147. 

,,, :’ : :‘,:,:: ;LSO 

~,,,:, 
,,,~,: ,:: ,,~,:,~,,, :, ,, 

,,~,~ ,,~ ,, 
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mobile demonstration workshops that may be taken into rural areas1 and 
dpecialised appropriate technology institutions where draughtsmen and 
design engineers are trained to make blueprints and models suitable for small 
engineering workshops. There is plenty of scope for institutional innovation 
and new ideas in training for appropriate technology, as well as for exchanges 
of experience among:various countries. For Colombia it has been suggested 

::: that recent engineering graduates should be employed for a year or two in 
,pla@s where the equipment they design can actually be built and tested,2 
and the comprehensive employment strategy mission to Kenya made similar 
suggestions to make recent engineering graduates familiar with labour- .,~ 
intensive and small-scale production processes. Another suggestion which 

,, could be useful in this connection is the establishment at each university 
of a technology development centre, as is the case at Kumasi in Ghana. 

,~>; Rural vocatiocal training is often unjustifiably neglected in relation to 
:;: 

industrial training. The IL0 Eighth Asian Regional Conference. held in ~_,,,, i;;;: y Colombo in 1975, after identifying the lack of technical, administrative and ,ijj;;,’ 
;;;;y; managerial expertise as a major bottleneck for the implementation of rural I-;,;, 
ig I development plans, pointed out that some training of farmers and their 
& +nilies, in off-farm skills can greatly help to cope with the widespread 
B#$;;;~:,, : problem of seasonal unemployment. At the same time, seasonal unemploy- dwc:: ~~ 
&,t ,‘: +ent offers an ideal opportunity for training by using otherwise idle time. 
&& :, ,’ +:: ~:, Rural youth might be influenced by proper training to take up a rural 
b@:i:~ occupation instead of joining the stream of m,igrants to the rowns. The IL0 @& ;; ,,. 
~~~~~~~, ,: Itself has concentrated on the training of instructors, in view of the multiplier 
#&;, :effect which can be expected from such a concentration. It is clear that any 
mpj,~*:,:; &&,;:;~ such plans for expanded and reoriented rural training require suitably trained 
g#& ~\ ,‘, SS~~~l,:::l,~ and oriented technicians at various levels for staffing and direction. 
f&*j& ,C\t the rural community~level two types of training will be required. There ., 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~;,‘,will be ” need for modern versions of the village blacksmith, able to rig up 
~~~~~~,~;;:-~,,~~sirnple machines such as the cassava-scraper developed by the Intermediate 
!~~~,~~~~“: ‘1 Technology Development Group, London, and capable of repairing equip- 
~~!:~~‘:~ ,‘m&nt of non-village origin. The other need will be to develop entrepreneurizd 
““‘;:,~;-i;;;‘,resources on a community scale. There must be,a communal a,wqeness,of, and ~j;{;j$,;i,;;:;, ,~,:,,, :::i 
~~~~i-:,~~,~a~“es”,t” undeitakei’the fmictions of marketing (visuali$ing Bn$ &ualising 
:?.;: ?p+e$i& &&ets and pot&t@ resources), a&+hg (av$dirig’profitless 
:‘i+:: ,~,:‘v&itures) an,d fintincing (for example, community savings banks). This calls 
,i, ,:: !gor some,rather,innovative programmes of rural adult education. 

Past failures in ,rural appropriate technology have shown the need to .,I’ 
ensure that any innovations are both soci$ly and technically appropriate. 

:Thus suitably trained anthropologists may participate in teains on appropriate 
technology. Engineers need to be trained to design equipment that is suitable 

’ Fe use of mobile training services for the benefit of rural areas was also rewmqtended 
,;, more generaUy by the IL0 Eighth Asian Regional Conference. 
I:!:,, Z lnstititto’,de btvestigaciones Tecnol6gicas, Bogote: “Capacity of the engineering industry 

‘in’Calomhii’:;~in ILO: Technobgy and employment in industry, op. cit., pp. 251-252. 
;, i,, 
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for rural use, tolerant in materials and dimensions and capable of being 
repaired by village mechanics. And the participation of people who really 
understand commerce in its various aspects, in order to help rural enterprises 
to find and obtain access to the ,markets thev can suoolv. is oarticularlv ;,:I 2, 1 I ,, I ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~, 
important but hitherto totallv ipnored. 

An important obstacle to the improvement of training in appropriate 
technology is, the 1: ack of suitable training material. This applies to, all levels 
(training courses, techrLccal~srhools, universities) and to all types of material 
(textbooks, manuals, audio-visual material, and so on). Such training material 
is needed ,mainly for use in educational and training institutions in developing 
countries, but not exclusively so. The same. need ,xises in institutions fin 
industrialised countries which train people from developing countries or those 
who plan to work in developing countries. The preparation of such material 
should be mainly a task for the developing countries themselves, but again the 
industrialised countries and the international organisations have a role to 



:,, INSTITUTIONAL, ADMINISTRATIVE ,, <,,:;,,“,AND PLANNING RE,QUlREMENTS 
,’ FOR APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 7 

‘, INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

,,, In anv develooine country, and especially in the larger and technologically 
&;z,,,;, L_:;,,, mcrre active ones, there is a multitude of government agencies concerned 

“, ‘, with the promotion, dissemination and use of technology. The ministries 
ndustry, agrtcuhure, transport, public works and other sectors of the 

have to choose technology~ both in the sense of methods to be 
the public sector directly under their control and those to be 

en---, ---------, ded. transmitted, induced or prescribed to private sector operators. 
t it be forgotten that such:decisions brrtechnology are not limited to 

so-called “pr;ductive” sectors. There is a health technology too, with 
~~~~~~~~~:~ecisions~to be taken &I matters such as the choice between the construction 

~?&f, a ‘few capital-intensive urban hospitals or of a networks of rural health 
its.: Even where ‘the decision to build lmspitals has been taken, hospital 

d from small-scale or even informal sector producers 
nr imported;,The hospitals themselves can~be built by 

or c&&&nsiye &th& and involve small o&actors 
to a varying’degree, ,Even the minis&i& of foreign trade 
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to develop some of the required institutions on a regional rather than ,a I 

,’ national basis. The different traditions and different problems of developing ,‘:‘~ii 

at the beginning of their technological development will of course not have 
the full set of institutions shown in this or other blueprints, and may wish 

countries will lead to a different emphasis and to different areaspf speciahsa- ,’ ::;I 
tion. Most larger countries, in fact,‘will wish to add their own specialised 
institutions for research on their major export commodities--oil, rubber, 

‘?$ 

coffee, and so on, as the case may be. It would also be possible to list and 
,I~; 

classify the various elements of such an institutional network in different ,;,:# 
ways. All the same, the United Nations World Plan of Action blueprint 
could serve as the basis for a rapid survey of the network of relevant 
institutions, in a way that would help to bring out the problems of interaction ,;’ 
and co-ordination between them. The Plan classifies the institutional :, 
requirements as follows: 
(1) national policy-making bodies in science and technology: 

(a) central science policy-making body; 

‘-’ science facultres in universities; 
‘third level” polytechnic schools and schools of engineering; 

AC, ‘%ird ,level” schools of agriculture ; 

~~~~,~~.::: ;~,,,;, (d) “third level” schools or university faculties of medicine; 
a&;:;;:;;,:, ,~, (3) technician ~trainine institutions: 

(4) ;research and experimental development institutions: 
,’ ” (a) fundamental research institutes; 

(b) applied research and experimental development institutes; and 



Ine.titutional, administrative and planning requirements 

controlled by the National Small Industries Corporation alone has assisted 
100,000 firms, trained a similar number of people and supplied machinery 





Institutional. administrative and planning requirements 

ct. For example, in countries 

and technology institu- 
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normally be indicated in any national development plan. The very exercise I 

~, ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS 

Among the issues that arise when such a considerable network of ‘i 
institutions is, administered, in any field, the contrasting merits of :,‘: 

~has obvious advantages, to help to eliminate-the communications gap dis- I 

centralisation versus decentralisation feature prominently. Decentralisation I 

cussed earlier in this book. This is particularly so in the context of a basic- I 

,and, in thecontextof rural development generally (where the obvious need : ‘1: 
~~~~~~;{~~~; ,;’ for ~ommuriity:involvement ‘and ,grass-roots identifi&+tioh of problems’,has ,:’ ’ 

le,d to many variations of dc~eptralised administration). Apart from ensuring :: 
@& ,,:‘: a<g::;;g:, ;,,,; closer Iinks,between real local or regional needs and R and D activities, 
‘T&f ,,,,: regronal and ,local institutions may do useful research in unfashionable yet ,:, 

needs strategy, when local needs and the nature of local poverty probIemsmay 
differ greatly fin different regions of a country, when the use of appropriate 
technology involves the participation of innumerable small production units, 



A political-administrative comparison of labour-intensive development policies 

k,“‘, 
Rural public works 

,, I’~ 
I:~,#, ,:,: 

Industrial extension 
for small-scale and 
rural prodncers 

Aericultural 

smaller farmers 

Public housing 

Small farmers Large farmers Effective extension service 
willing and able to reach 
small farmers 

Workers on Persons who must Organisation, design and 
projects; pay higher taxes, management of widespread, 
beneficiaries of wages, and/or dispersed construction projects 
works constructed prices 

Owners and Owners and Extension service linked with 
managers of managers of “appropriate technology” 
small-scale and competing large- R and D reaching 
rural enterprises scale enterprises small producers 

Workers employed; Owners of rental Organisation of construction 
sellers of building housing and financing of houses; 
materials; recipients management oi public housing 
of public housing 

Producers of import Consumers of Effective import controls to 
substitutes capital goods and prevent smuggling and 

luxuiy imports black market 

Regional and rural Property owners Inducement of investors to 
SeCtOrs generally and residents of invest in outlying regions; 

metmpolitnn control over metmpolitan 
areas investment 

Lower income Upper income Control over wages and 
groups groups salaries paid in formal sector 

Intelligentsia (?) Large landowners Capability of assessment and 
collection of land taxes 

Employers; Organized labour Control over wages paid 
the employable 

Employers or Organized labour Control over labour disputes 
organised labour’ 

Institutional, administrative and planning requirementrr 

ad&sions, staffing and so on 

ludes 11 areas of action, the,table is still highly selective; the 
report shows at least 120 policy areas oi specific policies.1 

d to a!ready heavy pressures; and it has been 
described, as especially “administratidn-intensive”.z One reason for the 
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administrative implications that seem to call for further testing and fact- 

The importance of the social and political setting within whi~ch technology 
peatedly emerged in the preceding discussion (for 

ter 2 emphasised the different motivations affecting choice 
of technology on the part of different types of production unit, the special 
situation regarding choice of technology by multinational enterprises, 

” ~institutional impediments to the transfer of technology, the importance of 
an institution such as subcontracting, an.l so on). Professor Sen, in a study 
prepared within the framework of the World Employment Programme, has 
clearly demonstrated the importance of the social setting for the implementa- 
tion of appropriate technologies. For example, the non-w~age~ modes of 
production (self-employment, family employment) lend themselves more 
easily to labour-intensive techniques than do wage modes of employweot.1 
Thus, the promotion of appropriate technology requires not only effective 
action within each mode of production specifically geared to the situation 

de, bttt also policies affecting the importance or weight within 
the various modes of production. This complicates th,: tasks 
n but enormously adds to its importance. 
etween sectors and modes of production are the main reason 

ology will not only add less to employment- 
han a labour-intensive technology, but will often 
employment by producing shifts from a labour- 

sector (crafts, rural industry, informal small-farm sector) 
wage sector (modern industry, large mechanised farms, and so on). 
has been shown by the IL0 comprehensive employment strategy mission 

een the case for the introduction of a new baking tech- 
re for the production of shoes and sandals. In a wider 

it is one of the reasons for the failure of the Green Revolution to 
impact on employment and the reduction of poverty. 

acting, especially the ability to use households on a 

ortant in ,Japan’s industrial deSelopment, for 
g,enerator of employme,nt;~,precisely because it 

a wage sector to,a non-wage sector, and at the same 
arge-scale sector~to a small-scale sector. 

: TECHNOLOGY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 

eve1 of planning, decision and control, there is a 
with the national plan. As was pointed out in ., 

en, made easier by new thinking about the purposes 
n which the achievement of national technological 





n of many important issues has 
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direct concern to developing countries. In the context of a basic-needs 
strategy, problems of “de-scaling” (that is, production in smaller units and 
~for scattered ,markets) will be ,particularly ,important, as well as, the, design ~: ,,,,,, ~,_ 
I,‘$ new’ prod& dr adapt&d Products required to satisfy r6@riable basic- “- ;$, 

” it&ds’&$nda&‘The ultimate objective is to ensure that a technology chosen ‘: .~:ji 
is both efficient and in accordace with the needs and resources of the country. ::::: 

The Programme of Action adopted at the World Employment Conference 
recommended the following types of action at the national level: 

52. The choice of appropriate technologies is dependent on the conditions pre- 
vailing in each country and the characteristics of each economic sector. This choice 
must also be based on the full utilisation of national resources. Thus each developing 
country has the right and duty to choose the technologies which it decides are appro- 
priate. To facilitate such a choice, it will be helpful to establish national subregional 
and regixkal centres for the transfer and development of technology and to promote 
co-operation both between developing countries and between the latter and developed 
countries. The IL.0 should help in the establishment of these centres in conjunction 
with pther agencies of the IT&ted Nations svstem. 

53. The promotion o f research should be a fundamental priority in policies,to 
increase the national technological capacity of devel?ping countries and reduce their 
dependence on ihdustr@lised countries. This research should mainly~bc undertaken 
within, and ~rnd& the direction of. the develooine countries themselves or in cor- 
resoondis 

1,: 

;:, 

L 2. @ional or subregional bodies where these exist, with the technical 
and fir&ml assistance of international and other agencies presently involved in 

;I 

~, ~’ such ,activities. TechnolOgical research should furthermore contiibute towards the : ,‘I 
iic needs. satisfaction of ba! 

&%W _, 
55. Foreign fms, in response to the national legislation of developing countries : 

sod in negotiation with them. and taking into account the national economic develop- ,:, ,I 

~~~~~~~ ‘: 
~~~~~:~:;:‘~-,-~ ,’ 

5”. Each de-doping cc.nntty should acce!erate appiopriate itchiiOlOgiCSl 

~~~~~~~~~ ,: : 
advancement in the informal urban and rural sectors, in particular, to eliminate under- 

&&#i ,:, employment and unemployment and raise productivity levels. 
wmcl_:,~. ,, ” 





58. At present several organisations of the United Nations system are engaged 

organisations of the United Nations system and other organisations having 
substantive responsibility ‘in ,the field of technological information and the 
transfer of technology should develop their relevant activities as components of 
the over-all network, and in mutnal co-operation make available their own 
information bases and information-handling capabilities as appropriate. 

The IL0 should strengthen its activities in the field of the collection and dissemination 
of information on appropriate technologies. especially for the rural sector, and so 
make an important contribution towards the establishment of the information 
exchange network referred to above. 

60. The,ILO should reorient and strengthen its existing programme in order tq 
provi&e mdre manpower training and human resources development in the developing 
countnes. 

The’ILO should pursue its research and technical co-operation in the field 
of development and transfer of technology. It should set up a Working Group in which 
employers and workers would he represented to examine action on appropriate 
:technology for &mployment, vocational training and income distribution. The :, 

hg countries should participate directly in this Working Group, which should ~1 
h upon the activities of other United Nations ag&cies. 

~~~~~~~~~~~:~~1 ; 
,s,*f#,x<>j&r:,, :: 
~~~~@~~~~~,~~’ I,,,:, ~ ‘~ 

,62. The Group of 77 endorsed the establishment of a Consultative Group on 
“,~~~~~~‘~,~~~~~,~;; ,,,, ,~ 
&&&& 

Appropriate Technology and an International Appropriate Technology Unit, 

$~~~&:~; &#&i,;-~,~~ 
especially directed to research on the, choice of alternative use of resources allowing 
~a greater utilisation of labour per unit of investment, provided that such mechanisms 

‘~ are intezrated with the onaoine. activities of the United Nations system. The Workers’ 
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‘<‘, ,~ ‘DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES 
i ‘,:, AND: PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
,,,,, adopted by the Tripartite World Conference A ,,, ,, I, ,’ :~ ,, on Employment, Income Distribution and 
$,:: Social Progress, and the international Division of Labour, 
&;R,,,,, ,G&neva, 4-17 June 1976 
g;;, j& ‘: 
[af;,$;‘y 
@g;;;; ::: ,~ : 
@jz: ~:::~D~cLAR~TI~N OF PRINCIPLES 
&2;::,,:; it,,:,%,.,::: ,,,, 
&@;;;,,: ~, ~,, The Tripartite World Conference on Employment, Income Distribution 
@&::,and Social Progress, and the International Division of Labour held in Geneva 

rtim 4 to’ 17 June 1976 in accordance with the resolution adopted by the 
Conference during its 59th Session (1974): 

AWARE that past deveiopment strategies in most deveioping countries 
not Ied to the eradication ofpoverty and unemployment; that the historical 

eat&es’ of :tie development ‘processes in these countries have produced an 
~~~~~~~~:::~mploymerit smc&;e &;a&&& by a large proportion of the labour force 
~~~~~~~: ia, rural areas with high levels of underemployment and unemployment; that 
M:,- ; ,‘ukder+ployment and poverty in rural and urban informal sectors and open $:,:,,A:*, : ‘_, ‘, 

‘h-‘: ~ “unemtilovmtit. esoeciallv in urban areas. has reached such critical dimensions 





Declaration of Principles and Programme of Action 
! 

,‘,‘, CONSIDERING that the growth of productive employment is one of the 
,‘,’ 

,’ most effective means to ensure a just and equitable distribution of income 
‘, and to raise the standard of living of the majority of the’ population; 

,,,,,, 
‘, CONWNCED that the establishment and modernisation of small and 

medium-sized enterprises in rural as well as in urban sectors will increase the 
volume of employment and therefore play an important part in a basic-needs 
strategy, and that the private sector has an important role to play in develop- 

‘,,,’ ment and employment creation; 

I,?;?, CONSIDERING that integrated development of developing countries can be 
‘:,, achieved only in so far as equal priority is attached to the social, economic 
(+,,, and political aspects of development; )fix,* ,::, 
I@,,: 
$$$);:I;, $:;:; : AFFIRMING that the problems of underemployment, unemployment and 
@gf:, ,< poverty must be attacked by means of direct, well co-ordinated measures at 
b&;: both national and intema~ona* levels; &&S @&;; : x”$,;:;i,:,, ; 
&& ~,, 
@;:, ,, ,, IQ.- NMNG that in most developing countries, the government is the 
V*Z”‘-:‘~ principal promoter of development and employment and the competent u$& 
‘I&;;,,~ instrument to achieve a just and equitable distribution of income, with the @& ~, 
&.~I; “~ &e&ve participation of wade unions, &g;::~: rural workers’ organisations and 

+tjez4r~;,~ ,, yplyyers’ assocdkm; i 4+ ,,,,,: 
a?;p;:~:+ ,~ 

$&9,<;$ ,&CoGNISrNG that international relations should be based on co-operation, ~~~#&;~:;~~ !. 
~~~~~~~~~~;~~terdependence, national sovereignty, self-determination of peoples, and 
~~~~,~~:~,~,non-in~,,,ntion in the internal atfairs of countries; 
&@Z G,~; 

a’!: ‘, 
;:g;;,;:: ~‘, RECONFIRMING the importance of regional and subregional co-operation ~ 
;&; <I, “‘~’ _ ’ as a major instrument to achieve the expansion of domestic markets, to 
~~:~~~~~~: fa+tate: the ‘use, of, modern technologies, efficient, industrialisation,, better 1 
@;I;;, z$megration into ,the,world economy, and to give greater weight to the positions 
‘:$~~~; ‘,,of, devetoping donntlies ‘in international relations, with a view to accelerating ‘;,,, 

~~~:~!~~~!,y;~:: :j,,the’~~~~lopment of T&d W&j ‘&&es ; 
,,,,, 

4; ; ;: ,i,‘, :’ 
,‘:” ~&OitNG”the firm commitment of the developing countries and of some I 

ii;,‘:,: ‘1:: ’ ~&&loped, &&es, to’ implement the New, International EconomiC Order, 
,, : ‘based on the principles contained in the Charter of Economic Rights and ~‘., 

: ‘Dnttes of States; 
,. 

Z’,, ,‘~ ” 
:~,~’ NOTING that a review and appraisal of the strategy for the Second Develop- 

,:,, ment Decade ,(Resolution 3517 of the United Nations General Assembly) 
: are mking,pla& and that preparations for the Third ,Development’Decade 

‘,,: ,’ have’6ommenced; 

:,;,::j,‘,:_,’ ‘,‘,‘~(,‘,: :,: ,$ONVINCEo that the strategy, for ,the: Second Development Decade,, needs 
“,,f/;“‘~:;~t$, & ,+~$&&&~~~y'~ a ,,progiaeb “qf;-:aciion’ to, guide ,,inte+tid&l :+d 

,:::~j> 
,i,, 

,:I : :‘,, ‘:: :national,development effo~,totiards~fuhilling the basjc needs,of ah ,th,e,,peop$ ‘:;,y;,:, ,, 
‘, ,’ ,and Ra+i$arly the’elemenmry needs’ of the ho$est !in<ome groups ; ” ,’ ,‘:, : ‘, ,,:;:: 

,,, ~;y; 

,;: ,~,,, 
,f ,,,, ,“‘, ,‘,,, 
,~‘,, 111 
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Strategies and policies to create full employment 

and to meet basic needs in developing countries 

:,6. ,In dqveloping count+es satisfaction of basic needs cannot be achieved 
‘{ “,“‘,tiithout ,‘both acceleration in th+ economic growth and measures aimed at 
,,:‘l’ xl&gitig the patiern’bf growth a&d access to the use of productive resources by 

‘: ythe’iowest income groups. Often these measures will require a transformation 
of social strnctnres, including an initial redistribution of assets, especially land, 

‘, with adequate and timely compensation. Land reform should be supplemented 
by rUra1 community develohment. In some countries, however, public owner- 
ship and control of other assets is an essential ingredient of their strategy. 
Obviously, each country must democratically and independently decide ils 
policies in accordance with its needs and objectives. 

7. Any national employment-centred development strategy aiming at 
,‘, satisfying the basic needs of the population as a whole should, however, include 

~,~.!, the following essential elements, to the extent that countries consider them to be 
able : 

cononiic policies 

(o) An increase’in the volume and productivity of work in order to increase 
& ~&incomes of,the lowest ixome groups; 

gy;;; ;.,,, ,, ~,~ (b), strengthening the production and distribution system of essential 
&&iod~ and ‘services to correspond with the new pattern of demand; 
~~~~,~~~~~~~,~ ( ) c an increase in resource mobilisation for investment; the introduction of 
$& ! p&gres@& income and wealth taxation policies; the adoption of credit policies 
&3to:ensure employment creation and increased production of basic goods and 
z$~~:f~~,:ser+&; 

‘:!:,-‘E’:‘~” “~ (d) the control of the utilisation and processing of natural resources as ‘:!:,-‘E’:‘~” “~ (d) the control of the utilisation and processing of natural resources as 
.:&:~$l~ ;as ,the ~est+blishmept of basic ,indu@es that would generate self-reliant .:&:~$l~ ;as ,the ~est+blishmept of basic ,indu@es that would generate self-reliant 
‘~~~~~~;~,~~~~~~~~~mi~deve~~~rnent; ‘,,,’ ,” ,’ ‘,“I,;::~: ,‘!I,,’ “, :, “, ,I’,,’ ” ,,:‘~,;z; ‘~~~~~~;~,~~~~~~~~~mi~deve~~~rnent; ‘,,,’ ,” ,’ ‘,“I,;::~: ,‘!I,,’ “, :, “, ,I’,,’ ” ,,:‘~,;z; 

,,’ ,,’ 
~~~,~~~~~,‘j~~~~~,ce) ‘:$eye@$tg, ,inte&@gionai trade, e+ecially : a&ig ,$e developing ~” ~~~,~~~~~,‘j~~~~~,ce) ‘:$eye@$tg, ,inte&@gionai trade, e+ecially : a&ig ,$e developing ~” ,. ,,.~ ,. ,,.~ 
,,:;:,::,;;: +~~es,~m;ord+r to ,p<omo@ collective s~lfYrelianc&a~d to enkiiie the,stitiffac: ,,:;:,::,;;: +~~es,~m;ord+r to ,p<omo@ collective s~lfYrelianc&a~d to enkiiie the,stitiffac: ,~: ,~: 
,,,;,--~;;:titi@ of, basic’import needs: with@ ,depending p@apently ?n external ,aifi; ,,,;,--~;;:titi@ of, basic’import needs: with@ ,depending p@apently ?n external ,aifi; 

,,,, ,,,, ‘:~, (f) : a pl&&ed in&ease in &&~men@ in o&er~ to, achieve div@icaCo< pf ‘:~, (f) : a pl&&ed in&ease in &&~men@ in o&er~ to, achieve div@icaCo< pf ,‘, ‘; jj ,‘, ‘; jj 
” ,’ &ploymetit and technological~ progress and to ov&ome ,,other regional and ” ,’ &ploymetit and technological~ progress and to ov&ome ,,other regional and ~,,:,; ~,,:,; 

~~’ ‘, ‘s&toral mequalities; ~~’ ‘, ‘s&toral mequalities; 

“‘lo,‘! :““‘? I;(g) ~‘&f&n &the price:me&hanism in order tb achieve ‘great&e&it; $nd “‘lo,‘! :““‘? I;(g) ~‘&f&n &the price:me&hanism in order tb achieve ‘great&e&it; $nd 
,~,,, ,~,,, 

‘:“,, ‘efficien&y in~,re&rce, alloC&ion and to ,etisure ‘sufficient’ income to small ‘:“,, ‘efficien&y in~,re&rce, alloC&ion and to ,etisure ‘sufficient’ income to small ” ” 
,~~ producers; ” : ,~~ producers; ” : :,,, :,,, 

,’ ~:’ (h),~r&foti, of the,fiscaI system to’provide emp@yment:linke$ incentives ,’ ~:’ (h),~r&foti, of the,fiscaI system to’provide emp@yment:linke$ incentives 
:~, and,tiore stiially’just patter&s of incon% distribution; :~, and,tiore stiially’just patter&s of incon% distribution; 

,,‘: ,,‘: 
,,,:“,,’ ~‘(i),-~~sLi@g~ ‘, ” ,,,:“,,’ ~‘(i),-~~sLi@g~ ‘, ” ‘ng,ecol@&al ~gnd;envilonmental~,balances;,’ ‘ng,ecol@&al ~gnd;envilonmental~,balances;,’ :,, ‘~ ‘, :‘, :,, ‘~ ‘, :‘, 

,,,, ,,,,,,‘, ‘,, ,,,, ,,,,,,‘, ‘,, 
E’,,,, ;~I;,,, ,I,: ‘:_::,’ E’,,,, ;~I;,,, ,I,: ‘:_::,’ 

-;:;,,, :‘;;Y”, :‘,c ,: ,,: ~,,,,: ,, ,, -;:;,,, :‘;;Y”, :‘,c ,: ,,: ~,,,,: ,, ,, 
:, ,,‘, ,,,, i:~” ,, :, ,,‘, ,,,, i:~” ,, 

-’ : 113 -’ : 113 ‘,, ~‘, ‘,, ~‘, 
:: ,,i’,, ,,, ,~‘, :: ,,i’,, ,,, ,~‘, ,, ,‘~,~ ,, ,‘~,~ 
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(j) provision by the government of the policy framework to guide the 
private and public sectors towards meeting basic needs, and making its own 
industrial enterprises model employers; in many cases this can only be done in a 
national planning framework; 

(k) thedevelopment of human resources througheducation and vocational 
training. 

Employment policy 

8. Member States should place prime emphasis on the generation of 
employment, in particular to meet the challenge of creating sufficient jobs in 
developing countries by the year 2000 and thereby achieve full employment. 
Specific targets should be set to reduce progressively unemployment and under- 
employment. 

9. The following policies should be adopted to encourage employment 
creation: 

(a) Member States should ratify IL0 Convention No. 122 and should 
ratify, implement and safeguard fair labour standards, such as the right to 
organise and to engage in collective bargaining, as laid down in IL0 Conve,r- 
tions Nos. 87,98 and 135. 

(b) In the criteria for project selection and appraisal, employment and 
income distribution aspects should have adequate emphasis in development 
planning and in the lending policies of international financial institutions. 

(c) Member States should implement active labour market policies of the 
type set forth in the IL0 Human Resources Development Convention, 1975 
(No. 142), and the accompanying Human Resources Development Recommen- 
dation, 1975 (No. 150), and adjust enterprise-level policies, especially with 
regard to recruitment, work organisation, working conditions and work 
content, so as fully to absorb underutilised labour resources. 
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be placed on the development of co-operatives in national policies, especially 



,‘,,I,, 
,,~ ,, Technologies for basic needs 
,: ~~ 
,, 

training and status, the Conference recommends that special emphasis be 
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, jeopardise the satisfaction 

language that they can 

,, ,:‘,: 

~,~,: 

,: ,,, 

‘;,, 

,,, ,,~ 

:,,, 

,,,: 

,, 



(d) increase mutual economic co-operation between countries with 
different social and economic systems. 

on record that they regarded the secuon on international economic co-opera- 
tion (paras. 23 and 24) as being outside the proper competence of the ILO. 

‘?+-““,’ ” :’ monitormg’services; and to’measure progress toward the fulfihnent’ of basic ,,~, .: 
,,, needs. ,‘,: ry?,,; ,,::,, ,, ,:,, 

,:,,,ljs:::,‘,‘,: ,‘, ,, : ,,’ ,’ “, 

,,I 

~~,~~~~~~;~;,:,::~,:, ,‘, ,:;;,::;:4p>y;,;., ‘:;:: -::-: 
‘,, ~,~~,,‘,,,, :;,, ; ~,~, ‘,‘, ,~,, 

::_ my;::::;’ ~:*,,,:;.‘;;~:,,:: ,,,, y,y,,:,::, ‘:,,,;~,/~~‘i:,,,; ail”‘:,:,;,, ,;: ‘:,,;~;I,‘~,,‘,:, ::j:~,,,,~‘:-‘:~;,,,‘~ my:,:;,, ~!:,‘; ,,,, ,:,,,.,:~;,~_:::,,:-~: ,‘::‘, : 1,: ~:::, 
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31. Member States should, to the extent possible, suppiy the ILO, before 
the end of the decade, with the following information: 

(a) a quantitative evaluation of basic needs for me lowest inconic g~uups 
within their population, preferably based on the findings of a tripartite com- 

mission established for the purpose; 

~~ (b) a ‘description of policies, existing and in preparation, in order to 
,. 

implement the basic-needs strategy. 

32. The IL0 is requested to prepare a report for an annual conference 
before the end of the decade and, to include the following information : 

,,, (a) an elaboration of more precise concepts defining basic needs on the :: 
basis of national replies; 

;:.:’ :;,,, i,:‘~ (b) a survey of the entire range of national replies received and an 
analysis of the national situations with respect to the levels of basic needs as 

;:?:,: ” well as policies to attain them. .,, 

33. The Governing Body of the IL0 is urged to place the question of the 
&:,,;, revision of Convention No. 122 on the agenda of an early session of the Inter- 
&Q ;:: national L&our Conference. 
a<&:,,, 
j##,~;;@ ~,: ,~ ‘~ 34. ,The~Conference finally requests that policies required to meet basic 
~~j;;j~,~‘~: 
&g;) ; ‘, needs become an essential part of the Second United Nations Development 
@$,;i,: ,, Decade’Strategy and form the core of the Third Development Decade Strategy. 

~~~~~~~~:~ i 
+*q;~~: ~, : 
@$$#,?;, ill. lnterhational~yanpower movements and employment 
~~~~:~~~~;~;,.,~,:~i, ;, 
&$Jli ,, 
;.~;,~,,L ,;,,~, 
$:+z~:,, :i ; : : ~, ,’ G&era1 objectives of national and international policies 

,, ,, ., ~~:~ ,‘~ “’ ,35. The aim of national and international policies in this field should be 
:;‘, ‘,Ahreefold: (i) to provide more attractive alternatives to migration in the country 

,sy,, ,; ., of origin; (ii) to protect migrants and their families from the difficulties and 
~~~,~~~~~~~~;~;-*.-dis~“ss, wh+h sometimes~ follow migration; ;(iii) :to, take care that neither 
fi~3Y~‘!~ ~::~~migration~ ‘nor : its alternativesare, prejudicial~ to the rest of the’ population %,~;:.,: :: ,i ,, ;,_ ,,, : 

‘,‘, ,,,I 

:,2;;;m;;,YT: or ~harmful to e:onomi! and sociai,development in either~the country of origin 

$!-,,, ,,;‘, ‘,, : ,:~’ or the tioiintry of employment. 
,,,,, ,, 
‘: ” Measures,designed to avoid the need for workers to emigrate 

,,,, ,,~ 
::;: if: :,,, ;, 

,,~,,, ,,‘,:36. The ‘development ,strategy in ,the counties of ,origin should include 
~;, ,, ‘, in particular, an empioyment policy which would give workers productive 

,‘,,‘, 

,,:,,, ,.,, ,, ” employmknt’and: satisfactoryconditions of vvork,and~ life. 
~,,~,, ‘:, ,,.~, ,,~ ~, 37. ,ThiS strategy should be implemented in the framework ~of multilateral ,:, 

and bilateral co-operation which would,make it possible through such means 
as encouragement of appropriate’inmnsid capital ,mpvements and transfers 

,, 

:,’ of technical knowledge to promote a reciprocally advantageous international 

,’ 119 ,, ‘, ‘,Z ‘~:;, 

2:; ,, ,~c,:, : ~: 
:,, ,, __,’ ~_, ~:, ,,,,,‘,, ,,, ,, ,,, )~, ,, :; ,; ,,, ‘, 



Migrant Workers Recommendation, 1975 (No. 151). A special effort should 
be made to ratify and apply the Convention and give effect to the provisions 
of the Recommendation, especially with regard to: 

sanctions in conformity with Article 6 of the Convention; 
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41. Such agreements should be based upon the economic and social needs 
of the countries of origin and the countries of employment; they should take 
account not only of short-term manpower needs and resources, but alsoof 
the long$erm, social, and economic consequences of migration, for migrants 
as Well as for the communities concerned. 

42.’ One of the principa! objectives of mutually accepted policies in the 
framework of these agreements should be to even out fluctuations in migration 
movements, return migration flows and remittances and make them as far as 
possible predictable, continuous and assured so as to facilitate the imple- 
mentation of long-term programmes of economic and social development. 

43. Taking into account the economic and social circumstances in the 
countries and regions concerned and the characteristics of the migration 
movements concerned, these agreements shou!d in appropriate cases: 

(n) facilitate the co-ordination of employment policies, especially in the 
framework of efforts for economic and social integration on a regional basis; 

(b) regulate the recruitment of migrant workers without discrimination 
and according to their free choice under the auspices of the employment 
$ervicy of the countries concerned; 

(c) provide for periodic exchange of information between the countries 
a&&@ on the mupatio& categories and the number of workers to whom 

~:contracts could be offered and who would be ready to emigrate or return to 
~their country of origin; for this purpose skilled manpower pools or data hanks 

:should be established to provide reliable information on the supply of and 
demaud for skilled, professional and technical manpower; 

(d) reinforce co-operation between the employment and other services 
~‘dealing with migration and migrant workers in the countries concerned; 

(e) give priority to the recruitment of workers who are underemployed 
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(i) provide ways of limiting losses in countries of origin, particularly 
developing countries, which may result from the departure of skilled personnel 

,, whose education and training they have provided; ,, ,, 

(j) establish training facilities,’ where these do not already exist, making 
,, :,: 

‘, possible: 
,” z;; 

;,‘:i_, ,,,:~ 

(i) suitable preparation, documentation and training of candidates for ‘pi:: 
;$ ;. : ,, emigration; 
E,,, ,” 

(ii) vocational ‘training and advancement of migrant workers in ,the 
country of employment; 

(iii) training of workers wishing to return to the countries of origin, 
lg$,,: i: ‘,, taking account of the aptitudes of such workers and the needs of their 

countries; 

(k) adopt the necessary measures to facilitate the voluntary return to 
their countries of origin of migrant workers and their resettlement; 

(m) take into consideration the need for financing the above measures ,,’ 
hv acmioariate means 
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III. Technologies for productive employment creation in developing countries 

47. Technology has an important role to play in the process of develop- 

,,, 
I’ 

Policy objectives 

,,~ ment. Since technology is linked with the choice of products as well as with 
capital investment, labour and skills required to produce them, it has a bearing 
:on the level of productive employment and the distribution of income. Tech- 
nology, therefore, is an important element of the basic-needs strategy, which 

,‘: must be part of an over-al! national, economic and social development strategy. 

48. There is an urgent need for appropriate and optimal technology, that ;~; ,’ F,,, 
3, is, management and production techniques which are best suited to the resour- 
::,, (:, ces and future development potential of developing countries. Such technology 

should contribute to greater productive employment opportunities, elimination 
of poverty and the achievement of equitable income distribution. 

@;3< 
!>qfjs;‘:; ,,, 
f&j;; :, 

,49. The exclusive use of labour-intensive techniques will neither solve 
~~O~,-:z,~,,,,: ,the problems of the developing countries nor reduce their dependence on 
~~~~~~;,;:~, ,jndustrialised countries. Likewise, the exclusive use of capital-intensive tech- 
~~~~~i:.‘niques will present the developing countries with serious problems: financial 
~~~~~:::;~ difficulties, lack of managerial staff and, supervisory personnel and delays in 
q&,~ :,,’ ,’ 
~$&,;: the solution to employment problems. Thus developing countries should arrive 
kg;+: ;, at a reasonable balance between labour-intensive and capital-intensive tech- 
~~~:~~,~I-::niques, with a view to achieving the fundamental aim of maximising growth 
f&i;+;;;;,;: ;’ ,&&~,,. ~, and employment and satisfying basic needs. This strategy of equilibrium 
@;& h@C ;: between fhe various types of technologjes should also f&e account of the de& 

~~~~~~~:~ ; to adopt advanced techniques, with a view to reducing the existing techno- 
$&:>‘:~~logical gap between countries. 

50. Choice, development and transfer of technology require that proper 
;,,,,, ,a_ ~;~,:~;,;-,i,,,~,:emphasis ,should he ,placed~ on the building up of national infrastructure for 
~~~~~~~~~uman :,resourcks ,:+velopment, pa+cuh$y to promote training of workers; 
+:;;P~;~~ ~:,, ,: technicians ,and ,managers ,for appropriate technology selection. ,, 
‘~,~~;,“,‘,:,,::~,~~.~,“,:,’ ” ,‘, 
,:y;;,;;;; ;,” ,:,,,: >;,~, ; ,~.,‘, ,:,~j.,‘In the selection of,neti’ technologies appropriate to their’needs, the 
‘$;,s: : :developing countries should take due account ,of ,the need to protect their 

,’ ‘,~ecology, and ‘natural res~ources. There is also a need : to pay due, attention to 
‘):‘:~ ,<,,, ,, ‘, \,~,,s~~~i~l’aspects, working conditions and’the safety of workers when introducing 

;~, : ;,,, ,nev+chnologies. 
ALL :, ,:: :“‘, ‘, 

“, ,~ 

,, 

‘: 
‘, Action at the national level ,,: ,‘, 

:: 
,, $2. The choice of appropriate technologies is dependent on the conditions 
‘,‘,~ ::, y, prevailing in each country and, the characteristics of each economic ,sector. 

,,‘,’ ‘, ,,~is,~:choi,c,e,,must ,aIso ;he based, on the fufl~utilisation of national resources. 
:, :‘:: ‘, ‘:., : ,Thus each’developing country has the’right a& duty to choose the technologies 
7~~ ,, 

,,, 
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which it decides are appropriate. To facilitate such a choice, it will he helpful 
to establish national subregional and regional centres for the transfer and devel- 
opment of ,technology and to, promote co-operation both between developing ,, ;: 
countries and between the latter and developed countries. The IL0 should help ; ,:“f, 
in the establishment of these centres ,in conjunction with other agencies of the : izig 
UN system. 

53. The promotion of research should be a fundamental priority in policies 
to increase the national technological capacity of developing countries and 
reduce their dependence on industrialised countries. This research should 
mainly be undertaken within, and under the direction of, the developing 
countries themselves or in corresponding regional or subregional bodies 
where these exist, with the technical and financial assistance of international 
,and other agencies presently involved in such activities. Technological research 
shoilld furthermore contribute towards the satisfaction of basic needs. 

‘,: 

r,:::: 

~~~~::~,, :~ 
54. Each developing, country should accelerate appropriate technological 

advancement in the informal urban and rural sectors, in particular, to eliminate 
& : : underemPloyment and unemployment and raise productivity levels. 
@)$g ,: ,‘, ,, 
!9&& ,,;,~ ~~)~],~,, ,~~, ,: 55. Foreign firms, in response to the national legislation of developing 

countries and in negotiation with them, and taking into account the national 
~~~~~- : :~: economic development plans, should: 
@&>q~; ,,, ,, 
gg&&>j?.,,,: ,; (a) introduce technologies which are both growth- and employment- 
&f&+, ,: ; ‘,, ~gener&g, directly or indirectly; 
f;’ :;; 

~~~~~~~~~; ;::, :; 
+?*5;<+ :~ 

(b) adapt technologies to the needs of the host countries, and progres- 

~g$$~~~~;,, <;, sively substitute national for imported technology; 

(c) contribute to financing ‘the training of national managers and tech- 
:,<;: :;-i nicians for the better utilisation and generation of technology; 
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(d) technicians, professionals and skilled workers, who should be assured 
of a measure of social status and incentives to prevent a brain drain, in order 

&;; to promote the utilisation of ,technologies designed to achieve material and ,,: 
,:~ ~,,,, social objectives. 
?.,,,,‘, ,~ 

Action at the international level 

57. International agencies and bilateral and multi-bilateral aid program- 
mes should devote resources and technical assistance to complement developing 
countries’ efforts. 

:::,,, : 
58. At present several organisations of the UN system are engaged in 

~,, work on appropriate technologies for developing countries. Better co-ordina- 
‘:t~,:; ,y ” tion of this work would ensure that the full potential benefits may be realised. ‘s,G$,:,, 

59. The UN inter-Agency Task Force on Information Exchange and the 
.~~~~~~i- f&&r of Technology js working towards the establishment of a network %@>~~,~,~, 
p@& ~~~~~~~~‘~::~ for the exchange of technological information. At its second session in May 
&z;~;;;:, :1976 it recommended that: 
&&,:; ,,, 
#e~gt~.::~, ,orgaoisations of the United Nations system and other organisations having 
&&,,, substantive responsibility in the field of technological information and the 
~~~~~,; :, transfer of technology should deveiop their reievant activities as co.mpo- 
~~~~~~~;,:, : nents of the over-all network, and in mutual co-operation make available 
,&&;;: their own information bases and information-handling capabilities as q4!7m$;;*, 
;~XX,$,c+jY;~: :~ 1 appropriate. tq<,:z~t~~ ,,,,,,,,, ,I 

D”’ !&f~:;~!~ ‘& ILO should strengthen its activities jn the field of the collectjon and 
,$:‘, dissemination of information on appropriate technologies, especially for the 
$;Y;‘,,,~~: rural sector, and so make an important contribution towards the establishment :~, 
.~~;~~~~l:;(:,,of,:tbe iuformauon, exchange ,network referred~to ,ab,ove. 

,, 
;g $‘,: ;jj, ‘~ :,, ,,~ 60. ,,The, IL0 ,should ‘reorient and ‘strengthen its existi,ng programme in 

,,, 

~~~(~~‘.,:‘~~~ to ~provide more manpower training ‘and human’ resources development 
,’ ‘, :rn,the developing countries. 

:,: :,,,,61., :The IL0 should pursue its research and technical co-operation in the 
~” :i field of ‘development and transfer of ‘technology. It should set up a Working 

- ,:~ ~, Group iu which employers and workers would be represented to examine 
: action ,,on, ap$Briate ,technology for employment, vocational training and 

::, ,, ~‘:‘,~ ihcome~ distribution. The developing countries should :paRicipate directly in 
,,, ‘, this zWorking Group,’ which should not encroach upon the activities of other 
,‘:,, :~: ,, :~ m,&gencies. ,, 
I:’ 

62. The ,Group of, 77 endorsed the establishment of a Consultative 

;;:j,; ,;,:;:‘;,~ ,, ,,, 
a,:!‘.?-,; ~:,,: ~~&~$&o~ ‘:&j&ro+te J’e&qlo& and ;in ::Ifit&tjonal~ Appropriate Tech- 

“, ~,,,nology’,IJnit; ~esI&& directed, to~,,research ,,on the’choice: of ,alternative ,use : ‘, ‘,,j;; 
:>;:,‘;~;-:: ,:; ,, 
.,,,;,,,: :, in:: ,,” ,‘i, 
,~~: ,‘:,, :,‘, 1*5 :::;, ~, ‘,’ ,‘, ~, 
7: ,, 

,‘,‘,,‘,,,: i,’ ,, ~~~,, ‘:, “,:~, : ,,,, ,, ,, ,‘,,,,, ,, pi ,: ~, 



of resources allowing a greater utilisation of labour Per unit of investment. -I 
:_ provided that such mechanisms are integrated with the, ongoing activities of ; 
(;,,: ,,:~, ,,, ‘: $6’ IJN; system; The Workers’; group also endorsed ,‘these ‘, proposals ‘but ‘, ,‘:;; 

emphasised that these ,bodies should be tripartite in character.‘MoSt Western . 
: ~;::$ 

in’dustriallsed countries did not support these two proposals. The Workers’ :,,I:,;: 
group and the Group of 77 supported the UNCTAD proposal for an inter- ‘;,j;,j; 
national code of conduct for technology transfer. This should be of a legally 
binding, not voluntary, nature. They further supported the suggestion that the 
Paris Convention of 1883 on industrial property should be drastically revised. 

iv. Active manpower policies and adjustment assistance 
in developed countries 

General principles 

63. Governments, of developed countries should pursue a determined policy 
to achieve and,maintain full employment, i.e. to provide ,employment ‘oppor- 
tunit,ies for all those who ,want to work, and, contribute to a fandistribution 
of income and wealth in these countries. Employment policy should be closely 
integrated wit,h over-all economic policy and national planning. It has to be 
related to other social policies. 

64. The snecess of active manpower policies pursued with this aim will 
facilitate adaptation to structural changes including those which result from 

: expanding trade with developing countries, thereby supporting growth and 
increased ,employment in these countries. Employment policy should’ not 
excl ~nsivcbj: be based on r?easures to influence general demand. It should also 
be based on a range of selective measures to create new job opportunities. 
Such selective measures should also make a contribution to the struecle aeainst 
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Policy measures 

67.JThe priorities of national employment policies should be: 
,_/,~ ,~ 
:, : (i) the maintenance of,as high a demand for labour as is necessary in 

,order ‘to achieve full employment; 

(ii) measures and policies to promote stable economic growth, which 
should include both general and selective measures; 

(iii) the reinforcement of measures designed to provide protection against 
:: ;‘, undesirable effects of cyclical evolution or structural change, such as :$ : 

those mentioned in IL0 Conventions and Recommendations. 

These measures could include: 
g’:, 

- provision of maximum practicable notice of change for workers 
whose jobs are threatened; 

~~~~~;~;,;‘~ : B#;>)!<~,<;: ,, i 7 provision of ,appropriate income levels for a reasonable period and 
I;&;; :; : ” the ‘safeguarding of pension rights; b&,,,, 
~~~~~:,-~, [” ,’ - provision of retraining; 
g;<;;;,y 
WSW’> ,:: “>a;*;;;;> ,i ,,,, : - provision of special measures for women, migrants, young workers, 
*4**,,; ,,,,, f&;;:: ~>‘: and handicapped workers whose re-employment involves special 
&p,,, ‘,; 
&gv;;;:~,,~” problems. 

‘,~, I’~~ ~’ Thesematters should be dealt with in close co-operation between govern- ~~~~~~~-:,;~~ 
,4&g, ,,~~, 
~gggj~ _,, meets, employers ad workers. 
f#$j&!;;;;~~ ~, 
~ep&;;,,,~~ :_ B;+.,,~~,~,~ ,’ ,6g. Many of these features already exist in the policies of industrialised 
& fj,; _ :~~~,qmtries. 
\$g,~;: 1 !,~, 

: 69. In implementing employment and manpower policies, the industrial- 
,:,.~~: ,: ised countries should corrtinue to ,pursue and expand trade liberalisatipn 

~~~~~~~~~‘~pOlicies~,i,~ ,,z~rder,,~ to:increase :imp,o,rts, ,of,ma,nufactures ,and sem@ranufactures : ,’ ~’ 
~~~~~,~~:~from,;deve,loping ~countriesin, :an effort to increase their ,employment’ and ‘:,, ! 

,~ ,,, 

~~~~~~:;~~ mcomes~wbikz conthudng to maintain ,employment in industrialised countries: : 
:::?;:f:; ;,:~+$ijustr$nt assistance is, considered preferable to import restrictions. 

70. Consistent with national’ laws and systems, adjustment assistance 
:_?G:::: :should start ‘well before, workers lose ,their jobs, when this can be clearly 
T:;~;:,,~ ,~ estabbshed, and,n,ot on,ly when unempLoyment 1s inunhrent. ~, ~, ,~,, :_i:j:‘,, ,:, ,, ,;; ~, 

‘71.1 ‘Regional :or national readjustment funds, could be set up by the ;:,~, ,, 
,: ,” ,“,::, ,iddustriaL&ed countries or existing ‘funds (for ,examplethe EEC~ Social :,and 
:::‘I? ‘,’ ,,Regional Funds) coufd be, adapted for the’ purpose ,of assisting in ;the adjust- ” ~,,:Q z,, 

‘, ,ment of’ industries’~ and Workers ,afTected by changes ,in the international 
: “: economic,situ&on~ This ,ought,,not to reduce ,deveLoRniemaid. 

;;~ ,,~;,, ~;ii, ,,‘I,‘,, :.72;~:The;comR$itiveness, of’+ hiipo& from ,dev&p& countries shouhl !, ,” ,’ ’ : ,‘i’:l 
:$:, ;~,;: -::‘,:~~~not:be.;~chieved’to the,,deiriment,of,f?ir h&our ‘smndards; :!~’ ;‘;‘: ,:~ !, ! ,,‘,I ,:, i,‘;:, ,,,,! ,,, ‘~ : ,: ,: :, ‘, 

,:,‘, i;y,::~~;,, ~:,<; ,,,, :,“: ,,:,,’ ,‘: :,,,, :~ ,~, ,,,, ,,, 
:’ ” 127’ 

:;:;:~; ~: :;,:,y~‘,‘, ‘: “~” :,, ,: ~, ,:, ,’ 

,, :: I 

,~~~‘~~,.::,,:“-,:~,;,,,,~~‘;: ,,, i ,:,<~:i::,;~,,) ,,:i:,,:;,::T ,,,,, ;: i ,,, ,,&., ,,,I,>,~,~ ,.~,:, ,, ,;,, ,:~,;1 ~,_ ,~, .: i,i ,,,,:/, .~,P ,,? ,,~ ~,,, ,,,, :, i ‘, ,’ ,, ,,,~ pi, ,,i ,, ,, ,, ,,,, 



75. The traditional role of the IL0 regarding labour standards should be 
continued ,in order to ensure respect for fair labour standards in developing 
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types of corporation according to their 

of a basic-needs strategy. 

they saw as the creation of an international division of labour unfavourable 
to these countries, the control of raw materials, the lack of respect for the 
sovereign rights of States, the insecurity of the employment provided, the lack 

that the application of 

of a New Inter- 
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(i) TNCs must be subject to the laws and regulations of the host coun- 
try and in the event of a dispute accept the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
courts of the country in which they operate; 

(ii) TNCs should refrain from all interference in the internal affairs of 
the States in which they operate; 

(iii) TNCS should refrain from interference in their relations between 
the government of the host country and other States, and from influencing 
these relations; 

(iv) TNCS should not serve as an instrument of the external policy of 
another State nor as a means of extending to the host country juridical 
regulations of the country of origin; 

(v) TNCs should be subject to the permanent sovereignty which the 
host country exercises over all its wealth, natural resources and economic 
activities; 

(vi) TNCs should comply with national development policies, objectives 
and priorities and make a contribution to their implementation; 

(vii) TNCs should supply the government of the host country with rele- 
vant information on their activities in order to ensure that those activities 
are in accordance with the national development policies, objectives and 
priorities of the host country; 

(viii) TNCs should conduct their operations in such a way that they 
result in a net inflow of financial resources for the host country; 

(ix) TNCs should contribute to the development of the domestic, 
scientific and technological capacity of the host countries; 
(x) TNCs should refrain from restrictive trade practices; 

(xii TNCs should respect the socio-cultural, identity of the host country. 

” 86. The Group of 77 also recommended that developing countries adopt : 
measures at the national, regional and international levels in order to ensure 
that transnational enterprises should reorient their activities so as to undertake 
further manufacturing processes in developing countries and processing in 
those countries of raw materials for national or foreign markets. They also 
recommended that the IL0 and member States co-operate With a view to 
bringing the UN Commission on Transnational Corporations to consider 
among the points to be included in the compulsory Code of Conduct of TNCs 
those concerning the obligation of these enterprises to hire local labour, 
not to discriminate against local workers in respect of salaries, conditions of 
work, training, promotion and access to different levels of seniority. And 
lastly they recommended that developing countries take steps in order to regu- 
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wth- and employment- 

loyment and training, conditions 
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that the multinational enterprises could cont&ute to the economic develop- 
ment of the host country, especially through the creation of employment. The 
governments of home countries of multinational enterprises, while considering 
their own national requirements, should continue to apply selective incentives 
for foreign investments in such a way as to encourage investments which met 
the basic needs of the host country. Countries which welcomed foreign invest- 
ment should create a favourable and stable investment climate which encour- 
aged multinational enterprises to adapt their activities to the economic needs 
of the country. For this purpose the governments of the host countries should 
avoid introducing or maintaining inequalities of treatment between multi- 
national enterprises and domestic enterprises in social matters affecting their 
respective workers. 

91. Most Government members of industrialised market economy 
countries expressed the hope that such policies would help in taking full 
advantage of the positive aspects of the activities of multinational enterprises. 
In this spirit these Government members noted the recommendations of the 
IL0 Tripartite Advisory Meeting on the Relationship of Multinational Enter- 
prises and Social Policy, held in Geneva from 4 to 13 May 1976, that appro- 
priate arrangements be made with a viec; to preparing an IL0 Tripartite 
Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social 
Policy, which would provide the ILO’s input into the much broader Code of 
Conduct which is currently considered by the United Nations Commission 
on Transnational Corporations. The interests of both the host countries and 
mulrinational enterprises were best served, in the long run, by an atmosphere 
of mutuai trust, in which the rules for inter-relationship were known in advance 
and strictly observed, relevant information was available to all parties con- 
cerned, and negotiations were conducted in a flexible manner. 

92. In the light of the above, the Government members of industrialised 
market economy countries were of the opinion that the present contributions 
of multinational enterprises to the creation of employment in the developing 
countries could be further increased through various measures such as: 

(i) local subcontracting when this was technically possible; 
(ii) a progressive increase in the iocal processing of raw materials; 
(iii) loca! reinvestment of profits to the greatest extent possible; 
(iv) replacement of expatriates and maximum utilisation of local personnel; 
(v) training and promotion of local production workers and of local 
management personnel; 
(vi) co-operation on matters of training between the multinational enter- 
prises and the various local institutions providing training. 

It should be understood, however, that the role the multinational enter- 
prise could play in employment creation varied from one host country to 
another, from one time-period to another, and from one firm to another. On 
the other hand, the contribution of multinational corporations could only 

132 
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be partiai since the reduction of unemployment in developing countries was 
a global task, the responsibility for which lay primarily with governments. 
It was therefore up to them to ensure that the contribution of multinational 
corporations to employment creatio,l was maximised. The multinational 
enterprises should respect the sovereign rights of States as well as the relevant 
laws, rules and national practices and recognised international obligations, 
it being understood that it would be desirable to refer to Conventions and 
Recommendations of the IL0 when legal, political and economic considera- 
tions so permitted. Multinational enterprises should adapt the activities of 
their subsidiaries to the deve!opment programmes and economic objectives 
of the countries where they were established. This adaptation should take into 
account all the economic and social factors of these countries. 

93. Government members of the industrialised market economy countries 
considered that it was necessary to reinforce the technical negotiating capacity 
of developing countries vis-&vis the multinational corporations. For this 
purpose: 

(i) it recommended that the IL0 should study regulations in the employ- 
ment and training fields, adopted by developing countries, regarding 
foreign investment and multinational corporations; 
(ii) it would be desirable to clarify the need, for training in developing 
countries for the purpose of dealing with foreign investment and to 
establish corresponding training programmes which would assist govern- 
ments in negotiating with multinationals on matters relating directly or 
indirectly to employment creation and the improvement of training; 
(iii) it was desirable that the ILO, to the extent of its competence, should 
be ready to provide technical assistaxe as required in those fields to 
governments which requested it. 

Also it would be desirable to ask the IL0 to carry out studies on employ- 
ment, training and wages poiicies adopted by developing countries regarding 
multinational enterprises. Research should equally be strengthened in the 
field of appropriate technology and labour-intensive goods, the production 
of which should be promoted in developing countries. 

94. Certain Government members of developing countries associated 
themselves with most of the proposals in paragraphs 92 and 93 above. 

95. Government members of industrialised market economy countries 
felt that multinational enterprises should so far as possible devote themselves 
to stepping up research and development in the field of appropriate technology 
and to the development of products to further employment creation. And 
that, lastly, for their part, governments should be able, before accepting the 
investment of multinationals on their territory, to be sure that the techniques 
proposed were those most suited to employment creation, taking account 
also of other factors affecting production and marketing. 
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96. Certain representatives of industrialised market economies, whilst in 

agreement with certain general points made in paragraphs 90 to 93 above, 
nevertheless expressed their sympathy vis-&vis the declaration of the Group 
of 77. They also expressed their agreement with the procedures proposed in 
the Tripartite .Advisory Meeting of May 1976, as well as with the proposal 
for research ‘bvhich the IL0 could undertake in collaboration with the United 
Nations Commission on Transnational Corporations, without this implying, 
however, an acceptance of all the conclusions of that meeting. In addition 
they stated that it was necessary to co-ordinate the ILO’s activities on multi- 
national enterprises with those of the UN Commission on Transnational 
Corporaticms. 

97. Certain governments, while recognising the importance of a Code of 
Conduct regulating the activities of multinational enterprises, put the stress 
on relations of a bilateral character which can exist between host countries and 
multinational enterp:ises and on the importance of national regulations for 
controlling the activities of these enterprises. 

Declarations of the Employers’ members 

98. The Employers’ members stated clearly that the relevant agenda item, 
as determined by the Governing Body at its 196th (May 1975) Session, called 
for a discussion of “the role of multinational enterprises in employment 
creation in the developing countries” and that they were prepared to discuss 
this specific question. They considered that ccmpanies in general, including 
multinational enterprises, as well as governments and trade unions, had a 
responsibility to bring about a better balance in the distribution of the world’s 
products and knowledge. Multinational enterprises in conjunction with home 
and host governments and trade unions had an important role to play in advanc- 
ing social progress. It was not possible for multinational enterprises to solve 
the problem of employment and to meet the basic needs of the world, but they 
had a contribution to make in this field; nevertheless, the responsibility of 
this task lay primarily with governments. 

99. The Employers’ members stressed that the discussion of the problem 
should concentrate on which kind of employment opportunities multinational 
enterprises could create. These enterprises did concern themselves with devel- 
oping new activities important for employment, for example in agriculture. 
Although direct creation of employment by multinational enterprises was 
limited, the indirect effects were significant and could stimulate national 
economic development and know-how. 

100. They believed that it was up to each government to decide what 
kinds of industrial activities and technologies were best suited to meet the 
development needs of its country. New activities of multinational enterprises 
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in developing countries should fit into national plans. Agriculture should be 
given priority attention in developing countries, and multinational enterprises 
could provide assistance in developing the production of industrial inputs 
to agriculture and in building up industries processing agricultural outputs. 

101. The Employ-em members stressed that multinational enterprises 
were a significant vehicle for the transfer of advanced technology, that choice 
of technology was often dictated by governments and that governments of 
developing countries generally insisted upon the most sophisticated kinds of 
technology. 

102. They further expressed the view that multinational enterprises had 
beneficial effects c n wages and working conditions. It was for host governments 
to define the social obligations under which multinational enterprises should 
function. It was the general practice of multirational enterprises to recognise 
workers’ rights as well as the maintenance of labour standards and working 
conditions. In general, multinationals were responsible, did train local staff, 
had good industrial relations, had pay scales as good as, or better than, ,,, 
those of national companies, and worked within national regulations. Multi- 
national enterprises were entitled to a fair remuneration for their efforts. 

103. The Employer’s members pointed out that multinational enterprises 
,::, 
:,:, were free not to invest and that foreign investors needed a stable investment 

climate. Tough rules were acceptable as long as they were not arbitrarily 

::~:, changed. Moreover, multinational enterprises objected to regulations which 
were not applicable also to national companies. The Employers’ members 

,, insisted on equal treatment on social matters. 

104. Taking cognisance of the five reports prepared by the IL0 at the 
request of the Tripartite Meeting on the Relationship between the Multinational 
Corporations and Social Policy which met in Geneva from 26 October to 
4 November 1972 and of the agreed conclusions reached at the Tripartite 
Advisory Meeting on the Relationships of Multinational Enterprises and Social 
Policy of 412 May 1976, the Employers’ members believed that it was not 
the mission of the World Employment Conference to discuss the content of 
principles to govern multinational enterprises. A voluntary code of conduct 
could be helpfui. 

105. The Employers’ members considered that the IL0 study on inter- 
national principles and guidelines was a clear and comprehensive survey of 
possibilities in the IL0 context. The IL0 studies had shown that the multi- 
national in general behaved responsibly. They had failed to reveal the existence 
of problems of the kind referred to by the Workers’ members. The multi- 
nationals had been shown in the IL0 studies to be a force for economic devel- 
opment. Indeed, they were the most effective means yet found for reducing 
the time-span for producing the management skills needed to organise resources 
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and muster finance. 3 was necs,zr~ to be carefui that any action taken would 
not have adverse implications for the future. The Employers’ members were 
therefore unconvinced of the need for international action in regard to multi- 
nationals in the social field. In particular, they considered that any move 
towards the adoption of an international labour Convention in this area 
risked creating an impossible situation through the variations in the extent of 
ratification or acceptance in different countries-a risk mentioned in the IL0 
study. There was also a question of discriminatory treatment. The bulk of the 
existing Conventions were of general application, the exceptions to this being 
so narrow in scope that there was no analogy between them and the wide 
range of enterprises and industries covered by the term “multinational”, 
with then varying degrees of foreign and national ownership. A Convention 
applying to all employees of any enterprise under any degree of foreign owner- 
ship would place these employees under special regulations that might well be 
more favourable than those in the prevailing industrial economy of the coun- 
try, with adverse effects on the orderly conduct of industrial relations. Having 
regard to the variety of industrial relations patterns and behaviour in different 
countries, the Employers’ members believed that such matters must primarily 
be determined by the governments of the country concerned and the ordinary 
law and practice of the country. 

106. Another approach that had been suggested was the preparation of 
a tripartite declaration of principles which could eventually be embodied in 
more comprehensive United Nations guidelines. The Office study had pointed 
to the guidance given in Conference resolutions and conclusions of Industrial 
Committees and other advisory meetings as indicating the feasibility of such 
a procedure. The Employers’ members were not against guidelines in principle, 
as shown by those published by the International Chamber of Commerce as 
long ago as 1972 and the active participation of their organisation in OECD’s 
work on a code. The Employers’ members were, however, convinced that such 
a declaration would not be useful and might well be harmful unless the guide- 
lines met the following points: 

(a) that they ensure that the operations of multinational enterprises can 
continue effectively to the benefit of society as a whole; 

(b) that they are non-mandatory but mutually agreed through a tripartite 
dec!aration of principles on responsible behaviour for multinational enter- 
prises, governments and trade unions; 

(c) that they ensure in social matters that all parties respect the laws 
and regslations of the host country; 

(d) that they recognise the principle of equal treatment for foreign-owned 
and for national enterprises in matters of industrial relations and social policy; 

(e) that they do not bind multinationals to observance of IL0 standards 
not ratified or accepted by the host country, or introduce a system of standards 
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making existing IL0 Conventions and Recommendations applicable only to 
multinational enterprises; 

(f) that they are flexible enough to permit application to very different 
national situations and national objectives and in regard to widely different 
types of companies and industries; 

(g) that they apply effectively to enterprises with public or mixed owner- 
ship as well as to privately owned companies. 

Restrictive legislation would only slow down employment creation in 
developing countries by multinational enterprises. Multinational enterprises 
were already subject to many regulations and governments had adequate 
powers of their own, any of which could frustrate a company’s expectations 
of a reasonable return. 

107. The Employers’ members stated tlat, foilowing the proposal in 
paragraph 106 above, the Tripartite Advisory Meeting had recommended 
that a small tripartite group should be established to draft a voluntary declara- 
tion of principles applying to multinational enterprises, governments and trade 
unions. In view of this, the Employers’ members did not consider it appropriate 
to place the question of multinational enterprises and social policy on the agenda 
of the International Labour Conference in 1978. 

108. The Employers’ members, after two weeks of discussion, were 
reluctantly forced to accept that no consensus existed in the group because the 
differing views of Government, Workers’ and Employers’ members were 
irreconcilable. 

109. The representatives of employers of European socialist countries 
fully supported the point of view of the Government members of the European 
socialist countries with regard to the role of multinational enterprises in employ- 
ment creation in developing countries. 

Declarations of the Workers’ members 

110. The Workers’ members expressed the concerns and preoccupations 
of trade unions and workers with regard to the effects of the activities of multi- 
national enterprises on employment and more generally on development. 
They declared that the questions raised under item 4 in Chapter 11 of the 
Director-General’s Report were not exhaustive and therefore should not limit 
the discussion. Consequently, the discussion ought to include other questions 
which were just as important. The Workers also underlined the fact that 
consideration of the problem should not be restricted by the conclusions of the 
Tripartite Advisory Meeting held in May 1976. Under these circumstances, 
the three international trade union federations asked that, on the international 
and national levels, steps should be taken to strengthen control of multinational 
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enterprises. This control should be exerted by the countries in whichthey 
operated. The areas in which international and national action should take 
place were, in particular, as follows: 

(i) in all the countries where multinational enterprises operated, the 
existing Conventions of the IL0 ought to be applied, in particular Con- 
ventions Nos. 87 on trade union liberties, 98 on collective bargaining, 
100 on equal remuneration, 122 on employment, 135 on representation 
of workers, 140 on paid education leave and 143 on migrant workers. 
In addition, reference to IL0 Conventions must include working condi- 
tions for multinational enterprises in countries which had not yet ratified 
these IL0 standards and in those countries where they were persistently 
violated; 

(ii) employment of local workers and non-discrimination should be 
guaranteed. Non-discriminatory working conditions should be established 
on a democratic basis and should correspond to the highest wages, salaries, 
working conditions and standards of hygiene and safety in all the branches 
and units of multinational enterprises; 

(iii) multinational enterprises ought to guarantee that the enterprises 
supply the representatives of the workers with essential information, 
especially on the composition of capital, the general organisation of the 
company at the level of the parent company and the branches, the evolu- 
tion of the company with respect to workers’ participation, detailed 
investment plans, current and former agreements, conditions of work, 
wages and recruitment of personnel in each factory, data on financial 
management and results, etc.; 

(iv) in addition, the right of trade unions to take solidarity action at the 
level of each factory and of the multinational organisation as a whole, 
and the right of trade unions to decide freely on any action designed to 
enforce economic sanctions; 

(v) the transfer of activities following labour conflicts shoald be prohi- 
bited. In the case of a transfer of production, workers should be provided 
with new jobs with equivalent working conditions, and a compensation 
fund should be created, to support workers losing their jobs; 

(vi) furthermore, in a more general economic context, the profits of multi- 
national enterprises should remain in the countries in which these enter- 
prises operated in order to contribute to the creation of productive 
employment and to a healthier balance of payments situation. 

111. The Workers’ members felt that in order to achieve this, several 
convergent paths should be followed at both national and international levels. 
On the one hand, it would be desirable to strengthen legislative and executive 
powers to provide the possibility of prohibiting certain economic concentra- 
tions, to integrate the activities of the companies in national planning and to 
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provide for real public control over exchange, prices, monetary movements, 
investments, taxation and credit. On the other hand, the sovereign rights of 
States to nationalise in order to control their development and their sovereignty 
over natural resources should be respected. The right to nationalise should 
apply particularly when the interests of the workers or the country were threat- 
ened. Finally, it was necessary that a code of conduct should be elaborated 
at the international level defining the obligations of multinational enterprises. 
This code should take into account notably the principles and measures pre- 
sented by the Workers’ members. It should have a legal and binding form. 

112. The Workers’ members recognised the importance of the principle of 
non-discrimination between multinational enterprises and national companies 
in industrialised countries, but stressed that the very nature of multinational 
companies and the problems relating to them necessitated the possibility of 
making exceptions to this principle. In developing countries it was permissible 
and in some cases even necessary, in the interest of the development of these 
countries, to take measures which were discriminatory. 

113. All foreign investments should be undertaken under the general 
conditions set out in paragraphs 110-112 and 114. In this context the multi- 
national corporations should abide by the following principles: 

(i) local subcontracting when this is technically possible; 

(ii) a progressive increase in the local processing of raw materials; 

(iii) local reinvestment of profits to the greatest extent possible; 

(iv) replacement of expatriates and maximum utilisation of local 
personnel; 

(v) training and promotion of local production workers and of local 
management personnel; 

(vi) co-operation on matters of training with the various local institutions 
providing training. 

114. Multinational enterprises should be required to study the manner 
in which they could adapt the activities of their subsidiaries IO the development 
programmes and economic objectives of the countries where they were estab- 
lished. The multinational enterprises must respect the sovereign rights of States 
and take into consideration the legislation, regulations and relevant national 
practices as well as internationally recognised obligations. They must also 
recognise the rights of workers and should not undermine but contribute to 
progress in the field of standards and conditions of work in the host country. 

115. As to future action of ?he lL0, a majority of the Workers’ members 
insisted on the need to strengthen the technical capacity of developing countries 
to negotiate with multinational enterprises. In this field it was desirable that 
the ILO, to the extent of its competence, should be ready to provide the required 
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technical assistance to governments desiring to strengthen their bargaining 
power G-a-; is m-ultinaiionai enterprises. 

I1 6. A large number of the Workers’ members thought that it would also 
be desirable to request the IL0 to carry out studies on policies concerning 
employment, training and wages followed by developing countries in relation 
to multinarionat enterprises. It would also be desirable to step up research in 
the field of appropriate technology and on products with a high employment 
content, the production of which it would be desirable to promote in the 
developing countries. For their part the multinational enterprises, so far as 
possible, should devote themselves to stepping up research and development 
in the field of appropriate technology and the development of products for 
furthering employment creation. 

I1 7. The Workers’ members stressed that the IL0 should deal with all 
the areas relating to the social aspects of the activities of multinational enter- 
prises. The work of the IL0 in these fields should be closely co-ordinated with 
the activities of the UN Commission on Transnational Corporations. 

118. The Workers’ members finally considered that: 

(i) the IL0 should continue its current work concerning multinationats 
and social policy on the basis of the conclusions of the Tripartite Advisory 
Meeting of 412 May 1976, but without confining itself to those conclu- 
sions; 

(ii) the IL0 should contribute in the field of its competence and within the 
UnitedNations to the elaboration of an international instrument (Code of 
Conduct) with a binding character permitting the control of multinational 
companies; 

(iii) the ILO, within the framework of a reform of the mechanisms for 
examining questions concerning the violation of trade union freedom, 
should provide for a procedure to be applied to multinational corporations; 

(iv) the iLO Governing Body should at its next meeting give consideration 
to the respective positions of the governments, the Employers’ group and 
the Workers’ group at the World Employment Conference; 

(v) the IL0 Governing Body should place the issue of multinational 
enterprises and social policy on the agenda of the 1978 Session of the 
International Labour Conference, in order that Conventions on multi- 
national enterprises should be adopted in the following areas: industrial 
relations, training for employment, conditions of life and work. 

119. The Workers”members expressed their profound dissatisfaction that 
it was not possible to reach any common points of agreement on this crucially 
important subject. They moreover wished to point out in this context that a 
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number of individual points of agreement were recorded between the Workers’ 
members and several governments. The Workers’ members expressed their 
support for the proposals of the Group of 77, in particular the basic principles 
covered by paragraph 85. They also supported points (i)-(G) in paragraph 
92 as proposed by the Government members of industrialised market economy 
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INSTITUTIONS DEALING WITH 
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY’ 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Botswana 

. Apfiropriate Technology Centre 

The purpose of the project is to create the means whereby knowledge 
about technologies appropriate to the needs and resources of Botswana can 
be identified, investigated, developed and applied. 

In pursuance of the long-range and immediate objectives of the project 
and as a result of detailed discussions with government departments, para- 
statals and non-government organisations, four major problem areas (and, 
within these areas, a number of specific topics for early investigation) have 
been identified: 

ousingr alternative forms of cement, small-scale production of 
Portland cement, the design of and materials for low-cost roofing, 
alternative materials for ceilings and partitions, low-cost door and 
window frames; 

(b) wafer: low-cost supply to small rural communities, methods of low- 
cost small-scale storage, small-scale sewerage plants; 

(c) power: examination of possible improvements to present methods of 
using fuel, utilisation of local coal as substitute for wood in rural areas, 
uses of solar energy (e.g. for water heating and pumping), uses of 
wind power (e.g. for water pumping), uses of methane (e.g. for water 
pumping and heating); 

(d) agro-industries and manufacturing industries: small-scale processing 
of abattoir by-products (e.g. glue and brushes); grain storage in rural 
communities; small-scale manufacture of agricultural implements; 
small-scale exploitation of mineral deposits (e.g. cyanite, fluorspar) ; 
production of ornamental stone; small-scale foundry; small-sca!e 
enamelling; recovery of waste engine oil. 

’ Only institutions dealing mainly with small-scale and rural technologies appear in this list. 
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Many of the above topics have already been the sub,jcct of extensive 
R and D in various parts of the world, but as yet the appropriate technologies 
that have been developed have not been transferred or adapted to meet the 
needs of Botsxvana. The Centre will be a clearing-house and co-ordinator, 
an advisory unit and an evaluator, but at ail times it will be concerned with 
the needs of users and not with technological research for its own sake. 

It is felt that it would not be advisable or necessary for the Centre itself 
to carry out R and D work on the adaptation of technology, as a number of 
institut-ions equipped with adequate facilities to do so already exist in 
Botswana. The Centre would in particular encourage such institutions to 
solve local technological problems and provide them with the financial 
means to do so. 

Ghana 

. Technology Consultancy Centre, Kumasi University of Science and Technology 

The Centre was established in 1972 to serve as an intermediary between 
specialists in the University and potential users, and has been particularly 
concerned with small-scale industries. The Centre participates in R and 
D work by providing technical know-how and it assists in the testing of new 
products in pilot plants. It also provides technical assistance to firms in matters 
of quality control, commercial production, access to credit and the 
improvement of equipment. 

The Centre has acquired a reputation for stimulating grass-roots develop- 
ment through the application of intermediate technology. Examples of 
such work include the upgrading of existing craft industries such as textiles. 
woodworking and pottery. The development of appropriate processes 
includes the manufacture of spider glue from cassava starch and alkali from 
plantation peel (these raw materiais are abundant in Ghana) and the manu- 
facture of broadlooms for village weavers. In the case of the manufacture 
of glue, tht Centre provided technical know-how, a production plant and a 
financial loan to the entrepreneurs. In addition, the Centre has established 
three production units on the University campus for the manufacture of 
nuts and bolts, soap bars and broadlooms. The Centre’s largest single project 
is a soap pilot plant. The Centre is engaged in commissioning seven small- 
scale soap-making plants (200-500 bars per day) using raw materials mainly 
of local origin and serving rural markets. 

A programme for the establishment of craft centres in some 40 Ashanti 
villages was recently launched. Other rural non-farm activitie: include glass 
bead-making, the manufacture of coconut products, brass casting. and the 
local manufacture of such agricultural equipment as pumps, driccs and 
bullock carts. 
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Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania 

l East African Industrial Research Organisation IEAIRO) 

The Oryanisation covers Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania and is mainly 
oriented towards small-scale production units in the primary and secondary 
sectors. Food programmes in agriculture receive special attention through 
R and D work on the promotion of appropriate cultivation in different geo- 
graphical areas (for example, the substitution of sorghum and millet for maize 
in semi-arid regions). Technical innovations are also carried out in industry 
(brickmaking, food processing, energy). 

The work of the EAIRO is not biased in favour of the large-scale 
organ&d sectors, as is ofte;i the case with national and regional research 
institutions. Instead, it is in line with the basic-needs approach. Many of 
the smaller research projects are initiated in response to demands from 
small-scale clients. 

Specific examples of innovations include: 

(a) the development of a solar water-heating system which can be manu- 
factured 1ocalIy by small-scale sheet metal enterprises and which could 
provide hot water for domestic use in rural areas; 

(bj the reconditioning of disused ceramics kilns for the manufacture of 
bricks and tiles; 

cc) the development of techniques for the commercial manufacture of 
oriari6, a natural dyestuff used in some dairy products; and 

(dj the development of techniques for using Kisii stoneware for electrical 
insulators. 

Nigeria 

- Federal Institute of Industrial Research (FIIR) 

The FIIR was established in the early 1950s to promote industrial 
development through local technical innovation for appropriate technology. 
Its main activities have been concerned with the modernisation of the tech- 
nology for processing gari (a food item), which involved both quality 
improvement and large-scale production. Fundamental research was under- 
taken to study the processing of the basic ingredient and an appropriate 
syjtem which resulted in the establishment of a pilot plant was subsequently 
developed. Further developments led to the full utilisation of the new gun’- 
processing method by a farming co-operative. 

In lieu of a proposed mechanised pilot plant, a completely hand-operated 
process superior to the existing traditional village ‘method was developed. 
The mechanical grater designed and developed at the Institute soon became 

’ See ILO: Employmenr, incomes and equalicy. ., op. cit., technical pep 9 
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popular with the rural gari-producing communities, and its manufacture by 
rural carpenters and blacksmiths is now widespread. Another contribution 
by the Institute was the development of multiple frying range for gan’. 

Tanzania 

- Small Industries Deveiopment Organisation (SIDO) 

The Organisation was created in 1973 to replace the earlier National 
Small Industries Corporation. It is entrusted with the development and 
diffusion, on a regional basis, of appropriate technology for small-scale and 

rural industries. 
The projects under way inch& food processing, building materials and 

clay products, textiles and clothing, and rural mechanised workshops, SIDO 
works closely with the ITDG, London, which is undertaking a project on 
bricks and tiles and another on the development of an appropriate leather and 
footwear industry on behalf of SIDO. Links are also maintained with the 
Government of India, which has provided assistance in the formulation of 
a hire-purchase scheme for small-scale industries. Furthermore, small-scale 
(OPS) sugar units are being imported from India. 

Zambia 

-Technology Development Advisory Unit (TDAUL University of Zambia 

TDAU was created in 1975. Rural development, small-scale industries 
and low-cost housing are the three major areas of its activity. In the 
agricultural sector the Unit intends to concentrate on equipment for 
cultivation, harvesting and processing. It has so far developed two types of 
machine: a brick machine (for soil and sand/cement mixing) which is being 
introduced in rural areas through the Ministry of Agriculture, and a machine 
for extracting oil from cashew nuts. Future plans include the investigation 
of such subjects as the manufacture of paper glue using cassava starch and 
potash from husks of plantain, simple household electrical components and 
other household implements, nuts, bolts, and rivets, processes for soap pro- 
duction by adapting traditional methods, and the design of low-cost housing 
units and components. 

Because of its present status as a unit within a university, TDAU seems 
to play a rather limited role in the application of appropriate technology. 
However, the recognition already received for its initial work is likely to 
permit its expansion into a full-fledged body able to: (a) collect information 
on low-cost, efficient machinery and processes; (b) develop new equipment 
either by adapting imported machines or by upgrading traditional ones; 
(c) conduct an evaluation of low-cost technologies in terms of market 
potentia! and cost competitiveness; and (d) ensure- that specific needs for 
simple technologies are properly identified, through adequate links with 
appropriate ministries as well as entrepreneurs. 


